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Introduction

The DVD market and films available on the internet have turned film translation into a heterogeneous phenomenon of varying quality. My worst personal experience of this was in Paris when I saw the German film, Kebab
Connection (Annu Saol, 2005), a comedy about Turkish immigrants in
Hamburg. The film was on DVD, dubbed into Turkish with French subtitles,
written in haste on what I assume was a Turkish keyboard. Expressions such
as “bien sûr” were spelled “bın šür”, and the dubbing ruined the language
mixing as an important feature of the story, originally spoken in German,
Turkish and Greek. This is an example of how contemporary digital culture
has had an impact on film translation. Films can be projected in various media versions and anyone who has access to a computer can be a translator.
Today’s situation has parallels to the “fall of the Tower of Babel” during
the period of conversion from silent to sound film in the late 1920s. The lack
of translation standards, the large number of film versions and the possibility
for an individual exhibitor to choose translation techniques, dominated the
years of early sound film. As in the late 1920s, we now witness a period of
transition. Today’s translation practice is embodied in a transnational media
culture, in which different language versions (not just of film) are accessible
to all through global communication.
It is telling that the polyglot character of Kebab Connection was replaced
by a mix of translated languages. The French subtitles with traces of Turkish
(and the Turkish dubbing replacing German, Turkish and Greek) represents
transnational processes on several levels, the level of translation, as well as
the level of cultural differentiation in the fictional story. It might seem as if
these levels stand in conflict (since the Turkish dubbing removed the multilingual speech in the film), but I would prefer to see them as interrelated.
Kebab Connection is only one of many “immigrant films” which feature the
multilingual as an effective means of describing cultural identities. One can
speak of a multilingual trend in contemporary cinema. The French
L’Auberge espagnole (Cédric Klapisch, 2002) uses polyglot representation
to illustrate a European multilingual culture, and a film such as The World
(Zhang Ke Jia, 2004) depicts global labour exploitation by featuring workers
who speak Mandarin, Shanxi and Russian. This trend of polyglot or multilingual film is notable also in films where the globally powerful English
language is combined with other languages. The film, The Interpreter (Sydney Pollack, 2005), uses the fictional African language “Ku”, a creation
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which adopts aspects of Bantu languages spoken in Eastern and Southern
Africa. A similar construction is seen in Steven Spielberg’s The Terminal
(2004), in which Tom Hanks, impersonating a tourist from the fictional
country Krakozhia, speaks Bulgarian, while all written documentation from
this made-up country is in Russian. In these cases, the linguistic amalgam
naturally gives a strange impression to audiences understanding the represented languages (or traces of languages). Multilingual representation displaces and generates a malleable character of “foreign” and “native”. It reveals that speech representation inevitably delivers meaning to the members
of the audience who understand the spoken language, while it represents
sounds to those who do not.
The multilingual might be seen as a reflection of contemporary accessibility to language versions, today, as well as during the period of transition to
sound. In the early 1930s, the multilingual was a common meta-filmic feature depicting the end of the “Esperanto” of silent film by the introduction of
speech. It was also, as today, a means of reflecting issues such as Americanisation, exoticism, Europeanism or cultural homogenisation, topics frequently
debated in Europe during in the 1920s and 1930s. If early sound film has
been increasingly discussed in contemporary film research, it is probably
because this period can help us deal with today’s problems of media diversity and crisis of cinematic culture. This dissertation is an attempt to study
this period further by considering multilingual and translation issues in interaction with a context of media diversity.

Purpose of the Study
This study discusses and analyses the conceptualisation of recorded/filmed
speech, translation, and cultural identity in film discourses in early sound
film. I primarily focus on the French/German context; films and discourses
on film are theorised in a broader context of filmic speech representation.
My points of departure are three dichotomies: 1. “universal language” vs.
“linguistic diversity”, 2. “media transposition” vs. “language translation”,
and 3 “speech as words” vs. “speech as body” (in terms of ethnicity, gender,
etc.). An important aspect in order to discuss these topics is the problem of
“versions”, both different translated versions, and versions in different media
of speech representation.
The study begins with a theoretical and historical introduction, in which I
develop the topic of the representation of speech in reproduction media focusing on early sound technology and language theories predominantly from
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The five subsequent chapters
discuss various topics from the era of early sound film: “speech discourses”
in chapter two, film speech as a multimedia issue in chapter three, the various means of translating, and the cultural and media technological implica12

tions of film translation in chapters four, five and six. Chapter four offers a
general discussion on film translation in the period of the coming of sound
with a focus on dubbing, subtitles and inter-titling. The two last chapters
deal exclusively with the multiple language version film, a translation practice based on re-making the same script in different languages.
The purpose of the study, generally speaking, is to frame media, translation and speech representation from a number of theoretical perspectives in
order to highlight how these issues are interrelated. Translation and version
making in the early sound film have rarely been theorised in previous research (with a few significant exceptions that I will return to) and the different modes of translation have often been regarded as distinct isolated phenomena. Moreover, film theoretical studies about translation approach these
issues from a-historical or transhistorical perspectives. By correlating theory
with a historical focus, I aim to contextualise issues beyond translation as a
language issue and shed new light on topics that previously have been referred to as details (such as polyglot film, the foreign accent and stars’ language acquisition) or as phenomena considered to be unrelated to “cinematic
quality” (such as “filmed theatre”).

Object of Analysis
The empirical basis for the analysis consists primarily of a sample selection
of French, German and Swedish fiction films and press material from the
period approximately 1929-1933. Rather than an empirical approach based
on systematic examination of a limited material, I emphasise examples and
cases from different contexts. The study partly, but not exclusively, relies on
new press material. I also use examples from previous research which I contextualise and reframe from theoretical perspectives chosen to highlight an
overall discussion. The focus is on films (as “texts”), reception of films, stars
and in particular the different versions in which the films are made: sound
and silent versions, different language versions, either by the use of dubbing
or subtitling, or the practice of multiple-language-version (MLV) film. I
have chosen a mixed selection of avant-garde and broad entertainment film
with an emphasis, however, on the popular context.
The press material is both related to the reception of specific films and
broader topics such as subtitling, dubbing or the accents of foreign stars. In
particular, I emphasise trans-cultural reception, for example, the European
reception of American “talkies” or the French reception of German stars.
The press material consists of both popular film magazines such as Pour
Vous, Cinémonde or Mein Film, or trade press, primarily La cinématographie française. I also consulted Variety (in relation to topics which are
more general and not linked to the specifically European context), and the
British Kine Weekly and Bioscope. In the last chapter, in which I make a case
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study of a Swedish language version, I utilised Swedish daily press and
popular film magazines. Apart from the press material, I also discuss film
theoretical interventions from this period as an important discourse in order
to conceptualise film speech and translation, linked to both analysis and
popular or industrial press material. Of particular interest is Béla Balázs inquiry on “speech physiognomy” which merges sound technology with issues
dealing with sound as “racial” or social “types”.
The empirical material is emphasised differently in each chapter. In chapter six, which is a case study, the arguments are primarily based on press
material. In other chapters, the selection of articles is more limited and
serves as illustrations of “allegorical” readings of more “textual” aspects of
film (such as multilingual film or the use of writing in sound film). The discussion on dubbing and titling (chapter four) contains representative examples of issues that are debated in this period related to my overall discussion.

Theoretical Perspectives and Delimitations
One of the main purposes of this study is to combine different theoretical
discussions in order to conceptualise the relations between speech, translation and cultural identity in film. Media theory is combined with semiotics,
cultural studies, language and translation theory, Mikhail Bakhtin is discussed alongside Friedrich Kittler or Nelson Goodman, Miriam Hansen
alongside Richard Dyer, Thomas Elsaesser, Rick Altman or James Lastra.
Mirroring the processes of translation and transposition analysed in this
study, the different perspectives often serve to explain or highlight the same
phenomenon, to “translate” a film or a review in theoretical terms or “transpose” one theoretical perspective onto another.
There is no overall theoretical model, which means that the various
sources combine a form of bricolage. I single out key concepts which operate functionally in order to highlight or conceptualise different topics. Kittler’s juxtaposition of translation and media transposition, for example, is
useful for my understanding of translation as a media issue. This does not,
however, mean that I share Kittler’s belief in technology as the overall basis
for all cultural activity. Due to the interdisciplinary character of this study
(dealing with translation, language, sound technology, film history, ethnicity,
etc.), a multitude of theoretical approaches is necessary. My emphasis lies on
relations and combinations of the various dimensions of “sound film”. For
example, instead of analysing speech representation and translation as separated phenomena, I focus on how the cinematic representation of speech
interferes with the discussions and practices of translation.
Theoretical considerations will be discussed extensively in chapter one,
and also in relation to the different topics in each chapter. I provide a brief
survey in this introduction to highlight key concepts and issues.
14

Discursive Levels
The various empirical sources, the combination of avant-garde and popular
film, of film theoretical writing from the period, in combination with press
material from fan magazines, etc., emerge from a discursive approach to film
history, i.e. an ambition to show how “heterogenous discourses”, to borrow
Michel Foucault’s expression, define a specific phenomenon.1 The approach
also follows a discursive logic in the sense that I attach larger cultural significance to specific topics. I read films as “allegories” of a “modernity”
context (not in the exact sense as Tom Gunning, though, since film analysis
is not my main focus) ,2 and I read reception of polyglot stardom as a signifier of a larger context of ethnicity and voice representation. There are, of
course, many aspects or contextual levels which could have been taken into
account. The production context of “patent wars” between sound systems or
other important industrial issues are, for example, only discussed as background information. The technological manuals aimed at sound technicians
are used as secondary empirical material.
My choice of material that targets the audiences (cinephiles or mass audience) naturally influences the result. Even if the technological development
of microphones, etc., or production contexts are important, this study focuses
on how these technological or industrial discourses take part in a public cinema culture. The texts which are analysed are therefore primarily films and
press material. It is also important to note that the reception material is limited to official “readings”, to what was written by journalists in different
cultural spheres. Reception is, in cultural studies, often discussed in terms of
“resistance” to or in “negotiation”3 with the text. In my reading, such a “negotiation” is located between film and press material, or between different
kinds of writing about the films. However, I neither speculate on alternative
“unwritten” readings nor discuss reception in terms of actual spectatorship
(as cognitive or social activity). The choices of films also naturally influence
the results of my analysis. The emphasis on fiction film rather than nonfiction delimits the context to an entertainment or an “art” sphere.
When I began researching this project, I was predominantly interested in
analysing canonical films, for example, early sound film classics like René
Clair’s Sous les toits de Paris (1929) or Josef von Sternberg’s Der blaue
Engel (1930). With the ambition to write about film history from a less conventional perspective, I soon began to look for alternative film material. This
search resulted in an interest in unusual versions of films, such as the Swedish version of Marcel Pagnol’s Marius (1931), Längtan till havet (John W.
Brunius, 1931). Instead of replacing the former material with the latter, I
have chosen to merge comments on early sound film classics (that will serve
as examples of “speech discourses”), with analyses of less known material.
Besides the fact that a presumed reader has probably seen the classic films
and can easily follow the discussions, the combination of films which have
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their natural place in the conventional film canon and films which are either
unknown or have been dismissed as films without interest, I wish to establish
a “dialogue” on a historiographical level, emphasising the various ways in
which the seemingly uninteresting material highlights the same issues as the
“great classics”.

European Film and Cultural Identities
European cinema has been discussed in terms of international relations in
recent research.4 This is a trend which disrupts traditional approaches to
European cinema, traditionally approached either from a national perspective
(German film from a Nazi or Weimar perspective or French film from a
specific national stylistic perspective, etc.), or by analysis of specific
“auteurs”.5 These approaches have been questioned by research focusing on
national cinema in terms of reception rather than production (for example,
by defining “German cinema” as the films screened rather than produced in
Germany) as well as by emphasising the co-productions and transnational
relations between European countries or between Europe and Hollywood. 6
The European as transnational is particularly striking in the period of the
introduction of sound, with the transnational networks of “Film Europe” (or
“Cinema Europe”)7 and the popularity of the German sound films all over
Europe. Even if my focus lies on media theoretical issues, reception and on
the film as “text” rather than production, the pan-European production networks form an important background context for this study. My aim is to
investigate the transnational further with a focus on speech as ethnic signifier
and translation as means of conceptualising “Europe” as multilingual and in
terms of ethnic differentiation.
National identity has during the last decades been discussed in terms of
constructions and imaginaries rather than “mirrors” of a “mentality” or actual historical events8 (which follows a re-conceptualisation of cultural identity, theorised as either an exotic “imaginative geography”9 or “imagined
community”10). Elsaesser’s discussion on national and European identity in
terms of “historical imaginary” is particularly interesting from this perspective, since this concept frames how “the distinct properties of the cinematic
medium” enables films to “address the spectator as a national subject”.11 A
similar approach is taken by Jean-Michel Frodon, who theorises construction
of national identity as cinematic “projection”, meaning that the construction
of national “imagined community” lies in the filmic disposition. (According
to Frodon, cinema and nation has a common “nature”, which is the “projection”.12) The cinematic “dispositif” as a means of constructing or “projecting” cultural identity will in my reading be combined with other sources,
such as the articles in fan magazines, which also take part in the construction
of as historical or geographic “imaginary”. Moreover, in contrast to most
previous research which mainly focuses on the visual expression of film, I
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will stress the audible and emphasise how the voice partakes in a construction of cultural difference and transnationalism.
As noted above, my analysis is primarily riveted to cultural constructions
other than national identity, which for my purposes are more important during this period. I will show how films evoke either regional, European,
global or “universal” cultural identities. All these identities are mythical
utopias or imaginaries blended with historical reality. Since the utopia of
“universalism” is opposed to cultural differentiation as such (which turns
“universal cultural identity” into a contradiction in terms), it embodies a
paradox: universalism is a construction that can be perceived as a reflection
of an actual cultural homogenisation due to globalisation. Universalism is,
however, also a utopian imagination of hoping to overcome language barriers and eradicate cultural differences. Both “European” and “universal”
imaginaries serve to unite different cultural identities by creating an imaginary overcoming cultural differentiation. Such ideas fuel cultural projects
and aesthetics, either the “Film Europe” movement as pan-European, mainly
a French-German network in concurrence with Hollywood, or utopias of
understanding film as a universal language in the silent era. When it comes
to the regional identity evoked primarily by speech as signifier of the regional, a discourse of regional exoticism interacts with a “vernacular modernism” in Miriam Hansen’s use of the term, that is a process in which
global mass cultural products are anchored and inflected by a specific regional context.13 To this I link a discussion of film voice and ethnicity; by
tracing the emphasis on accents in the early sound era to sound technology
from the nineteenth century, sound archives and ethnological and linguistic
research, I stress the relation between film voices and constructions (or deconstructions) of regional, social or “European” identity correlated with a
discourse of “whiteness” in Richard Dyer’s sense of the term.14

Early Sound Film in a Modernity Context
The early sound film period and its historiography have been extensively
discussed; of late, the interest in this period has been reinforced and many
issues have been revised and reframed. James Lastra, Charles O’Brien, Martin Barnier and Corinna Müller, to name the most prominent examples, have
approached the conversion to sound from different national perspectives,
addressing previously unknown issues such as intermedial sound technology
or exhibition.15 These studies are, naturally, significant sources for my work,
even if they approach this period from a primarily industrial point of view
and even though translation is not emphasised as a main issue. More important, for my purpose, is scholarship on multiple language version production
which occurs in a number of anthologies, most notable are recent editions of
Cinema & Cie: International Film Studies Journal.16 Nataša Ďurovičová,
Leonardo Quaresima, and Joseph Garncarz, among others, have initiated
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research on multiple language version production, previously regarded as
film history curiosa. Anthologies and articles on these topics are ongoing,
continuing research in which this study participates, and to which I have also
contributed with a version of chapter six of this study in the 2006 edition of
Cinegraph Babylon in FilmEuropa.17
The recent development of digitalisation and the booming DVD market,
which has allowed for different editions of films with different language
versions on the same disc, has opened up an interest in hybrid film forms and
the making of foreign versions. The increasing number of DVD-classics
containing several versions18 is evidence of a direct link between the DVD
market and earlier production of film versions. What has been considered to
be a historically isolated phenomenon has thus emerged as an object of study
in order to conceptualise a broader historical field of film versions.
In my reading, the period of the introduction of sound is understood both
as an isolated period with specific problems due to historical conditions and
as a period revealing aspects of modernity in a broader perspective. For this
purpose, I engage with different theoretical sources. Firstly, I look upon this
period as a period of “crisis”, to use Rick Altman’s term, a period with certain characteristics that reflect other crises (such as the contemporary situation of digitalisation and the early cinema period).19 This stands in opposition to the conception of the transition to sound as a continuity of silent classical story telling, and more popular discourses on the transition period as a
step towards something radically different from the silent film.20 Altman
links the crisis in sound film transition to other crises, besides reading “film”
in the period of crisis as other media. This is combined with a more apparatus-oriented media archaeological point of view, in which sound theory and
practice of the early sound period is traced to sound technology of the late
nineteenth century.
Lastra’s writings on sound film and sound technology prior to sound film
are useful for my analysis; following Lastra, I make a parallel between the
intermedial dimension of writing and sound technology in the late nineteenth
century and the period of the coming of sound. While Lastra uses the dichotomy of inscription versus simulation of body movements from early sound
apparatus as a means to conceptualise technological development and perception in the early sound era, I aim to broaden the relation between text and
sound to the problems of translation which also involves cultural practices
and ethnic identity.

Versions and Intermediality: Film as Text and Event
I address film versions both as an important aspect of the early sound period
and as a point of departure for a discussion of speech representation in film.
One of characteristics of a (film) historical “crisis” in Altman’s interpretation of history is the “multiple identity” of film media.21 The Jazz Singer
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(Alan Crosland, 1927) as a “work” between film and gramophone is the
most conspicuous example of how a crisis in film history is a crisis involving
the very definition of “film”.22 In this study I link the multiple identity to
translation and cultural identity. Translation is per se a version, which can be
dubbed, subtitled or produced in multiple language versions. The intermedial
relation between, for instance, theatre and film versions of the same script is
another kind of version making, which became more common with the introduction of sound.
The “word” as a reproducible sign which can be reproduced in different
texts without losing its original value - in Nelson Goodman’s words, an “allographic” sign – opens up media differentiation with the word as the common ground.23 Against this allographic dimension stands the materiality of
media. The combination of the replaceable and the irreplaceable and unique
constitutes the characteristics of the media and film versions in this period.
My aim is to integrate the idea of versions into the topic of sound film’s
“multiple identity”. Speech in early sound film is represented by sound recordings, moving images, and written titles. This is in particular the case for
the so-called part talkies, which mixed silent and sound film, or sound and
silent versions of the same film. This multimedia dimension of speech representation also serves as an understanding of how recorded speech is conceptualised; the concept of “version” is thus extended to a theoretical framework
of understanding speech representation in film as such.
There has been an important theoretical shift of the understanding of
sound film in academic writing, visible in the differences between the two
most influential anthologies on sound film, Cinema/Sound from 198024 and
Sound Theory, Sound Practice from 1992 (both edited by Rick Altman). In
the later anthology, Altman revises the textual perspective on film in the
former and proclaims an understanding of film as historical “event”, i.e. part
of a technological and cultural context.25
In this study, I combine the textual perspective with a conception of film
as event. The version problematic is the key to the combination between
textual and contextual analysis. By working with versions in the early sound
period, the interdependence between film as historical event and film as text
becomes obvious. The singularity of each version in relation to other versions is a purely textual category; the act of comparing involves close reading and an emphasis on detail. The significance of the differences and similarities between versions, however, emerges only by contextualisation.
Comparing versions without studying the surrounding historical context
yields a purely descriptive (or speculative) result of differences and similarities between the versions. This combination of details and context applies to
interpreting any film; versions, however, must inevitably be studied from a
perspective combining textuality with contextualisation.

19

“Heteroglossia”, Translation and Media
Mikhail Bakhtin’s term “heteroglossia”, language diversity, stands in a dialogical relation to its opposite, the “monolingual”. This relation, which according to Bakhtin takes places in the field of literature, written and spoken
language, can serve as an understanding of speech reproduction in film. The
interaction between the monolingual and heteroglossia is reinforced by reproduction media; sound media generates a number of “speech genres” by
reproducing spoken rather than written words. Modern media, however, is
also conceptualised as a universal language beyond language and cultural
differentiation. The relation between the monolingual utopias is thus linked
to the function of reproduction media as such.
Robert Stam proposes a Bakhtinian reading of film in Subversive Pleasure.26 In contrast to Stam’s general approach with an emphasis on “heteroglossia” and “polyglossia”, my historical focus on early sound film generates a stronger emphasis on the “monolingual” in interaction with “heteoroglossia”. This interaction will also be related to the dichotomy between
translation and transposition as described by Friedrich Kittler in Discourse
Networks 1800/1900. Modern media generates a discourse of concurrence of
different means of registration, in a process by which one media is turned
into another. This process undermines the classical conception of translation
in which two languages are represented in one medium. Translation is both
the opposite to universalism (since two languages are involved) and a variation of the myth of the universal language (since translation is about overcoming language differences). The problem of media transposition and language translation is therefore inextricably linked to heteroglossia versus the
monolingual.

Outline and Chapter Preview
“Heteroglossia” of Speech and Sound Universalism
In the first chapter, the theoretical problems of speech representation and
media are discussed in relation to early sound technology. I will link ideas
on languages (primarily Bakhtin’s theory) to theories on sound and media
technology. The chapter serves as a historical background and a theoretical
probing of the topics that are dealt with in subsequent chapters.
Language(s) of Sound Film: the Regional, the Multilingual and Hollywood
English
In the second chapter, I outline three “speech discourses” in the early sound
era which function as variations of filmic representations of “the universal
language of sound”: 1, regional dialects, 2, the multilingual, and 3, the (Hollywood) American idiom. A selection of films which clearly illustrate these
20

discourses are contextualised in film theoretical writing on sound and speech
(in relation to universalism, regionalism, transculturalism and Americanisation). Consequently, this chapter functions as a background to the issues of
version making and translation in subsequent chapters.
Sound, Images and Writing: Hybrid Talkies and Figures of Transposition
In the third chapter, I discuss the multimedia dimension of film. Speech is
here not only considered as a sound issue, but represented in moving images,
sound and writing. By tracing the resistance to sound to writings about intertitles and close-ups on silent speech, I discuss the means of representing
speech in different media in part-talkies and the sound and silent versions. In
addition, media transposition as part of speech representation will be discussed as a thematic and stylistic feature by examples from both avant-garde
and popular films.
Translation as (A)synchronisation: Titling and Dubbing
In the fourth chapter, media transposition and speech representation in different media is discussed as an issue of translation. Here, I outline the problem of translation in relation to, and in conflict with, media transposition.
The emphasis lies in the plurality of translation practices in this period, even
if I focus primarily on the various forms of translation by titling (intertitling
and subtitling as the most important ones), dubbing and postsynchronisation.
Translating Bodies and Imaginary Geographies: Polyglot Stardom
In the final two chapters, chapters five and six, the practice of multiple language version is analysed. Chapter five deals primarily with polyglot stardom, and the case of the UFA star Lilian Harvey. The use of polyglot stars
links translation to the phenomenon of stardom. Film versions and reception,
in particular the French reception of the German star, are analysed in order
to conceptualise the relation between voice, body, translation and cultural
identity.
Film, Theatre and Translation of the Local: Marius in Sweden
The last chapter is a case study of the Swedish version of the Paramount
film, Marius (Alexander Korda and Marcel Pagnol, 1931), Längtan till havet
(John. W. Brunius, 1931). Speech as regional signifier as well as the vicissitudes of cultural adaptation here interferes with translation. In this process,
other media and arts are discussed, primarily the relation between film and
theatre versions of the same drama, but also the relation between records
(music or drama) and film.
Concerning film titles, in order to avoid confusion of which version I am
referring to, I will write all film titles in their original language. Conse21

quently, when I write about a specific language version, I will use the title of
that version. When I write about a film in more general terms, that is, without referring to one of the versions, I use the title of what is perceived as the
“original” version (even if in many cases, I argue that there is no original
version).
The “polyglossia” of my topic is reflected in my own research, since I
work with written sources in four languages. I translate almost all quotes in
German, French and Swedish into English with the original text in the footnotes. In order to avoid too many translations (most often between one for
me foreign language into another), in several cases, I quote the whole phrase
or section in the foot note in its original language, while I translate only a
fragment in the body text. In other examples, I also quote from additional
sources in the footnote, then again, only in its original language.
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“Heteroglossia” of Speech and Sound
Universalism

Theoretical and Historical Perspectives on Speech and
Sound Recording
“I am talking into a microphone”
Vitaphone’s opening night in August 1927 began with a short sound film
showing Will H. Hays introducing the sound system.27 In this film, Hays
explains what he is doing, talking into the microphone and being filmed, and
the technology behind the performance. This is one of many information and
advertisement films made for the new media of sound film, produced for
different sound systems during the later half of the 1920s. This seemingly
simple film illustrates the complexity of representing speech in film. Firstly,
the film shows the act of performative speech: the spoken words become
true and meaningful only in the act of saying them. They thus illustrate the
ambiguous position of filmic speech: speech is both an expression of an intelligible message and a kind of physical gesture; a gesture that is an act of
saying as well as an act of recording, and therefore a representation of the
body as well as an expression of the soundtrack. After Hays has explained
how the machine functions, he starts blowing into the microphone and says:
“I’m blowing, do you feel it? Do you feel that I’m blowing?” As if sound
would generate a tactile or even olfactory experience, as if the adding of one
sense, hearing, would simultaneously generate others. The aim to reach out
physically to the audience through a microphone is a significant example of
how the addition of sound reinforces the dimension of “the real” embodied
in filmic expression and in “the myth of total cinema”, to use André Bazin’s
expression. 28
Representation of speech cannot be studied without considering the social
position of the speaker. The acts of speaking and recording speech are means
of power and control; the accent, inevitably connected to the sound reproduction of speech, conveys a social, ethnic and geographic dimension of the
word. It is significant that the message in the Vitaphone film is delivered by
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a man with power and authority, the president of MPPDA.29 Hays is enlisted
to promote American technology and an American sound system; he does so
by delivering his message spoken in (some kind of) middle class American
English. This social and geographical dimension is part of the representation
whether it is voluntarily emphasised or not. The fact that regional and social
features could remain undetectable due to the poor quality of reproduction
only reinforces this aspect for when the voice is clearly reproduced the accent is noticeable.
Sound technology itself is “universal” in the sense that it is able to reproduce any language and all accents or dialects. The problem of language barriers and translation both disrupts and reinforces the universalism of sound
language. The fact that Hays speaks English, while the promotional films of
the German sound system Tobis-Klangfilm would contain the same kind of
message in German, illustrates a relation embodied in the discourse of film
speech between language, voice and sound technology. The sonic dimension
of speech reinforces the technology as sound reproduction rather than intelligible words or messages, besides depicting linguistic diversity beyond the
differences between languages, i.e. differences between dialects, etc.
The various implications of speech representation in this short film is an
example of how early sound film allegorises the development of the medium
and the position of the transition to sound in film history. As a film made in
order to promote a new sound technology, the Vitaphone film stages the
coming of sound as a momentous historical event. We all know that it is just
as impossible to single out the first sound film as the first film, and just as
insignificant for a deeper understanding of film history. What, however, is
important is that technological changes in film history are allegorised in
films and discourses on film as if cinema constantly reinvents itself,30 which
is particularity striking in a period of crisis such as the conversion to sound.
The “fetishism of the first time”,31 to use Jean-Louis Comolli’s expression, is
part of a process in which films and discourses on film are promulgating
myths revealing actual historical processes.

Framing Speech Reproduction
Early sound film stands in an analogous relation to other periods of “emergence”, and, as often argued, the parallels to film and sound technologies in
the late nineteenth century are particularly enlightening since this period
constitutes an intensified modernity discourse in which issues of modern
man’s encounter with media are framed.32 Concerning sound reproduction,
Thomas Alva Edison’s article from 1878 in which the inventor listed ten
ways in which his newly invented phonograph “was to benefit mankind”,
might serve as point of departure for further inquiry of the relation between
sound technology and speech representation.33 Edison predicted that the
phonograph would replace written letters, books and other texts. By storing
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voice samples, the phonographic recording would also function as technological “memory”. Akin to amateur photography, sound recording was predicted to be preserved as “family records” for future generations. From my
perspective, there are three relevant aspects in this description of the future
use of the phonograph. Firstly, sound recording is compared with other media. It is placed in both an analogue relation and in a position of concurrence
with both writing and photography. Secondly, speech reproduction is foregrounded over reproduction of other sounds and music. Eight out of ten
points address speech reproduction, only two music, while none concern the
reproduction of other sounds.34 Thirdly, Edison describes the phonograph as
a revolutionary invention that will change the media landscape completely.
In Edison’s prediction, the ability to record speech does not only represent a
major step in the development of sound technology, a continuation of the
technology of telephony, telegraphy or registration of sound waves. More is
at stake in his view: the technology would change modern man’s use of the
written word, and, in the end, change the conditions of all communication.
The ideas in Edison’s visionary list are not historically isolated. They are
determined by fantasies of future inventions as well as actual sound technological practices from the decades preceeding the invention of the phonograph. Writings on sound technology in language studies and writings on
pre-phonographic sound technological inventions deal with various topics on
the relations between sound technology, media and language. Writings on
issues which are not directly linked to sound technology, such as language
theory and the utopian search of a universal language, carry out traces of the
sound technological discourse that dominated the period of the late nineteenth century. As shown by scholars such as James Lastra and Giusy Pisano, these kinds of descriptions are crucial for understanding the early sound
film era.35 By using the context of the late nineteenth century as a contextual
background, I will discuss the connections and divergences between language and sound media, as well as the topics bearing on speech representation, translation and cultural identity that will be dealt with in subsequent
chapters. Theoretical approaches to speech representation, in film theory and
literary theory, are highlighted by examples early sound recording, as well as
these theories are discussed as overall concepts to frame speech recording.
This chapter is hence a survey of research from various perspectives, and an
attempt to trace the issues of early sound film addressed in this study to earlier discourses. It is both a theoretical discussion and a historical background
to the representation of speech in the era of the early sound film.
I primarily conceptualise and contextualise the relation between, on the
one hand, a conception of media as a “language” and, on the other hand,
actual spoken languages represented in media. Ella Shohat and Robert Stam
considered the problem of speech representation to be in conflict with a semiotic conception of film as a language: “While contemporary theoretical
work has concerned itself with film as language, little attention has been
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directed to the role of language and language difference within film.”36 Film
speech has been a subordinated subject in film studies because of the various
ideas of film as a specific visual “language”. This conflict is also present in
ideas on sound technology, which has been conceptualised analogously to
the film medium as a sonic “language” in contrast to verbal or written language. This conflict is, however, presented differently when it comes to
sound reproduction. Contrary to writings on moving images, speech representation has always been an important topic in discussions and theories on
sound technology. In contrast to moving images, sound recording technology
is involved in a number of “vococentric” media,37 in phonographic recordings, radio, sound film etc. Thus, when it comes to sound, the two conceptions of language interact with each other, and the conflict between them
is exposed explicitly to a higher degree than in writings about film.
The point of departure in this chapter is the dichotomy between a utopian
idea of a universal language versus diversity of languages, understood, that
is, in terms of a Bakhtinian struggle between “heteroglossia” and the “monolingual”. Akin to Stam’s reading of film in terms of “polyglossia” and “heteroglossia”, I emphasise a plurality of sign systems and media diversity in
relation to language differentiation.38
The possibility to record (to store and reproduce) spoken voices lays the
ground for a material “language” of sound beyond language differences.
This language is perceived as a universal language, it includes all sounds and
all oral utterances. On the other hand, sound reproduction technology also
generates a diversity of individual voices beyond the homogeneity of conventional norms of language. Sound recording can be conceptualised between the juxtaposed homogenisation of mediation and the heterogeneity of
different mediated voices. This juxtaposition can be traced both in language
research, in which sound technology was used in order to study speech, and
in collections of sound recordings in the early sound archives that were built
in the early twentieth century. The catchall dichotomy “universalism” and
“diversity” in turn generates others: sound versus language, writing versus
orality, inscription versus simulation, media transposition versus translation,
speech versus sound, etc. These polarities do not exclude each other; they
are on the contrary dependent of each other. Therefore, my main focus is the
interdependence between these seemingly opposite concepts and phenomena.
The unitary principle of media inscription is here discussed in relation to
diversity on two levels: firstly, on a concrete linguistic level by which dialects, sociolects, and spoken languages enter a public sphere by means of
sound recording, and secondly, on the level of a differentiation of media
inscription. Friedrich Kittler’s ideas are particularly illuminating for this,
since Kittler links media separation to language diversity in translation,
which destabilises the hegemony of literature.39 The technologies of film,
gramophone and typewriter generate a process of so called “media transposi26

tion”. The processes of media transposition are by Kittler placed in opposition to language translation. This conflict highlights the relations between
film media and translation which will be discussed in detail later in this
study.

Real Voices and Language
Two Forces of Power
One of the main conflicts of language theory in the twentieth century has its
drawback in linguistic approaches that presuppose a static, a-historical structure of language, and different attempts to reject such a view on language as
nomenclature.40 The latter view is resumed in Ferdinand de Saussure’s famous phrase: “in language itself, there are only differences”41. Michael Bakhtin’s critical theory places this dichotomy in an illuminating perspective.
On the one hand, Bakhtin’s dialogistic approach to language takes stand
against universalism; just as Antonio Gramsci, he proclaims that the cultural
relations of power are inseparable from language.42 On the other hand, however, he suggests that the universalistic ideas on language are present in the
linguistic cultural sphere. Bakhtin thus places the universalism of language
in a historical and cultural perspective.
In the essay, “The Discourse of the Novel”, Bakhtin describes two
“forces” of language politics and language aesthetics in conflict in a struggle
of power: the “centripetal” and the “centrifugal” force. The former force
constitutes a “unitary language”, and the latter its opposite, linguistic diversity. The unitary language can be understood as a system of linguistic norms
created as an attempt to homogenise the potential diversity and to control the
so called “heteroglossia” of the text:
The victory of one reigning language (dialect) over the others, the supplanting of languages, their enslavement, the process of illuminating them with the
True Word, the incorporation of barbarians and lower social strata into a unitary language of culture and truth, the canonisation of ideological systems,
philology with its methods of studying and teaching dead languages, languages that were by the very fact “unities”, Indo-European linguistics with its
focus and attention, directed away from language plurality to a single protolanguage – all this determined the content and power of “unitary language” in
linguistic and stylistic thought, and determined its creative, style shaping role
in the majority of the poetic genres that coalesced in the channel formed by
those same centripetal forces of verbal ideological life.43

Heteroglossia, a multitude of singular and cultural voices, stands against the
unitary language. A heteroglossic text finds its sources in different linguistic
discourses, in dialects with specific phonetic markers, in different sociolects,
in different “professional” languages, or in linguistic differences between
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generations, etc. A subcategory to “heteroglossia” is “polyglossia” which
refers to different languages standing in a dialogue relation, for example
Latin and European “vernacular” languages in the genre of “Latin parody”.
Stam has pointed out that a subtitled film is a manifest example of polyglossia. In contrast to “the masking effect of silence” in silent film subtitles, with
subtitles “the ‘foreign’ spectator became acutely conscious, […], of being
forced to see one language through another”.44 The concept of polyglossia
applies to all translations (or even, according to George Steiner’s extended
definition of translation, of all spoken language).45 The dialogue between
foreign and native in a translated text will be discussed in later chapters dealing with the various modes of translation in the early sound era, i.e. intertitling, subtitling, dubbing, multiple language versions, etc. The two forcers do
not exclude each other, but, on the contrary, interact and are dependent of
each other, “the centripetal of the life of language, embodied in a ‘unitary
language’, operate in the midst of heteroglossia”, Bakhtin claims, and continues: “alongside the centripetal forces, the centrifugal forces of language
carry on their uninterrupted work; alongside the verbal-ideological centralization and unification, the uninterrupted processes of decentralization and
disunification go forward”.46 Bakhtin’s description of language, applied primarily on the “modern European novel”, is part of a discourse of modernity,
and can serve our understanding of modern sound reproduction. It is significant that Bakhtin emphasises the voice in written language; he claims to
“hear voices in everything and dialogical relations among them”.47
When juxtaposing written and spoken language, the written word can be
conceptualised as the “reining dialect” standing against what Bakhtin calls
“speech genres”,48 which disrupt the monolingual discourse of writing.
Sound recording as a representation of the word emphasises the individual
speaking situation, i.e. the materiality of the voice, the regional accent, the
erotic dimension of the timbre, sociolects, speech differences of generations
etc. All these different embodied “speech genres” stand in contrast to the
abstraction of the written word. It is notable that it is in the era of early
sound technology that the interest in “vulgar” (etymologically traced to
“vernacular”) voices arose, for example, in naturalist literature or by the
great interest in ethnological phonetics. With sound reproduction of speech,
the accent becomes an inevitable feature (even the accents of so-called “neutral” speech).49
On the other hand, the technology of sound recording also exposes the
unitary principle, the “monolingual” dimension of language. To a certain
extent, mediation as such can be seen as the unitary principle through which
“the incorporation of barbarians and lower social strata” are transformed into
a broader unitary language. With sound technology, the individual speech is
transformed into the unitary language of sound. From that perspective, one
could speak of an “alphabetisation” of media, that is, an understanding of
media inscription as an alphabet in which different images or sounds are
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“written” with the same “letters”. Since sound, photography and film are
“languages” opposed to the verbal, reproduction media are described as an
alternative “universal” alphabet beyond cultural differentiation, that is, a
utopia of a “monolingual”, “reining dialect” uniting cultures and people.
James Lastra’s description of sound reproduction as a technology between
on the one hand simulation and on the other inscription captures the doubleedged relation to writing in the conception of sound reproduction.50 Sound
reproduction embodies a tension between simulation and inscription, being a
technology that is both a reproduction of the organic processes of either the
mouth or the ear, but also a technology of registration of graphic signs, that
is of indexical writing. The Bakhtinian struggle of forces takes place between the singular, to the speaking body with a regional, class and gender
identity, and the abstraction of the “True Word”. Consequently, the opposition between speech and writing in the era of sound reproduction is a dichotomy deconstructing itself from inside, since speech reproduction embodies
the dichotomy of speech and writing within itself.

Body versus Language
The dichotomy between simulation and inscription concerning sound technology can be linked to theoretical approaches to sound in film (or in opposition to film). In contrast to both images and writing, sound is often understood as body rather than representation of a body, as a technology producing the “real” rather than reproducing it. In Kittler’s reading, the three technologies of phonography/gramophone, film and typewriter are linked to
Lacanian categories: firstly, the “real” embodied in sound technology, secondly, the iconic mirror stage linked to the illusionary film media, and
thirdly, the symbolic in writing.51 This seemingly media essentialist categorisation is not to be taken literarily. It does, however, point out a tendency in
the conceptualisation of sound in relation to other media and semiotic categories. In sound theory, there has been an ongoing discussion on whether
sound reproduction is “body” or “language”, production or reproduction, in
film studies as well as in theories on sound in relation to a conception of
“language” prior to the sound film.
Sound film theory has since the 1920s involved discussions about the
fundamental difference between sound and image. Most writings are based
on the idea that sound is a (re)production of the “real”, while the image is a
representation. The recording of a sound is still a sound, it belongs to the
same category as the original, while the photographic image enters the realm
of the imaginary, and therefore, from an aesthetic perspective, of art. For
example, Béla Balázs states that “sound has no image”, meaning that “there
is no difference in dimension between the original sound and the recorded or
reproduced sound”.52 As described by Lastra in an analysis of sound film
theory, this discussion on whether sound is indeed a mere reproduction of
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the real, or if it can be understood as a kind of “image” or “language” continues in semiotic or apparatus oriented theory developed in modern film
theory,53 a case in point being Rick Altman’s two anthologies, Cinema/Sound and Sound Theory Sound Practice. Balázs’ statement “sound has
no image” from the early 1930s is later almost literally repeated by JeanLouis Baudry claiming that “one does not hear the image of a sound but the
sound itself”.54 In his famous discussion on “aural objects”, Christian Metz
claims that “auditory aspects […] undergo no appreciable loss in relation to
the corresponding sound in the real world”.55
In other texts these assumptions have been strongly criticized. Theorists
such as Rick Altman, James Lastra, Alan Williams and Thomas Levin have
discussed the relation between copy and original from different angles,
showing in what way the apparatus, the sound montage or mixing create a
different audible perception. According to these theorists, the invisibility, or
inaudibility, of the apparatus is questioned, and film sound is understood
either as language, image or technology. However, this criticism does not
always take the opposite position regarding sound recording as an object of
“real” perception. Instead, a shift of focus is made by stressing in what ways
the apparatus creates an image of perception corresponding and interacting
with the real perception of the spectator. Williams points out that “we accept
the machine as an organism, and its ‘attitudes’ as our own”.56 This means
that film sound constructs a perspective of perception from which we hear
the sounds. He also argues that all sounds are mediated, both recorded and
non-recorded. By comparing the lack of fidelity between the original and the
recorded symphony orchestra concert with a “good” or a “bad” seat in the
concert hall, he points out that sound is mediated through space itself. 57 If
that is the case, we are back where we started: there is no ontological difference between the perception of a recorded sound and an original sound, i.e. a
sound that is mediated through the immediate physical space. In a discussion
on the development towards close miking, Altman goes even further, arguing that the sonic space construction “represented a fundamental turnabout in
human perception”.58 According to Altman, film does not only create an
analogous relation to perception, it also interacts with and changes perception as such (not the biological conditions for hearing, though, but the cultural practice of listening). This re-conceptualisation of sound as a technology of deconstruction between copy and original, body and language does
not enter sound film theory by a post-modern “apparatus turn”. It is discussed earlier by theorists concerned with the conversion to sound. In the
essay “The Acoustic Dimension”, Thomas Levin traces the idea of the difference between recorded sound and the original to Theodor Adorno’s writing on recorded film music.59 Adorno ventures an insightful description not
only of the difference between a recorded sound and the original as such, but
also on how this difference can be linked to an understanding of sound re-
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cording as “image”, that the reproduced sound entails point of view, perspective and flatness that is similar to the composition of the filmic image.60
In the writings of Béla Balázs, there is a similar recognition of the
changes of perception between film sound and the sounds we hear in our
everyday life.61 It is clear that Balàzs’ statement that “sound has no image”
(followed by others: “sound has no shadows”, “sound cannot be isolated”
etc., devices that define sound in negative terms, as something lacking the
qualities of the image) is only a point of departure for a development of its
antithetical counterpoint: a discussion on how the reproduction of sound
could represent or embody perception differently. The conclusions are leading up to an analogy between eye/image and ear/sound. Balázs claims that
“[o]ur ear will be identified with the membrane just as our eye is with the
objective.”62 “Sound close ups”, “perspectives in sound” etc., would make us
hear otherwise inaudible sounds and, like film images, represent a different
perception of reality. In these writings, the idea of “fidelity” is replaced by
an understanding of sound as “simulation”. The problem of fidelity deals
with the relation between origin and reproduction, whereas simulation is
about sound reproduction as construction of perception.

The Language of Sound
Sound and Writing
In contrast to other ancient alphabets, the Greek alphabet contains letters
corresponding to vowel sounds, which creates a language system where the
combination of letters generates a closer connection between writing and
pronunciation. With the invention of vowels, the (so-called) origin of our
culture did not only produce a kind of writing that was an imitation of spoken language, it even created a conception of language based on a synthesis
of orality and literacy, of spoken and written language.63 With the development of individual silent reading and later on book printing techniques, the
unification between letters and utterances changed. Following Jacques Derrida, in western tradition, writing and speech are regarded as separated contrasts: speech is directly connected to the body, and therefore located in
space and time, whereas writing is transposed and indirect. Speech is understood as the origin, the source, of writing, which renders writing into a representation of speech.64
With sound reproduction in the nineteenth century, however, the relation
between speech and writing changes and it is tempting to see a return to the
“classical” synthesis between the two. Yet the synthesis between sound and
writing in the era of sound reproduction is created under completely different
conditions, conditions carrying the trace of the modern conception of language (based on printing techniques). Walter Ong calls the electronic age an
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age of “secondary orality, the orality of telephones, radio and television,
which depends on writing and print for its existence”.65 This secondary orality replaces the dominance of writing after the invention of book-printing,
but it is, in many ways, just another form of writing. Lastra points out that
“the very term ‘phonography’ initially referred to a stenographic system
designed by Isaac Pitman in 1837, which by transcribing sounds instead of
words, was expected to offer a more direct, almost analogical form of writing”. This indicates that the etymological trace between phonograph and
writing is significant from a media archaeological perspective.66 Phonetic
writing, stenographic coding, the use of phonographic wax rolls as written
texts, are only a few examples of the understanding of sound transcription as
writing.67
Recorded speech is technologically and semiotically similar to writing in
various ways. Just as writing, sound recording is a representation of the
original speaking situation, it is a technology of transposition and (in the
case of phonographic recording) storage of the uttered words. Consequently,
it dislocates the words from the body and transfers it into a public unspecified sphere. Sound recording is also, just as film media or photography, often
described as a “language” in its own right. Nineteenth century sound technology is often described as an “alphabet”, either literally as a prolongation
of the phonetic universal alphabet, or metaphorically compared with ancient
alphabets like the hieroglyphics. The registration of sound waves is also
often compared to the writing process. The indexical inscription of recording
places the hand movement and the process of recording in an analogous relation. From another perspective, the two forms of speech representation are
also placed in a situation of concurrence, reproducing the traditional dichotomy between speech and writing.
At the turn of the century, by comparing sound media to hieroglyphic
writing, there were many attempts to define sound technology as a new form
of universal “alphabet” in contrast to written languages. The phonograph, it
was argued, was, like hieroglyphics, perceived as a more likely candidate for
the status of “universal language”.68 Consequently, film, phono- and photographic media have always had an ambiguous relation to language. On the
one hand, modern media have often been discussed as inscription, similar to
drawing or writing: early descriptions of photography as images “drawn by
sunlight itself”, and as “nature copying nature by natures hand”69 were followed by film theories on film as a specific alphabet from the 1910s, like
Vachel Linsay’s theory on film and hieroglyphics.70 Classic theoretical texts
such as Eisenstein’s ideas on intellectual montage, or Christian Metz’ semiotic theories can be traced to this tradition. These very different ideas have
one task in common: the specificity of filmic language is defined as being
non-identical with verbal language, yet, compared to a language system,
analogously to verbal or written language. This ambiguous approach to media reproduction is due to the fact that it is understood as a medium specific
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language defined as the opposite of verbal language. This is even more conspicuous in relation to sound recording than to the film image, since both
writing and speech recording, in contrast to the image, represent words.
As mentioned earlier, when Edison listed the benefits of the phonograph,
the predicted use was primarily to replace writing. The most important functions of the phonograph would be letter dictation, “family records”, and
preservation of languages.71 Since the focus on inscription as index undermines the conventional conception of language as symbolic signs, sound
media are thus understood as both opposite to, and parallel to, language.
Media inscription stands in a juxtaposed relation to the symbolic level of the
word, but in an analogical relation to language as inscription.
This dual conception of language as both sounds and words is also found
in language theory proper, for example, in Saussure’s division between
“langue” and “parole” or in Roland Barthes’ writings about the “grain of the
voice”.72 Accordong to Barthes, this physical dimension of the voice, escaping the symbolic dimension of language, is also embodied in the dual structure of language itself, in the relation between consonants and vowels. Language as body stands in perpetual interaction with its opposite, with the
symbolic and restrictive dimension of language. Consonants are on the side
of the symbolic, “always prescribed as needing to be ‘articulated’, detached,
emphasized in order to fulfil the clarity of meaning.” Vowels, on the other
hand, encourage the listener to a sound without limits: “There lay the ‘truth’
of language – not its functionality (clarity, expressivity, communication)”
but, instead of pure sound, a place where one can discover the body in the
grain of the voice.73 The phonograph and its precursors constituted a reintroduction of the physical oral conception of language, by which language is
connected to a specific body and located in space and time. By regarding
voice reproduction as primarily sonic, it functions as a contrast to writing.
Sound reproduction, however, is also part of the discourse of writing: the
disconnection between speech and the speaker, the graphic registrations of
sound waves, etc., are devices that place sound technology in the realm of
writing. Consequently, sound technology embodies the tension between the
singular oral situation, and the unitary language system of writing.

Pure Sounds and Language Norms
Inspite of the “vococentric” character of sound media practice, recordings of
nature and animals, technological sound, of cars, airplanes and gun shots etc,
played an important role in the conception of sound as a new and different
“language”. Phonographic sound recordings of the early twentieth century,
and avant-garde experiments and radio documentaries of the subsequent
decades, represent the everyday sonic landscape. The representation of nonverbal sound reveals to a higher extent the “language” of pure sounds beyond the spoken word. This is most notable in avant-garde experiments
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elaborating on acoustic perception or sound technology as production (rather
than mimetic reproduction).74 In his essay “The New Sprits of the Poets”,
Guillaume Apollinaire describes prevalent futurist-like poetry as “whirring
of an airplane”75, and proposes instead a non-mimetic sonic art form, for
instance, “noises artistically chosen and lyrically combined or juxtaposed.”76
Most recordings of everyday life in sound experimentation or radio documentaries from the 1910s and the 1920s were, in contrast to the recording of
the spoken voice, produced artificially with sound machines in studios.77
(Will Gaisberg’s recording of the sounds of WWI from 1918 is one of the
few exceptions. Gaisberg describes that “here the machine could well catch
the finer sounds of the ‘singing’, the ‘whine’, and the ‘scream’ of the shells
[…]”.)78
Both mimetic and non-mimetic sound recording are on different levels
opposed to the representation of the verbal. By focusing on non-mimetic
noise or everyday sounds, artists avoided exposing the conflict between the
two concepts of language, words and media inscription respectively. Dziga
Vertov depicts the conflict between language and sound in the descriptions
of his attempts from the 1910s to make a sound montage of “the world of
hearing”. Vertov aimed to begin his sound montage project by writing down
the sounds he wanted to record, but was unable to achieve this since the letters did not “correspond to the sounds of nature”.79
Taking the idea of the phonograph as an apparatus of simulation into account, it is noticeable that the interest in non-verbal sounds is not necessarily
perceived in contrast to the representation of the voice. Roland Gelatt describes how the audiences in early exhibitions of the Edison phonograph
were particularily impressed by the phonograph’s ability to “talk in English,
Dutch, German, French, Spanish, and Hebrew” and simultaneously “imitate
the barking of dogs and the crowing of cocks”.80
The representation of noises and non-verbal sounds function at some level
as an extension of the conception of language and speech; the machine is
perceived as a human body, a human body speaking a “universal language”
of sound. In contrast to many earlier technologies developed in order to
simulate human speaking organs, the phonograph was also a technology of
hearing simulation, a technology beyond the limitation to sound produced by
the human voice.81 It became an attraction in its own right that, according to
Lastra, “not only could the phonograph ‘speak’, it could duplicate brass
bands, opera, ‘artistic whistling’, ‘roosters crowing, ducks quarrelling, turkey’s gobbling’ and even babies crying.”82
Lastra further traces the attraction of the phonograph’s ability to reproduce any sound to both telephony and phonetic linguistics. It is significant
that the phonetician and the inventor of the universal phonetic alphabet,
Alexander Melville Bell, the father of the famous inventor of the telephone,
preferred using non-verbal sounds when he wanted to illustrate the abilities
of his “visible speech” or “universal alphabet”, that is phonetic writing. Dur34

ing popular public performances of Bell’s phonetic achievement, the young
Alexander Graham Bell would help his father to illustrate the visible speech
by reading the phonetic signs out loud in front of an amazed audience. Alexander Graham Bell notes: “It was just as easy for him to spell the sound of a
cough, or a sneeze, or a click to a horse, as a sound that formed an element
of human speech.”83 Here the attraction lies in the combination between the
human voice and non-human sounds; it is this combination that demonstrates
the universalism of phonetic language. This is an alphabet which, with Bell’s
words, was “capable of expressing the sounds of all languages in a single
alphabet” with letters “instead of being arbitrary characters, were symbolic
representations of the organs of speech and in the ways in which they are put
together”.84 The universal language of sounds is later relayed from Alexander Melville Bell to his son, from linguistics to sound technology.85 A parallel to the scientific performances of Bell the younger from the early sound
film period was the use of human “sound effects” where a person could imitate noises, animal sounds, etc. was used in some early sound films. These
“human sound tracks” were in the Hollywood studios partly an attraction in
their own right (the initiated audience was aware of how the sounds had been
recorded) and partly a practical way to record sound effects easily.86
With the universal language of sound, the ideas about “pure language”
and “pure dialects” change. The “high fidelity” conception of sound recording would put value on the actual rather than “correct” pronunciation.
After having listened to a recording of a local singing performance performed by a peasant in a phonograph archive, a journalist wrote that “I cannot say that she is singing in tune, but she sure is singing in a local way!”,
which implicates that the falseness itself is more authentic, and consequently, “purer”.87 With sound recording, the norm of educated well-trained
voices was replaced by a norm of sonic “high fidelity”, i.e. a norm of authenticity. With sound registration, the dialects, the “patois”, etymologically “incomprehensible vulgar gibberish”, became more adequate examples of
“pure” language than a standard language, perceived as sonically transparent. The Bell example evidences the juxtaposition between the word as symbol and the word as sound. The attraction of the alphabet of sounds, of phonetics, lies in its universalism in which the pureness of speech resides in the
sonic quality of the expression.
Sound recording can, however, also serve the opposite purpose: the phonograph was initially an apparatus developed in order to train the voices of
the deaf rather than to preserve actual speech; and the notion of changing,
teaching and manipulating the voice is embodied in sound technology as an
apparatus of organic simulation. From this perspective, sound technology
also served the attempts of establishing a national language norm. It is obvious that radio, sound film, records, television and other sonic or audiovisual
media have strongly added to a homogenisation of speech of national languages. Sound technology is also used extensively in order to teach foreign
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languages, or to “correct” speech disorders by eliminating “unpleasant accents”, as preserving actual speech. It is important to stress, however, that
the homogenisation of national language with sound technological means is
primarily a homogenisation of diction, and thus of the sound quality of language. To some extent, the norm of diction follows the idea of language
pureness as sound rather than verbal language.
Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion from 1914 (a drama about the social and gender implications of phonetics) sheds light on this double-edged process of
both establishing and destabilising a norm, outlined here in the relationship
between the “pure” British and cockney accents. It is significant that even
though the phonetician, Mr. Higgins, stresses the linguistic norm of which he
speaks as the “correct” way, this pure accent can be studied, described, and
learned according to the same principles as the dialect. His student Eliza’s
change of speech from cockney to pure British English is a transformation of
sound that can be read and analysed through phonetic principles. The phonetic dimension as such renders the norm into an object of sound on the
same level as the exotic or primitive voices of “the other”. Mr. Higgins’
delighted disgust when confronted with “interesting accents” exposes the
conflict between the idea of sound itself as language in its purest form and
an idea of the popular dialect as a deformation of language as it should be
spoken.

The Utopia of a Universal Language
The notion of pure sonic universalism, a “language” beyond cultural limitations, is inscribed in a long tradition; it takes part in the larger discourse of
European academic or an intellectual tradition based on the utopia of the
“Tower of Babel”.88 The ancient utopia of a universal language had an increasing impact in different contexts at the second half of the nineteenth
century, when a growing number of theories on the perfect universal language, either by tracing different languages back to a common mother
tongue, or by creating artificial universal languages, for example, by creating
a universal language based on musical tones.89 Significantly, it was in the
1880s that artificial universal languages like Volapük and Esperanto were
invented and were successful. From an additional perspective, the rising
interest in the study of hieroglyphics in the nineteenth century (with or without explicit connections to modern media) takes part in the myth of the “perfect language”. 90
Without reducing all these forms of universal languages to the universal
alphabet of phonetics and sound technology, it is noticeable that the purely
sonic level of language functions as a means to reach the alleged universalism in many of those different languages. Esperanto uses a form of phonetic
spelling with roman letters, with each letter corresponding to one sound, the
argument in theories of one single language as the origin of all were often
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based on sonic similarities between different languages. The musical models
of universal languages have precursors throughout western history, but
gained increasing popularity at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The
musical languages are often, like the universal alphabet of phonetics, based
on an idea of correspondences between letters and sounds. This is clearly
illustrated by the universal languages which attracted most attention in the
nineteenth century, François Sudre’s “Solresol”, presented in 1866 in Langue musicale universelle.91 Solresol is, as the book title indicates, based on a
musical model as a new “alphabet” of language. According to Sudre’s system, seven musical notes would represent an alphabet comprehensible to
everybody, since they can be inscribed identically for every language.
The universalism of both musical language and the hieroglyphic alphabet
is understood in opposition to verbal language; it was fuelled by the idea of
creating a language based on either sounds and/or images rather than words.
From this perspective, the myth of a universal language or alphabet interacts
with the discourse of the universalism of modern media. Not only sound
technology, but photography and film were conceptualised as a universal
language.92 Different media were inscribed in the same utopia of universalism and often compared to hieroglyphics as an alternative non-arbitrary
model of “writing”. Lastra writes that “like the phonograph, it was argued,
the hieroglyph’s non-arbitrary or iconic aspects rendered it a more likely
candidate for the status of ‘universal language’”.93 Significantly, a hieroglyphic model of writing creates “a causal, or as C. S. Peirce might say, existential link between sign and object”.94 Media, understood as inscription, as
index of the outside world, was positioned in contrast to a traditional understanding of “the culture of the word”, of theatre and literature in particular.
(The iconic dimension of hieroglyphics in this period is often discussed in
relation of other sign systems, such as the symbolic and sonic dimensions of
hieroglyphics.)
As argued by Miriam Hansen, with the growing impact of film in the
1910s and the 1920s, many ideas to universalism, as well as analogue with
hieroglyphics, were transferred to discourses on film.95 As will be discussed
in the next chapter, speech representation in the period of the transition to
sound can be conceptualised as an interaction between these discourses on
the universalism of sound and film respectively.

Transposition versus Translation
Media Transposition and Decoding
As discussed above, the universalism of sound technology emerges in the
purely material level of media inscription. The process of materialisation
undermines the level of understanding and meaning of a spoken or written
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utterance, and consequently the idea of a universal language as understood
and spoken by everybody. The universal language as a means of communicating beyond cultural and linguistic barriers is replaced by a technological
internationalism beyond the verbal.
Technological communication media such as the telegraph or the telephone are universal in the sense that they are means of global communication; the phonetic alphabet is a system of signs that “transposes” words of
any language into specific signs; phonographic inscriptions transpose words
into signals, but they do not make them more intelligible. Even Sudre’s
“language musical universelle” does not overcome language barriers. Its
universalism is based on transposition between sensuous levels of perception, between different art forms etc., and not as a linguistic system that
could replace any other existing language as a means of communication.
This is significant because it shows to what extent the re-conceptualisation
of universalism by media technology changes the relation to language as a
means of communication. When material sounds foregrounds words, interpretation and meaning are destabilised.
Following Kittler, sound technology and other reproduction media generate a discourse of media pluralism and media diversity that stand in discursive opposition to a discourse of hermeneutics. This is a discourse defined by
hegemony of writing and literature, which unifies writing and speech by the
meaning the utterances have in common. With a vocabulary borrowed from
Lacan’s psychoanalysis, Kittler claims that with sound recording “writing
ceased to be synonymous with the serial storage of data. The technological
recording of the real entered into competition with the symbolic registration
of the Symbolic.”96 The so-called “discourse networks 1800” is based on
hermeneutics and translation of meaning, the “discourse networks 1900” is
based on media diversity, media materialisation and sensuous division. The
media diversity makes transpositions movements between media possible;
the processes of transposition refigure the relation between language and the
global, the trans-national and the universal. Kittler writes:
A medium is a medium is medium. Therefore it cannot be translated. To
transfer messages from one medium into another always evolves reshaping
them to conform to new standards and materials. In a discourse network that
requires an “awareness of the abysses which divide the one order of sense
experience into the other”, transposition necessarily takes the place of translation.97

A consequence of this argument is that the universalism of sound technology
is embodied in its multimedia dimension. This multimedia dimension is
linked to the separation of media which implies both that sound recording
separates the voice from the body, and also that the registration of human
experience and memory is inscribed and circulate between different media,
in film, photography, phonographic recordings and writing.
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For the following analysis it is important to stress that the division between sound, image and writing is also embodied within each specific media. By analogies between media or processes of transposition across different medial levels, the relation between image, writing and sound are all inscribed in each media. As discussed earlier, the phonographic inscriptions
stand in an analogous relation to the movement of the writing or drawing
hand; hence one of the first filmic apparatuses was called “phonoscope”98. In
1888, Edison defined the future function of the cinematographer as an apparatus that “does for the eye what the phonograph had done for the ear”.99
Before him, the French photographer, Nadar, had experimented with an
“acoustic daguerreotype”.100 Whether reproduction media are described in
terms of analogies, juxtapositions, separation or unification, the different
forms of media representation are always described in relation to each
other.101 As will be discussed in chapter three, the combination of sound,
images and writing in the hybrid silent/sound films throughout the transition
to sound film, can be seen in the light of this discourse of media analogies
and media separation.
When it comes to sound technology, the multimedia dimension preconditions the universalism as material inscription beyond meaning and interpretation. Sound reproduction, as a technology embodying a tension between
inscription and simulation, is in itself a multimedia expression of sound,
image and writing. In addition to the previously discussed idea of sound as a
form of writing, there is a visual dimension embodied in sound technology,
linking it to the image. The sound waves as inscriptions have a purely
graphic quality, which turns sound not only into writing but also reveals its
iconic dimension. To follow Edison’s expression, this means that the phonograph in itself “did” something not only “for the ear” but also “for the eye”.
The visual inscriptions of sound waves are crucial for the technology and its
uses. The combination of sounds and images in the early Edison sound films
are, at some level, an extension of what sound technology was already about.
Following Kittler, “media transposition” is contrasted to the classical idea
of hermeneutic as interpretation or translation of a specific significant content. Media transposition is rather a material transformation from one media
into another. As a development of Marshall McLuhan’s theory of how an
overheated medium is turning into another,102 Kittler shows how the transposition takes place between different media (such as sound recording and
writing) or between levels of media inscription of one and the same medium
(the indexical or graphic level versus the symbolic level of a written text).103
By using the notion of media interpretation as decoding a “rebus” (in contrast to hermeneutic interpretation), writing can be seen both as a symbolic
representation and a visual inscription of a sound. The rebus figure is found
in different contexts, in technological media, psychoanalysis, and the science
of psychophysics.104 In contrast to classical hermeneutic interpretation, the
rebus transposes or transforms the index, the trace, into a meaningful utter39

ance, that is, into a symbolic sign. The meaning is revealed in transposition
from a material level into another. The large number of coded writings in the
era of modern reproduction technology, whether it be the Morse code, phonetic writing or other stenographic codes, are all examples of writings following the logic of the rebus. The coded signs are transpositions of sounds
into writing decoded into conventional writing, into the symbolic.
The telegraph is an enlightening example of a means of communication
based on multimedia, coding and media transposition. It is a technology
combining text and sound signals in a process of decoding. Writing is turned
into signals, subsequently into a coded message that can be decoded into
letters and intelligible words. The process of deciphering can be made from
either the written strip or the sound. In early telegraphy, sounds were considered as a bi-product, but for the efficiency of the telegraphic correspondence,
professional telegraphs learned to “read” the sounds without the written strip
and decode the message only by listening.105 Consequently, technological
sound communication and media are about the movement of coding and decoding between levels of signification related to different media. The telegraph writes with visual signs transferred into sonic signals; in the telephone,
the sound waves of speech are transferred into electric signals, subsequently
transferred on the other side of the line into sound waves understood as spoken intelligible words. In the same way, the phonograph produces sound
waves as inscriptions de-coded into graphic signs, which in their turn are
transposed back into sound in the reproduction.
Overall “universal alphabets” can be understood according to the principles of media transposition and the de-coding of rebus. For instance, hieroglyphics are understood by researchers and academics in multi-medial terms.
Since the nineteenth century (after the deciphering of the Rosetta stone),
Egyptian signs have been understood not only as visual representations,
ideograms, but, rather, as an interaction between the ideograms and the phonograms. The latter underlies the former and vice versa. The frequent parallels between ancient hieroglyphics and modern media are partly due to the
rise of Egyptology and hieroglyphics studies in the nineteenth century. By
the discovery of the structure of hieroglyphic signs, hieroglyphics became an
example of the possibility of combining different sign systems within one
single alphabet, which resurface in later critical theory. Hansen argues that
the combination between figurative, symbolic and abstract in the same sign
as a “paradigmatic break that re-newed the interest in hieroglyphics in contemporary critical theory, in particular since Jacques Derrida’s Of Grammatology (1967)”.106 It is telling that in Lindsay’s reading, hieroglyphics function as a model for film-making because of the interaction between the symbolic and the iconic.107 This demonstrates that the analogy between media
and hieroglyphics is not only an attempt to find an image for an alphabet
beyond the arbitrary word, but also a concern with establishing an equivalent
in relation to media division.
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The paradox of unification and division between levels of media inscription is also clearly notable in Sudre’s musical universal language mentioned
earlier. The inscriptions are signs of decoding between spoken words and
musical notes. Here, the dimension of multimedia decoding goes even further, that this is a language that you cannot only sing and write down in
notes; it is also decipherable in a specific stenographic system. It can be represented by the first seven Arabic numbers, and moreover, with the seven
colours of the spectrum, or even by touching four fingers of the left hand
with the index of the right hand. The transpositions between different sense
impressions and media inscriptions generate, in Sudre’s descriptions, a universal inscription system not only for all spoken languages, but also a language that can be understood by both deaf and blind people.
The “myth of total cinema”, to use Bazin’s expression, can be understood
in the light of these utopias on the universal language as a sensuous rather
than linguistic issue.108 The myth of total cinema can be found in various
theories on film and synaesthesia and sensuous correspondences, and a similar sensibility is revealed by ideas on the ability to simulate all senses with
the filmic apparatus. For example, it is significant that in the late 1920s, discussions concerning the addition of sound are often related to speculations
on colour, 3-dimensionality, or even of film as an olfactory medium.109 With
sound technology, the universal languages are based on movements between
different levels and forms of media inscription, creating an “alphabet model”
for reproduction media by which language is perceived as a medium and
media as language. Instead of “meaning” and “content” as the uniting force
between different texts, the alphabets of modern media transfer different
media corresponding to different sensory channels onto one another.

“Untranslatability” and Speech Simulation
For Kittler, the universal language of sound media is linked to a discourse of
“untranslatability”. As media materiality undermines meaning and interpretation, the discourse dominated by film and sound media destabilises the
practice of translation. Significantly, the problems of translation of film are
related to media differentiation (for instance written subtitles in relation to
speech) or body (by replacing the original speech by dubbing) rather than
languages. As will be discussed in chapter four, film is a medium in which
language translation is inscribed in the process of media transposition. Kittler discusses the problem of translation in order to examine meaning in the
process of interpretation, and also to theorise the relation between the
mother’s voice/mother tongue and self identity in the Romantic tradition.
Romantic translation practice and theory are always based on the translation
of the foreign towards native, which establishes a hierarchic relation between
the two.110 The “untranslability” undermines the hierarchic relation between
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the “mother tongue” and the translated language, and displaces the relation
between “foreign” and “native”. This can be linked to sound technology as a
means of reproducing any language, as a machine simulating a human body
speaking without native language or mother tongue.
To some extent, “untranslatability” can be connected to a (post)modernist
conception of translation, in which the translated work is either understood
as an incarnation of “difference” or as a text revealing issues beyond the
problem of language.111 From George Steiner’s After Babel, one can speak of
a “cultural turn” in translation studies, in which the idea of translation as a
contextless language issue is questioned.112 From this perspective it is the
social and cultural function of the text which is taken into account and the
cultural contexts which determine the reading and thus the translation.113 An
extended definition of translation is particularly notable in the theoretical
writings on film and translation, as in Stam’s and Shohat’s reading of how
the heteroglossia of film (being a medium with various sign systems coexisting) generates a “polyglossia” of languages. Stam and Shohat go even
further and state that “all film experience involves a kind of translation –
from the images and sounds of the text into the internalised discourse of the
spectator […]”.114
A similar re-conceptualisation of translation is also found in writings
from the 1920s and 1930s dealing with the problem of translation from a
philosophical or sociological perspective, for example, Antonio Gramsci’s
use of the concept of translation as a metaphor for cross-cultural social
analysis,115 or, more importantly, Walter Benjamin’s ideas on translation as
“pure language”. Benjamin’s essays “The Task of the Translator” and “On
Language” evoke translation as a key issue for understanding language.
These essays have been frequently discussed and commented upon by theorists of the “linguistic turn”, by, for instance, Paul De Man and Jacques Derrida.116 Benjamin’s texts have been seen as attempts to theorise the nonreferentiality of text as such, since translation as understood by Benjamin
evokes the idea of “pure language”. It is “pure language”, however, in opposition to an ideal or universal nomenclature language system. Benjamin
writes that “all translation is only a somewhat provincial way of coming to
terms with the foreignness of languages”.117 It is the dialogue between languages, the fragmented and unfinished which makes the translation “pure
language”. The pureness also lies in the “non-original” quality, in the rejection of the text as an original work of “art”. This positions Benjamin’s theory
in opposition to Romantic translation theory, with the soul of the artist as the
necessary link between the original text and the translation, and undermines
the hierarchical relation between “original” and “copy”.
Neither Benjamin nor Gramsci question translation as such; they do not
advocate “untranslatability” and they both argue against language relativism.
What is interesting in relation to media is the extension of the concept of
translation towards an idea of transferring or transposing. As discussed by
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Peter Ives, Gramsci, translation is synonymous with “transmission” or
“transference”,118 and Benjamin uses the metaphor “translate the mute into
the sonic” in order to describe “language as such” in relation to “the language of Man”.119 Following Kittler’s vocabulary, one could claim that
Gramsci and Benjamin aim to undermine the juxtaposition between transposition and translation by integrating translation into the realm of transposition. From this perspective, it is worth noting that both Benjamin and Gramsci reject the classical idea of meaning and content as the common ground
for an original text and its translation. Benjamin says that “any translation
which intends to perform a transmitting function cannot transmit anything
but information – hence something inessential”.120 In Gramsci’s reading this
re-conceptualisation of language enters the realm of politics and cultural
struggle beyond language. Instead of translating words from one language
into another, he suggests translation of culture (his main example is the
“translation” of the October Revolution). “Translatability presupposes that a
given stage of civilisation has ‘basically’ identical cultural expression, even
if its language is historically different”, he argues.121 Translation is extended
to culture, politics, senses, and figures of transferring, and consequently, to a
certain extent, dislodged from the author and the original work.
In the discourse of sound technology, the unification of different speech
manners, of different languages or dialects are transferred into one and the
same language of sound. This is linked to the issue of foreign language
learning and indirectly to the problem of translation. The technology is a
means of not only preserving speech as it is spoken (in the collections made
by linguistics and scientists), but also to train language skills, to change
original accents and speech disorders. Shaw’s Pygmalion illustrates how
(motherless) Eliza learns to lose her original “mother tongue”, her cockney
English, by phonetic practice and with the help of different sound apparatus.
It has often been argued that sound technology re-conceptualises the relation
between body, self and speech, and that it disconnects the body from the
speaker and creates a technology of simulation. This can be linked to Benjamin’s modernist conception of translation, where the translation as “pure
language” severs from direct connection with the “artist”, and thus the
speaking/writing “self”.
Throughout the history of sound reproduction, and in particular in the late
nineteenth century, the different inventions of sound transposition and sound
storage stand in a metonymical relation to our hearing or speaking organs.
From Wolfgang von Kempelen’s famous speaking machine from the mideighteenth century, constructed as an mechanical reproduction of human
lungs and larynx, over pre-phonographic simulations of hearing, such as
Bell’s so-called “ear phonauthograph”, constructed from real human auditory organs, to Edison’s phonograph a machine that would register or “hear”
sounds as an ear, create a discourse of sound technology as simulation.122
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This is related to the recording’s dual ability of both saving and modulating speech. Apparatus like the phonograph and the phonoscope were, for
instance, developed in collaboration with language learning for deaf people.123 Georges Demenÿ developed the “phonoscope”, a technology of moving images on a disc as an apparatus for lip reading. In these early examples
of moving images, we see Demenÿ himself pronounce the words “Je vous
aime” and “Vive la France” in order to teach the deaf to read lips and also to
speak. Even if the phonoscope is not a sound recording technology, it could
be seen as a form of “sound film” apparatus. The speech act performed by
the deaf substitutes the sound track.124 If, as Derrida claims, self consciousness is “hearing oneself speak”,125 sound technology both provides that experience and undermines it. On the one hand, hearing yourself speaking on a
record is about externalising the self and perceiving the self as an object, and
on the other hand, the simulation of speech creates speech without hearing,
and consequently without consciousness. The process of simulation interferes with the practice of learning languages. The possibility to learn something “phonetically”, which would be a consequence of language learning by
repeating phrases on a disc, places the speaker in an analogous relation to the
sound apparatus. Just as the phonograph and the gramophone impersonate
speech disconnected from human consciousness, the phonetic speaker can be
perceived as a mechanised body.
In popular magazines during the early years of the phonograph, the interaction between speech simulation and language differentiation is a common
topic; numerous articles refer to the fashionable language schools (for example, La Sorbonne) and their new methods of training accents with records. In
cartoons, one finds images showing the phonograph as a replacement for a
speaker who is lacking knowledge in foreign languages. For example, a cartoon in a French early phonograph magazine shows an English tourist with a
phonograph placed in front of his mouth. The machine is asking for directions in perfect French.126 Another picture shows a Parisian “cosmopolitan”
prostitute performing her profession behind a curtain; a phonograph placed
in front of the curtain, passionately declaring her love in three languages.127
These cartoons refer implicitly to a discourse of filmic translation; they are
comical images of both dubbing and acting in foreign languages. As will be
discussed in chapter five, polyglot stardom of the early sound film, the use of
stars who acted in foreign film versions without actually understanding the
foreign languages they spoke in, can be discussed in terms of speech simulation. Polyglot acting in multiple language version film is thus an instance of
when the mechanically learned phonetic speech is used as a technique of
translation.
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Sound Practice and Speech Representation
Speech Heteroglossia in Time and Space
Cultural institutions such as archives and research centres, partake in the
interaction and struggle of language power between universalism and linguistic diversity discussed above. For instance, the diversity of speech enters
the public sphere by the emerging collections of phonographic recordings in
archives established in several European cities at the beginning of the twentieth century. In the phonogram archives of Berlin and Vienna, or in “Les
archives de la parole” in Paris, spoken or music records were collected. To
some extent, the sound recording, being a medium for preserving “words”
rather than images would quickly gain a socially high status compared to
film or photography. In an initial state, the main purposes were to preserve
either “famous voices” of the time, voices of writers, scientists, intellectuals
or artists, or to collect samples of disappearing regional dialects or foreign
languages. It was considered to be a scientific and national concern to save
dialects, or to collect “primitive” oral languages. The archives were closely
linked to the practical use of both phonetics and ethnology and to the rise of
phonetics as one of the more important fields of linguistics in the late nineteenth century.
During the decades at the turn of the century, dialects or low class sociolects also became popular in a cultural sphere. Naturalist writing with local
diction, regional recordings as public attractions were followed by popular
theatre exploiting accents as stereotypes and radio programs about exotic
dialects. The introduction of sound film, when the popularity of regional
accents is strongly reinforced, can be seen as the summit of this tradition.
The archives function as “heteroglossia” texts on a concrete level: dialects,
sociolects, languages of different generations, etc., are collected into one
single space. On the one hand, they represent a democratisation of speech in
contrast to writing, since the aim is to preserve spoken language. It is significant that the words of “famous men”, that is men (and even some women) of
letters, are registered side by side with local peasants speaking in their regional accents or colonized “natives” talking in their “primitive” languages.
Linguist Ferdinand Bruno declared that the purpose was to preserve “les
patois”, the regional dialects disappearing in this era of urbanisation and
globalisation, alongside the aim to preserve the voices of people like Guillaume Apollinaire, Sigmund Freud or Alfred Dreyfus. He therefore advocated a deconstruction of hierarchies between written and spoken discourses.
This deconstruction of writing and speech, and the democratisation of
“speech genres”, is linked to the universalism of phonographic registration
as an apparatus treating all languages equally.
The democratisation of speech representation by the elimination of hierarchies generates a re-conceptualisation of oral speech genres. It is signifi-
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cant that Apollinaire predicted that the film and the phonograph would be
the new media of poetry.128 Following Apollinaire, alongside the democratisation of “the word” by the representation of a diversity of “speech genres”,
there is a de-sacralisation of writing by the transposition of “poetry” into
other media.
These processes of democratisation, however, expose a new hierarchy; a
hierarchy between speech and recording technology, between the recorded
peasants or natives and linguistics or ethnology as science, or between the
singular voice and the structure of the archive. The archive is a concrete
example of how the uniting universal force of oppression works within the
diversity and multitude of languages. Consequently, the archive as a uniting
space creates a unitary principle around which the multitude of voices are
organised. The archive as an institution of power and sound recording as a
technology of power interact with a revolutionary democratisation of speech
embodied in the conception of the voice as diction or body rather than
words. Following Michel Foucault’s ideas on museums, libraries and archives as “heterotopias”, that is, spaces in which “all other real sites that can
be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested and
inverted”,129 sound archives would represent both oppression and democratisation of speech and language itself. The archive collection is thus a space
uniting geographic and social levels of culture. Even more importantly, the
archive also unites time layers; with Foucault’s words, the museums, libraries and archives are “heterotopias of indefinitely accumulating time”.130
This notion has a specific signification when it comes to sound recording.
Sound reproduction as both trace of a specific moment (like photography)
and a “high fidelity” reproduction of that moment, makes the process of
“accumulating time” more complex concerning sound archives rather than in
museums, libraries and photo or film collections. If photography embodies
the past, sound recording opens the way for a conceptualisation of the present as history. It is notable that one of Edison’s ten ways in which his phonographic invention was to “benefit mankind” in the future was to register
“the last words of dying persons”.131 The attraction of recording the voice of
a dying person goes beyond the documenting the past; it is also an image of
the present. Sound technology as a means to store “real” voices and capture
the present moment of the speech act places itself in both the future and the
past. Many early recordings were thought of as traces of the past for future
generations; “Messages for the future” was one of the important speech recording “genres” in the early phonograph era.132
The simultaneous representation of present, future and past embodied in
sound recordings of the voice enables ideas of recording the past. After one
of the first French exhibitions of Edison’s invention, an enthusiastic journalist merges language universalism and universalism in time: “This marvellous
instrument speaks all languages. The prince Taieb-bey spoke to it in Arab,
Mistral in Provencal: the phonograph repeated their conversation with all
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vocal inflections and the accent of each of their interlocutors.” Soon, predicted the writer, “it will make dead people talk”.133 This function was not
only crucial for the archive and collectors, but also for the people who were
recorded. According to the collectors of recorded voices from the Vienna
archive, it was the argument that the voices would “be immortal” that persuaded most hostile people.134 The recording of dialects is not only about
saving dialects for the future, it is also perceived as a means of entering the
past. Astonished by a song sung in patois at “Les archives de la parole”, a
French journalist reported that this recording will “take you back to ancient
times” as if the dialect itself contained a dimension of the pre-modern period, of vestiges that had escaped modern urbanisation.135
The diversity of collected items in the sound archives is a diversity of
speech representation with an extension both in space and time; the archival
space unites both regions and countries as well as the present, past and future. The conservation of dialects and “native” languages fuses these dimensions, while urbanisation, colonialism and industrialisation threaten regional
dialects and languages. In many articles about early phonography, we can
sense a fascination of the combination between the old and pre-modern
speech and the modern apparatus. In a French report from the 1920s about
the use of records as a means to conserve Indian legends, the writer notes
that “several of the recorded legends are very strange, because they are interrupted by archaic words, imitations of animal noises, screams of old and
young”.136 The animal noises, the screams etc. are related to a classic idea of
the development of language from primitive sound to language.

Struggle of Power
As sound recording is primarily “vococentric”, it was developed in order to
make speech intelligible. In Lastra’s reading, sound technology can be conceptualised in terms of a set of dichotomies which straddle the conflict between sound and words. Early sound technologies are constructed as technologies of both “inscription” and “simulation”. This can be linked to the use
of sound technology which hovers between “high fidelity” and “intelligibility”.137 According to Lastra, these conflicts are about technology and perception. They can also, however, be linked to an ideological struggle of power
(as a part of the struggle between universalism versus speech heteroglossia).
Whether sound reproduction is perceived as diction, voice or sound, or
whether it is perceived as spoken words changes the relation of power in
several ways. The act of speaking is an act of performing power as the
speaker controls the delivered message.
When speech is recorded, there is a struggle of power between the recorder and the subject who speaks into the machine; and from an apparatus
perspective, there is also a struggle of power between the technology of recording and the speaking subject. Both these relations are reflected by the
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conflict between sounds and words. The voice of “the other” is either perceived as an object (of scientific study or of desire) or as spoken message.
Society’s “unheard voices”, working-class accents, black singing voices,
speech and songs of “primitive people”, peasants, or representations of the
female voice are represented ambiguously with sound recording. On the one
hand, phonograph, radio, microphones, gramophones, etc., introduce all
these unheard voices into a public sphere. However, the hegemonic structure
of power renders these voices into bodies or objects rather than messages
with a potentially political content. This can further illuminate the complex
and paradoxical relation between recording as a means of controlling the
“floating” character of the voice, and the loss of control through the disconnection between voice and body by the recording situation.
Among the representations of the voices of class, ethnicity and gender,
the vicissitudes of gender has been predominantly discussed in media theory.
This is partly due to the fact that the “problem of women’s speech” is related
to a psychoanalytic problematic, to a conflict between the “word” as a male
ratio and the sound of the mother’s voice as a pre-oedipal “sonorous envelope”. This conflict between words, power and masculinity, on the one hand,
and the voice as an object of desire and femininity, on the other, can also be
linked to sound technology practice. 138 In the process of either controlling
the female voice or preventing the woman from speaking, the sound apparatus plays an ambiguous role. Sound technology enables public speech and
consequently becomes a tool of power and authority. Therefore, throughout
the history of sound reproduction, the sound apparatus, microphones and
phonographic recording of speech, have been argued to be unsuitable for
women. As Amy Lawrence has pointed out, women were prevented from
announcing news on the radio with arguments like “in no case does the female voice transmit as well as that of the man”, as a radio manger of the
1920s claimed; or, as it was written in a technical manual from 1929, the
reproduction of the voice “fails to some extent to record when a sound is
characterized by the presence of high harmonics”.139 On the other hand, the
ability to transfer or store the female voice through the apparatus is also a
way of controlling the voice, and turn the potential message into pure technology or a desirable physical object. If women were prevented from reading
news on the radio, other means of reproducing women’s voices were considered to be more suitable. For example, recorded songs performed by women
were not perceived as a problem, as public singing takes part in the tradition
of spectacle.
Most notable, the profession of telephone operators almost exclusively
turned into a women’s profession. In writings about the telephone operator,
the erotic or tender quality of the female voice was often stressed, qualities
revealed by the mysterious “acousmatic” dimension of the telephone. “[T]he
dulcet tone of feminine voices seem to exercise a soothing and calming effect on the masculine mind […]”,140 as an article on early telephone practices
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observed. The mechanical dimension of telephone operators’ speech undermines the position of authority of, for instance, a radio announcer.
There is a similar problematic regarding the representation of dialects and
native oral languages. The collections of recorded voices of either colonised
natives or peasants expose a field between ethnology, linguistics and entertainment organised according to the already-existing relations of power. In
many articles about archives, the struggle between scientists as the ones who
record and the recorded voices as the object of research is notable. The often
illustrated encounter between science, technology and “ignorant natives”
depicts the “education” of non-modernised cultures as part of modernisation,
urbanisation and colonisation.
Comic strips about cannibals burning and eating the talking doll of Edison,141 scientific explanations as to why superstitious Indians fear the phonograph, or why Muslims refuse to recite the Koran into the recording machine, shed light on a discourse of struggle of power between the recorder
and the recorded.142 The encounter between the “natives” and the phonograph stages what Michael Taussig calls “white man’s fascination with the
other’s fascination of white man’s magic”.143 According to these sources,
hostile reactions were also experienced when recording peasants in western
cultures. When Hans W. Pollak was recording Swedish farmers for the Vienna archive, he noted that the peasants thought of the tool as “magician” or
“unchristian”. As reported by the scientist, a woman refused to talk into the
machine because she wanted “to keep her soul”.144
Such stories of ignorant natives and sound recording instruments are also
recurrent motifs in classic ethnological documentaries. It is significant that
when Robert J. Flaherty made his famous documentary, Nanook of the North
(1922), he staged a scene when Nanook tries to eat a gramophone record.
This reproduces an image of sensory hierarchies which is part of the imaginary of the encounter between natives and modern technology. Instead of
listening Nanook tastes the record (like an infant would do).
The representation of natives as hostile, disrespectful or superstitious towards modern technology is partly based on a justified resistance towards
the western scientists’ aim to record tales and religious speech, and thereby
gain power over the voice of “the other”. It mainly, however, illustrates a
western imaginary of cultural progression and how reproduction media partake in that progression.145 The recorded voices move in various cultural
spheres generating different significations. If anthropologists, ethnologists
and linguistics have recorded voices as a part of a colonisation and modernisation project, contemporary research reuse the same recordings in order to
deconstruct the project and listen to the recorded speech from the point of
view of the “other”. 146 This process of deconstruction is also embodied in
the original recording situation, in the struggle of power between words and
sound, between the recorder and the recorded. As the recording of speech
embodies sound and speech, body and message, the same recording can be
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“read” as an object of science, a representation of a specific disappearing
culture, or a political message.
The conflict and interaction between language diversity and heteroglossia,
between language translation and media transposition, between inscription
and simulation, etc., is materialised in the cinematic culture of the period of
the coming of sound film. The concepts introduced and contextualised in this
chapter serve as a point of departure for the overall problem of speech representation by sound reproduction and film translation. In subsequent chapters, these concepts will be linked to other media contexts, such as the relation between film and theatre, sound film and star culture, or the problem of
speech representation in silent film.
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Language(s) of Sound Film: the Regional,
the Multilingual and Hollywood English

The Fall of the Tower of Babel
Film Universalism and Cultural Differentiation
As discussed in the previous chapter, the utopia of universalism is inscribed
in various discourses on sound technology in the nineteenth century. In the
subsequent decades, primarily in the 1910s and the 1920s, this utopia is
transferred to discourses on film. As frequently discussed, film universalism
is revealed by ideas on the “Esperanto” of silent film147 as a modern incarnation of the myth of “The Tower of Babel”.148 The notion of film as a universal language takes many forms and is formulated in film industrial discourses, for example, by Carl Laemmle or D.W. Griffith,149 in popular press
and in early film theory, in Vachel Linday’s ideas on film and hieroglyphics
and in Béla Balázs’ theory on how film as “the first international language”
reveals the physiognomic origin of spoken language,150 to cite the most important examples.
In one reading, universalism equalled Americanism and in another communism or Europeanism, in one modernism and avant-garde, and in another,
commercialism. Dziga Vertov claimed that “a truly international absolute
language of cinema” was “based on its total separation from the language of
theatre and literature”.151 From this perspective, the notion of universalism is
perceived in contrast to narrative (Hollywood) cinema. From a Hollywood
perspective, on the other hand, classical narrative cinema was understood as
a purveyor of universally transparent and universally intelligible images. As
theorised by Miriam Hansen, this was in turn linked to the idea that Hollywood cinema would be envoy to universal values of democracy and the
American dream.152 To quote D.W Griffith, film “was to make all men
brothers […] because they would understand each other”.153
Each interpretation undermines the universal values in the others. Consequently, the utopia of universalism is a matter of film politics and film culture, hinged on the historical processes of cultural differentiation. Universalism as a Eurocentric western concept, deconstructing itself from inside, depicts both sides of the myth of the Tower of Babel, the utopia of a perfect
language and the barriers and obstacles preventing perfect communication.
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The introduction of sound has always been described in contradictory
terms when it comes to the conception of film as a universal language. This
is due to the different interpretations of film and sound universalism, as well
as the dual conception of sound as both words and sounds proper (as discussed in the previous chapter). From a larger film production perspective,
the transition to sound is perceived as a step towards standardisation of film
style, with Charles O’Brien’s words, “a homogenizing process that quickly
and significantly reduced the cinema’s diversity of film styles and practices”.154
The stylistic homogenisation was the result of industrial changes and decisions concerning the many ways in which Hollywood standardised sound
film production within a few years,155 or how European companies, in particular the German company, UFA, developed from being directorcontrolled into a studio system much like the Hollywood studios.156 This
industrial and stylistic homogenisation co-exists, however, with an upsurge
of domestic film production (for the domestics markets) in smaller countries.157 The introduction of speech generated a higher demand of films spoken in the native language; linguistic diversity would here function as a
means of disrupting the homogenising process. The early sound film period
is also a period of struggle between the “European” and the “American”,
both on a cultural and industrial level. Hollywood’s dominance was challenged by the “Film Europe” network and transnational co-productions,158
enjoying success in the transitional period due to quota systems and by the
rise of the German company Tobis-Klangfilm, which within a few years
turned into a pan-European company with branches all over Europe.159
European transnationalism was particularly striking in an avant-garde and
cinephilia context. As described by Thomas Elsaesser and Malte Hagener,
“never before had there been such an exchange of films and ideas, so many
industrious collaborations on institutional levels”. 160
The question of whether conversion to sound is marked by continuity or
disruption has been intensively debated in film scholarship.161 Without going
into detail about the industrial controversies, one could state that the early
years of sound film was both a period of uncertainty, experimentation and
cultural diversity, and a period of homogenisation and standardisation which
reinforced the “universal” model of story telling; a period in which the
“Tower of Babel” both falls and is re-established.
This double conception of sound film and universalism is revealed in discourses on speech and sound. Most writings from the early sound film period
accentuated the “Esperanto” of silent film which was threatened by the introduction of speech. In an initial phase, many sound films were produced
without speech, only containing sound effects and music. This practice
sought to maintain the filmic “language” as language in opposition to the
verbal, or, more commonly, as a viable solution for exporting sound films
before translation techniques were established. The great importance of the
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universal is also shown in some extreme suggestions from film critics advocating the use of Esperanto or other artificially-constructed universal languages as the lingua franca for talking films.162 Different translation techniques - dubbing, multiple language version production, primarily - were
described in utopian terms as a means of overcoming language differences
and re-establishing filmic universalism, as well as a depiction of linguistic
polyglossia, as texts exposing a dialogue between two languages.
In this chapter, I will intersect discourses on universalism and discourses
on speech. Sound and dialogue will thus not only be discussed as means of
communication, but also as a feature of representations of cultural identities.
By an extensive use of exotic accents, early sound films exploited speech as
a signifier of social or regional identities. The predication for accents both
express linguistic and cultural differentiation, besides depicting speech as
body rather than language. The many sound films which combine different
languages also represent cross-cultural identities, such as European multilingual identity or even utopias of global communication. On several levels,
speech thus partakes in a struggle of defining the complex relation of sound,
film and cultural identity.
I aim to outline three “speech discourses” which in my interpretation are
decisive for the conception of speech in the early sound era: 1, the regional
dialect; 2, the multilingual; 3, (Hollywood) American English. All three
discourses evoke the tension between sounds and words, differentiation and
homogenisation as discussed in the previous chapter, and they all embody a
certain resistance towards the word by foregrounding sounds. This is why I
begin the analysis with some notes on the important distinction in this period
between “sound film” and “talking pictures”. “Language” is here understood
in its double guise both in a semiotic sense, as a means of expression and as
verbal language. “Hollywood English” is a “language” in a literal conventional sense, apart from functioning as a trope for a more general conception
of film speech as an artificial construction. I will focus on classical film examples from the early sound era, such as Walter Ruttmann’s Melodie der
Welt (1929), the early films of Marcel Pagnol, René Clair’s Sous les toits de
Paris and Josef von Sternberg’s Der blaue Engel, and connect these with
film theoretical writing or film criticism from the period of the coming of
sound. I will give special attention to the bi-lingual films Allo Berlin? Ici
Paris/Hallo hallo! Hier spricht Berlin! (Julien Duvivier, 1932) and Kameradschaft/La tragédie de la mine (G.W. Pabst, 1931) since these integrate
the process of translation in the filmic diegesis, and therefore are enlightening examples in order to discuss “the multilingual” as a translation issue.

“Sounds of the World”: Sound Film versus Talking Picture
Discourses on non-verbal sound as a specific language in contrast to spoken
or written words described in the previous chapter is revealed in the early
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sound film context, and in particular within film art and avant-garde circles.
In articles and manifestos written during the period of the coming of sound,
it is repeatedly stressed that the writers are not critical of the sound in film
per se, only of the filmic representation of the word.
The notion of silent film as sound and image synaesthesia or film-music
analogy laid the ground for an ambiguous approach to sound in film. On the
one hand, the “sound itself”, perceived as “pure” in its absence of dialogue,
would be understood as a continuation of the silent aesthetic. Both sound
film and silent film are thus placed in contrast to the talking picture. On the
other hand, the media materiality inscribed in the conception of images and
sounds as “languages” in their own right allow a conceptualisation of sound
film as a new “art form” in contrast to silent film. Early sound film experiments such as Germaine Dulac’s short musical films, Walter Ruttmann’s
early sound films, or Oskar Fischinger’s synaesthetical films hinge on this
duality, that is, sound film as a combination of previous media as well as a
new art form. The focus on the sonic rather than the verbal follows the tradition of experimental sound art from the 1910s and the 1920s. In the period of
the transition to sound film, sound experimentation in various media from
the preceding decades merges with film art in a brief period of extensive
sound film experimentation. Many films evoke a dimension of media specificity and media materiality in this time of “crisis” (in Rick Altman’s sense
of the word)163 of the very definition of “film”.164 Just as The Jazz Singer or
other early sound musicals combines different media - film, gramophone and
radio – rather than just being films,165 so are also many of the early avantgarde films only legible in a multimedia context.
The most common criticism against sound film was based on the idea that
the sound would reduce film to “filmed theatre”, to a bad copy of another art
form, an art of the word rather than of the image.166 Rudolf Arnheim and
Béla Balázs in Germany, René Clair in France or the directors of the Soviet
montage school were all “silent” film directors or theoreticians with a suspicious attitude towards the talking picture. In one of the first and most influential aesthetic commentaries on the coming of sound, the sound “statement”
issued by Eisenstein, Pudovkin and Alexandrov from 1928, the authors fear
that the near future would be dominated by “commercial exploitation of the
most salable merchandise, TALKING FILMS”. The characteristics of the
talking film, they feared, would be the use of sound recording “on a naturalistic level, exactly corresponding to the movement on the screen, and providing a certain ‘illusion’ of talking people […]”. Instead, the three authors
advocate a contrapuntal montage, an “orchestral counterpoint of visual and
aural images”.167 The statement echoed in many early articles and utterances
on sound film. Béla Balázs claimed that instead of “letting the actor talk”,
the sound film should provide an “audiovisual counterpoint”,168 and Ruttmann described the contrapuntal as the basic structure of sound film.169
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The most influential film corresponding to the assumption of sound film
as a new film art form (at least in a French cinephile context) was Ruttmann’s Melodie der Welt (1929). Abel Gance placed Ruttmann’s film in
contrast to the conventional talking picture by claiming that the use of sound
by Ruttmann could make the sound film “gradually […] become a new language, a mode of expression of rhythm and truth […].”170 George Altman
wrote that the film was “neither theatre, nor cinema, but something else”.171
As the film was made with music and sound effects only and without talking
sequences, the “new language” of sound film corresponded to a rejection of
the verbal in favour of an emphasis on the “sounds of the world”. A critic
noted enthusiastically: “The sounds of the ship machinery, of the siren, the
rattle, stamping and pushing on deck – the sound film as newsreel […] is in
sight. Here are future possibilities.”172 (Ironic comment since the sounds
were recorded in a studio.) The universalism of sound is here mirrored in
film’s thematic level. As the title indicates, the film is about a global travelogue accompanied by music composed by Wolfgang Zeller. In an audiovisual montage, following the rhythmic aesthetics seen, for instance, in Berlin:
Die Sinphonie der Großstadt (1927), Ruttmann creates a variation of themes
and motifs by a montage of images from all over the world. Moreover, as
noted by Elsaesser and Hagener in an essay about the “modern” and the
transnational in Melodie der Welt, as the film was a combination of advertisement film for a transatlantic shipping company and a European avantgarde film produced by Tobis, transnationalism and globalisation is also
inscribed at a production level. The film features “a universal gesture, in
which intelligibility of mass culture is combined with Eurocentric tourist
ethnography which transforms a city into a symphony, and then the whole
world into a melody”. 173
It is telling that Ruttmann transcends cultural spheres of commercialism
and “art”; the discourses on sound film in contrast to talking film were not
exclusively an avant-garde issue. The juxtaposition between sound and dialogue followed the categorisation of different kinds of sound films which
existed on the market during this period. As will be developed in the next
chapter, during an initial phase of the sound film, the hybrid film forms between silent and sound, with either music or sound effects and only partly
sound or speaking/singing sequences, allowed a categorisation of the different kinds of sound film. The most important and most widespread distinction
was between “talking film” and “sound film”; the former containing speech
and the latter sound effects and music. An even more differentiated categorisation would sometimes be provided by dividing “sound film” into subcategories such as “music” or “singing” film. As pointed out by Charles
O’Brien, in France “talking film” could also signal direct sound, while
“sound film” meant post-synchronised sound.174 This categorisation, linked
to the recording situation rather whether the recorded sounds were speech,
effetcs or music, was based on the fact that most sounds were artificially
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constructed by sound machines or with records with sound samples, while
speech was recorded directly. The sound film containing silent talking sequences in combination with sound effects and music would for a short period be a successful alternative to the talking film. The success of sound film
over talking film in some cases is a direct consequence of the problems of
film “universalism”: by avoiding spoken dialogue, the sound films managed
to overcome the problems of international distribution linked to the spreading of the talking picture. The notion of sound universalism is thus not an
isolated avant-garde phenomenon, but is part of larger field of film culture
and film distribution.

Speech as Regional and Social Signifier
Non-verbal Voices
Marcel Pagnol, the most vocal advocate of talking film in the early sound
period, mocked non-verbal sound film as a kind of film that was “mourning,
shouting, laughing, singing, crying, but never talking”.175 The quotation indicates that even if the sound film was not representing speech, it was still
“vococentric”; the film did not talk, but it still produced human vocal
sounds. The emphasis on the non-verbal reveals the sonic dimension of the
voice, besides (as films with non-vocal sound effects) providing a “universal” sound film beyond the limits of the verbal.
Many of the non-verbal vocal sounds, such as the sound of a scream or
the voices of the talking, chattering or screaming masses, became popular
attractions in their own right. This is notable by the rise of horror films. The
most well-known examples are Fay Wray’s penetrating screaming in King
Kong (Merian C. Cooper and Ernest B. Schoedsack, 1933), the animal
screams of Tarzan or the elaborated transition from a scream to the sound of
a train whistle in Alfred Hitchcock’s Blackmail (1929). The scream depicts
an intersection between body and sound technology, to re-phrase Michel
Chion, it incarnates a “phantasm of absolute sound”.176 Another common
“trope” in many early sound films is a group of people talking together
which creates a wall of human voices beyond the level of intelligibility. This
“voice of the masses” transcends genre, it can be a representation of political
public demonstrations, as in Die 3-Groschenoper (G.W. Pabst, 1931), or the
chattering chorus girls of the musical, or secretaries in an office in a romantic comedy. The sound of the masses problematises the relation between
speech as either an aural object or a message by revealing the differentiation
of speech via a sonic abstraction beyond the intelligible. This trope is also
present in Ruttmann’s Melodie der Welt. In one of the versions of film (the
film was made in three versions with slightly different editing), Ruttmann
briefly abandons his “non-verbal” aesthetics and introduces a sequence
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named “languages of the world”. In this sequence, we see and hear a succession of spoken languages, introducing one after the other and subsequently
rejoining together in sonic montage as a choir of incomprehensible voices.
This sequence undermines linguistic diversity and positions speech as a
sonic “universal” language.
In the early 1930s, Balázs described the speech act as a physical gesture.177 This was a continuation of his earlier inquiry on how (silent) film
reveals the physiognomy of body movements. The emphasis on the vocal
dimension, later labelled “audible gestures of speech”178, adequately captures
the conception of non-verbal speech; the act of speaking is perceived as a
physical movement rather than a means of communication. “A proof” of the
priority of the voice in favour of words, was, according to Balázs, “that in
sound film, it is not disturbing when we hear incomprehensible foreign languages”.179 In Ruttmann’s case, this notion is stressed by representing language as incomprehensible to all: the problem of language barriers and language differentiation, inevitably related to speech representation, is here
solved by the final cacophony of voices in which no distinct intelligible
words are audible. The cacophony of voices corresponds to the variation
montage, in which gestures and activities from different countries or cultures
are “synchronised”. A critic aptly resumed the “refrain” of this “Melody” as
“differences between peoples, skin colour, and rhythmic nuances are costumes of the same drama, the human is invariable”.180 This homogenisation
of gestures and body movements reflects notions on ethnic homogenisation
and mass media intensively debated and theorised in this period. (Particularly relevant are Marcel Mauss’ ideas of the interaction between film media
and body as a means of erasing ethnic differences; gestures are harmonised
through filmic representation.)181 The anxiety of speech as disrupting the
homogeneity of filmic universalism would consequently embrace the sonic
differences as variations of one and the same principle (sonic universalism).
The sound of collective voice is both a variation of, and a contrast to,
what Siegfried Kracauer described as “the mass ornament”, namely the visual organisation of the masses in the films of the 1920s that undermines any
social or iconic reference and “vanishes into the void of the abstract”.182 The
speaking masses objectify speech as pure sound just as the visual mass ornament forms “thousands of people […] into one single star”,183 and thus
functions as a means of controlling the plurality of regional and class-coded
languages of sound film. But collective speech beyond intelligibility also,
since non-understanding, as such, is brought to light, creates a representation
of chaos, and thus functions as a contrast to the visually organised ornament.
The unintelligible voices of the masses also illustrate the anxiety of speech
“heteroglossia” and contrast the “mute patterns” of the ornament.184 Significantly, the “voices of the masses” in film often belong to societies “unheard
voices” (women, working-class members, “foreigners”, etc.). For instance,
in the mid-1930s, Bardèche and Brasillach described the “savage ectasy” of
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black people praying together in Hallelujah (King Vidor, 1929) as a “collective soul of a people”. According to Bardèche and Brasillach, this was one of
the most impressive achievements of the early sound film.185 This is part of a
ideological media discourse in which the voice is heard, but the words and
the potential message remain unheard.

Speech as Voice and Diction
By understanding speech as diction rather than words, the emphasis on the
non-verbal is inscribed in the representation of intelligible speech and more
conventional dialogue. As discussed in the previous chapter, speech as diction can be conceptualised as a “grain of the voice” in a Barthesian sense,
namely as an expression of the body beyond the symbolic dimension of the
word. For the following analysis, it is important to stress that the “body”
heard on the sound track also partakes in a discourse of social, racial and
ethnic representation (with the conception of social biology at the time, these
categories would often be merged), rather than being an individual physical
expression.
By proclaiming speech in film as “physiognomy” or “nature” respectively, Béla Balázs and Rudolf Arnheim placed speech representation in
opposition to sonic abstraction beyond the verbal, as well as they critisised
the dialogue-centred talking picture. This is a revised position in relation to
the outraged hostility towards speech representation as such which was proclaimed in earlier writings concerning sound in an avant-garde context. Arnheim claims that language is not only a means of communication, but also a
“piece of nature”, it is “a sound among sounds”. Therefore, film speech, in
contrast to theatre, should not be recited, it does not even have to be comprehensible. The “the imprecise everyday language” puts focus on the nonarticulated and mumbling speech.186 Balázs makes a similar juxtaposition
between film and theatre claiming that the difference between filmic and
theatrical speech is that the vocal, physical aspect of speech in theatre is the
means, the instrument which brings out the message, while filmic speech is
essentially a physical expression. In Der Geist des Films from 1930, he
claims that filmic speech should emphasise the “acoustic and sensuous expression” of the words. 187 This is repeated and stressed more strongly in the
later Theory of the Film: “Now in the present-day sound film we understand
the words and, therefore, very often understand that their meaning is unimportant. But all the more important is the tone in which they are said: the
cadence, the emphasis, the timbre, the husky resonance, which are not intentional, not conscious.”188
The great interest in regional dialects, accents, and the voice as social signifier during the early sound era turns the sonic qualities of speech into so58

cial categories and consequently, social differentiation. Significantly, Al
Jolson’s first line in The Jazz Singer, the legendary phrase “you ain’t heard
nothin’ yet”, is not only a cleverly calculated message (a diegetically established slogan for the future of sound film), it is also an exhibition of filmic
speech as voice or diction. The new medium of sound film is promoted by
the typical Jewish, New York-Brooklyn accent of Al Jolson’s character,
which indicates his local, social and ethnic identity. In contrast to written
dialogue, diction is inseparable from representation in sound recordings.
With Robert Stam’s words, “the sound film comes inevitably equipped with
‘accent’ and ‘intonation’” which means that “the sound film is virtually incapable of representing speech without an accent”.189 By representing accents that somehow disrupt the norm of a standard spoken language, the
early sound film stresses this feature of embodiment in sound reproduction
as such. The interest in regional, often working-class accents functions primarily as a contrast to the theatrically trained manner of speech, but also in
contrast to the abstract dimension of non-verbal sounds.
In recent scholarship, the diversity of languages in sound film has been
increasingly discussed in relation to sociolects rather than different national
languages. For instance, Christopher Faulkner and Christopher Beach have
both pointed out in which ways the social dimension of speech embody a
potential “heteroglossia” in a Bakhtinian sense, a discourse of diversity and
difference related to speech as a social signifier. Faulkner correlates this
linguistic diversity to a differentiation of spectatorship: “What sound
(speech) expressly acknowledge was a linguistic diversity – Bakhtin’s “heteroglossia” – and what it created was a mass listening public, not uniform or
homogenous, but diverse, fragmented, even divided, and with potentially
disruptive and unsettling social and political consequences.”190 He further
applies these Bakhtinian terms on the well known controversies on talking
film versus sound film between Marcel Pagnol and René Clair. Clair developed the contrapuntal, a-synchronous principles advocated by the Soviet
montage school (combined with an illusion-breaking operetta style seen in
films like Die Drei von der Tankstelle, Wilhelm Thiele, 1930), while Pagnol
was one of the few who explicitly (and provocatively) proclaimed that the
sound film should be “filmed theatre”.191 (Not only literarily in the sense that
his films were based on theatre plays, but also aesthetically by foregrounding
speech over images. Pagnol is even said to have chosen takes by first listening to the sound track.)192
By juxtaposing the adversaries, Faulkner stresses the relations between,
on the one hand, realism an interest in the mass audience by Pagnol, and, on
the other hand, a play with illusion by Clair. He concludes by noting a lack
of a “social dimension” by Clair: “What one does not hear in Clair’s films is
the voice of a social class”, but instead, “the uncompromising voice of
power and authority and its ‘ironic’ ‘distance’” as “the necessary condition
for understanding”.193 Pagnol, with his emphasis on speech, “seems to allow
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for a much more affective intersubjective relationship between film character
and spectator. He opens up the possibility of audience pleasure through the
recognition of voices which, quite apart from their actual meanings, speak a
truth about one’s own class, gender and region.”194 It is, however, significant, that Clair also, primarily in his first sound film Sous les toits de Paris,
emphasised the accent as a representation of social differentiation, and that
Pagnol also explored clichés and stereotypes. The two directors were both
exploiting regional imaginaries by putting focus on social and local vocal
specificity, in the case of Pagnol, the southern midi accent, and by Clair, the
Parisian working class accent and the Romanian “immigrant accent”. It is
rather the different approaches to the word as intelligible sign in relation to
the materiality of the voice that differentiate the two.
Filmic speech embodies an interaction between the representation of the
word and diction or accent, an interaction which will either be represented as
a conflict (which would be the case in René Clair’s Sous les toits de Paris)
or, contrary to this, with the two dimensions reinforcing each other, which
would be the case in Marcel Pagnol’s Marseille trilogy, Marius (Alexander
Korda, 1931), Fanny (Marc Allégret, 1932) and César (Marcel Pagnol,
1936). Pagnol is, with Christian Metz’s words, “avoiding the paradox of the
talking picture”,195 a paradox of two “languages” in conflict, verbal language
in conflict with film as “language system”.
Clair teases the audience who had gone to see the first “film 100% talking
and singing in French”196 by constantly undermining the expected speech
acts: music cancels out the conversations, windows intervene between the
viewers and the talkers, passing trains overpower speech, etc.197 As Michel
Marie has noted, “the film’s secret resides […] in the way the signifying
function of the word is, so to speak, interfered with. Whenever a character
has something verbal to express, his or her action is hindered by the dramatic
situation or by a deliberate directorial device.”198 The focus on accents follows this logic. In the introduction, the film starts with incomprehensible
slang followed by a dialogue in Romanian. Consequently, dialects and foreign speech are used to make speech unintelligible.
Pagnol’s notion on sound film, on the other hand, pivots around reaching
a mass audience, and devices regarding the difference between film and
theatre are related to this ambition. It is significant that Pagnol does not actually advocate that sound film should only reproduce the theatre as it is.
Instead, the sound film should “help” the theatre, it should spread it and also
change it aesthetically. In one of his articles, he writes that “we can write a
scene in whispers, and make it understandable for the three thousand people,
without changing the pitch and tone of the whispering” .199 By taking the
apparatus into account, he points out a fundamental difference between film
and theatre, and advocates sound film as a combination of film and theatre.
In the same way, he emphasises the materiality of the voice in combination
with foregrounding the dialogue as intelligible words. In the Pagnol films, in
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contrast to Clair’s opposition between meaning and speech materiality, what
the characters say and how they say it are two interdependent dimensions of
speech. From this perspective, Pagnol correlates cultural and linguistic differentiation on several levels. As Christopher Beach puts it (regarding the
Marx Brothers’ or Lubitsch’s comedies), “language becomes a medium in
which difference – whether defined in terms of ethnicity or class - is actively
foregrounded”.200 It is spoken language rather than sound proper that is the
“medium of difference”, thereby, the conflict between word and sound/body
as two dimensions of speech is dissolved and the two components are, on the
contrary, interdependent in a process of differentiation.

“These people have an accent the way others have a black
skin”
Balázs’ theory follows the tradition of scientific and aesthetic ideas on
“physiognomy” in which racial and socio-biological differences are categorised as “types”. Physical gestures are the basis of human language, divided
into “types” based on ethnic (understood as “racial”) or social (i.e. class)
backgrounds. Concerning sound, the so-called “speech gestures” would thus
function as means to represent language as voice or diction by social or biological peculiarities of oral expression. As demonstrated in the discussion on
Ruttmann, these specificities could, however, be understood as variations of
the universal language of physiognomy, of language as physical gesture.
Following James Lastra, the early sound film era can be conceptualised
on the spectrum “intelligibility” and “high fidelity” which captures the dichotomy of sound versus language inscribed in sound theory (as discussed in
the previous chapter).201 The social and regional accents in feature film reside within in this dichotomy. Film accents are rarely realist in the sense that
they aim to reproduce speech as actually spoken. Just like costumes, makeup or acting style, the accent is a construction in order to represent or to caricature a specific recognisable “type”. Established dialects in films function
as “speech genres” in a Bakhtinian sense, that is, “relatively stable types of
utterances” in order to represent language differentiation.202
Within many national languages represented on screen in the 1930s, there
are a few distinct “film accents”; the film accents could, for example, represent the metropolitan working-class accent, or non-modernised rural cultural
identity in contrast to the metropolitan. These accents are modified versions
of actual dialects and are deliberately changed in order to make speech intelligible and to produce caricatures.
François de la Bretèque describes the popular southern French “midi” accent by Pagnol (and others) as such a construction, a homogenising representation of a region with a variety of languages and dialects:
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The most obvious of these unifying factors is the accent, the famous midi accent, which is actually a maritime Provencal accent, reworked in the school
of the theatre and imposed fictionally as the accent for the whole of the south.
With accent ruling supreme, the cinema steered clear of representing the actual languages of the south.203

The midi accent or the working-class Parisian accent à la Jean Gabin or
Arletty in French cinema, the Berlin accent heard on both cabaret stages and
on screen in the 1920s and the 1930s, the different American immigrant
accents or the southern accents in Gone with the Wind (Victor Fleming,
1939) etc., are all filmic constructions of speech captured in between the
attraction of the “grain of the voice”, the voice as body, and “images” of
ethnic identities.
Speech as ethnic signifier can be conceptualised as a feature “making
white strange”, in Richard Dyer’s sense, that is, to disrupt the invisibility (or
inaudibility), neutrality and normative position of white ethnic identity and
to “dislodge it from its centrality and authority”.204 Arne Lunde’s writing on
cultural, social and racial imaginaries revealed by the Swedish accent of
Greta Garbo is one of the few examples of readings of the voice from a
“whiteness”-perspective. Lunde elaborates on how “prevailing visual paradigms of whiteness in classical American cinema (faces, bodies, skin colour,
cosmetics and lighting) are problematized, if not trumped, by the surprisingly powerful acoustic signifiers of recorded voice, accent and dialect”.205
The displaced white identities are inscribed in speech representation as “a
medium in which difference is foregrounded” both in the representation of
foreign accents, as well as in the representation of regional or class-coded
accents.
Significantly, Bazin located the cinematic quality of Pagnol’s films in the
realism of the accent:
This accent is not just a picturesque addition to Pagnol’s films; it’s not
merely there to inject a note of local colour into the proceedings. It unites
with the script and thus with the characters, to create the essential nature of
the Pagnol films. These characters have an accent the way others have a
black skin […].206

As described by Claudette Peyrusse, the midi accent was a popular attraction
of several media in the late 1920s and early 1930s.207 Pagnol’s first sound
film, Marius, enjoyed great success on gramophone and radio prior to the
film version, and the emphasis on the accent means that not only the words
but also the “grain of the voice” functioned as the intermedial link across
media.
Bazin’s “black skin” parallel is telling; it places the accent in the realm of
the Balázsien “physiognomy”, and explains the presence of “realism” in
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spite of the obvious stereotypes.208 The characterisation of biological
“types”, namely what one might call an “ethnotype”, is represented by a
certain physicality of the voice, and thereby captures a tension between the
“real” and construction of “types”. From this perspective, it is significant
that the so-called “black voice”, which in the 1920s and 1930s was a great
attraction due to the popularity of jazz music and the success of films such as
Hallelujah has no racial counterpart in white identity: whiteness has different languages, different accents, but there is no “white voice”. Even if the
“black voice” as a singing technique can be learned by anyone, it functions
as a vocal identity derived from a racial stereotype and indissolubly connected to skin colour. The common practice of whites singing with a “black
voice” in the 1920s and 1930s emphasised this dimension since it followed
the logic of white people’s “right to be various, literally to incorporate into
themselves features of other peoples”.209
White skin colour signifies “colourless”, “brightness” and “light” as specific identities,210 while the vocal dimension of all whites embodies nothing
but “colourless”. The voice as white ethnic signifier is, consequently, inevitably a feature of differentiation between different white identities. Significantly, as Ginette Vincendeau has noted, regarding the Pagnol films, the
change of accent from regional to standard “neutral” national language reveals a loss of cultural identity: “To talk pointu (with a Parisian, northern
accent) equals being educated. But to be an educated Marseillais is to lose
one’s cultural specificity.”211 The regional accent both replaces the lack of
an overall “white voice” as well as dislocates the conception of “whiteness”
in relation to skin colour by emphasising racial variations.
The attraction of (white) ethnic vocal identities lies in the ability to modulate the voice (by the “right to be various”), combined with the voice as a
marker of authenticity. This dual attraction is noticeable in the fan press
about stars. Raimu’s (Pagnol’s main star) off-screen star persona was described as a continuation of his fictional character; he was acting the “Marseillais” in the fan press as well in the films. It was an important attraction
that Raimu spoke with his authentic Marseille idiom in his films.212 Pierre
Fresnay (starring as Marius), on the other hand, was neither from the south
nor did he impersonate the common and popular character he played in the
film. As an actor from Alsace in eastern France and known from the prestigious Comédie Française, Fresnay’s efforts to learn to speak with a “perfect”
Marseille accent were frequently discussed in popular discourses.213 This
learning process and the change of accents was a sound film attraction coexisting with the attraction of hearing “real accents”, a dual identity which
turns speech into a one of the most important devices of constructing ethnic
differentiation.
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Multilingual Representations
Internationalism and Polyglossia
In one of the first attempts to write a “universal film history”214 in the 1930s,
Bardèche and Brasillach described film production during the period of the
early sound film as a degenerated cultural amalgam opposed to the utopia of
“pure” film art:
Films were made by wandering Slavic directors, Germans who spoke no
English, Frenchmen who spoke no German, actors whose voices their own
mothers could not recognize, singers with tiny voices whose songs were
magnified by the microphone, Austrians who assumed Hollywood accents
when making French versions of pictures.215

The international film industry, with immigrant filmmakers and actors, coproductions between European countries or between Hollywood and Europe,
was always seen as a result of the “universalism” of (silent) film. Bardèche
and Brasillach describe the internationalism of the film industry in the sound
period in terms of language barriers and obstacles of communication rather
than a means to overcome cultural differences. They describe a situation
with filmmakers who are all foreigners to each other because they do not
speak each others languages. This, in turn, is related to the microphonic
transformation of the voice. The combination of voices “magnified by the
microphone” and foreign languages generates a loss of cultural origin, films
with actors whose “voices their own mothers could not recognize”.216 In
relation to speech as representation of cultural international identity, it is
significant how filmic transnationalism is interpreted in two dimensions as a
means to overcome language barriers and as an obstacle of communication.
The problems of language differences exacerbated a plethora of debates
about the monolingual/the multilingual, debates most intense in multilingual
countries like Switzerland, Belgium or Luxemburg and in multilingual regions.217 A frequently-discussed topic in the French film trade press was the
so-called “bi-lingual question in Alsace-Lorraine”,218 a debate about whether
the French state should or should not overtax the popular German talking
pictures in this German-speaking part of France. The overtaxing was proposed in order to spread the French talking picture as a “spectacle educateur”219, by which the German speaking minority could be “gently guided
on the way to the national language”.220 This is only one of many examples
when the multilingual as a sound film issue is linked to language politics,
language hierarchies and the talking film’s ability to teach languages.
These relations between languages are also thematised in many early
sound films. “Film polyglossia” or “multilingual film” will, in this section,
be discussed on the level of representation in films featuring several languages. Many films of the early sound era contain sequences of mixed lan-
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guages, and some films are constructed according to the principle of the bilingual as a means of translation between two languages within one and the
same film. Such films or sequences within films function as meta-filmic
features on several levels, as reflections on the multicultural production
mode or reception context, on addressing the issues of translation and cultural identity, or the relation between sound technology and speech.
The variation of the same dialogue line repeated in several languages relates to the practice of translation and, in particular, the multiple language
version film (which will be further discussed in chapters five and six). On
the level of media inscription, the mixed use of foreign and native languages
reveals the tension between unintelligible sound and intelligible language.
French/German bi-lingual films such as Pabst’s Kameradschaft/La Tragédie
de la mine would also function as a meta-filmic image of the many FrenchGerman co-productions, and thus of the future possibilities of an international European cinema.221
Balázs draws attention to the polyglot dimension and interprets the presence of foreign “real” languages as non-verbal “speech landscapes”.222 In the
early German talkies Melodie des Herzens (Hanns Schwarz, 1929) and Die
Nacht gehört uns (Carl Froelich, 1929), secondary characters speak in a foreign language (Hungarian and Italien, respectively), which lends local exotic
colour to the story. The presence of foreign languages in films soon became
a staple of many early sound films either as a feature of realism or exoticism.
For example, German dialogue in the English version of Der blaue Engel
underlined the realism of language as the story is set in Germany. For an
American audience, the presence of some German dialogue gave the drama a
European exotic touch. The fact that Leni Riefenstahl’s character speaks
Italian in the German talking picture Das blaue Licht (Leni Riefenstahl,
1932), stresses her “wildness” (to a German-speaking audience), besides
reinforcing the realism of a story taking place in an Italian Alp village. In
this film, Riefenstahl’s “foreign” tongue contrasts with the German language
spoken by the male protagonist and triggers a gendered reading of female
speech as voice and male speech as words, as discussed in the previous chapter. The polyglot phenomenon thus depicts both the shortcomings and the
strength of the sound film. As a different kind of representation of internationalism than the universal language of sound beyond language barriers, the
polyglot film establishes language differences in order to overcome them.
The “speech landscape” as a background sound implies a spectator who
does not command the foreign language. Spectators who understand the
“exotic” background language might glean a different reading. For example,
Jean Renoir’s La nuit du carrefour (1932) features two Danish siblings in a
few scenes speaking in their native language. Only one of the actors (Winna
Winifried), however, was Danish and the other (Georges Koudria) speaks
Danish with a strong accent. A Danish spectator would, consequently, be
aware of this double “polyglossia”, and also understand the Danish dialogue
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which is supposed to represent unintelligible “foreignness”. Ruttmann’s
merging of languages into one and the same sonic cacophony can be read as
a response to the inevitable linguistic differentiation embodied in speech
representation, that is, that speech cannot be reduced to a background sonic
“landscape”. (Even fictional film languages adopt traces of different languages, recognisable to some spectators, unknown to others.) Bardèche and
Brasillac claim that in Eskimo (W.S. Van Dyke, 1933), “[t]he actors speak
Eskimo, which does not disturb the least, for the dialogue is not meant to be
understood but […] blends with the images”.223 What the writers did not
consider was that there might be spectators who actually understand “Eskimo” and to which the speech does not “blend with the images”. In the
Swiss polyglot film, Rapt/La séparation des races (Dimitri Kirsanoff, 1934),
featuring a struggle between German- and French-speaking villages in the
Alps, there is a secondary character, a “village idiot”, speaking a “nonsense” language. He functions as intermediator between the villages, but
since he is positioned outside the “separation of races”, he is also located
outside rational and intelligible communication. This example illustrates
how polyglot film depicts the shortcomings of “sound universalism” as a
“language” beyond communication. Instead, the polyglot film proposes a
way of coming to terms with language barriers by combining different languages intelligible to different audiences.

Translation and Communication in Bi-lingual Films
During 1931 and 1932 a mode of multilingual translation appeared in
French/German bi-lingual film. These are a few but discursively significant
films in which two languages are constantly paralleled: one line is said in
one language and subsequently repeated in another. The most famous films
of this “genre”224 are Pabst’s Kameradschaft/La Tragédie de la mine (1931)
and Julien Duvivier’s Allo? Berlin? Ici Paris/Hallo! Hallo! Hier spricht
Berlin (1931). Other examples include Camp Volant (Max Reichman, 1932),
Les nuits de Port Said (Léo Mittler, 1931), and Niemandsland (Victor
Trivas, 1931). In contrast to the language sequence in Melodie der Welt, the
bi-lingual films’ plurality of languages can be seen as a mode of translation
involved in production of speech as meaningful utterance rather than reducing speech into a cacophony of sound beyond the intelligible. The universalism of sound and media transposition is combined here with the limited internationalism of translation, which undermines the idea of wholesale universalism beyond language differences.
These films are designed to be understood by both German- and Frenchspeaking audiences and do not use subtitles or any other extra-filmic means
of translation.225 For a spectator who only understands one of the two lan66

guages, the relation between foreign and native speech reveals the tension
between materiality and intelligibility of language. The bi-lingual films consequently highlight the translation process and problems of overcoming language barriers within the filmic diegesis. Moreover, they do not, as most
films that include shorter polyglot sequences, establish a hierarchy between
the languages (that is a hierarchy between the native and the foreign).
Whether it is German or French that represented the “foreign” depends exclusively on the spectator, which means that the implied spectator is malleable, either German or French. The communication problems between the
fictive characters in bi-lingual films reflect this open position and represent
the native language as foreign and vice versa.
In both Allo Berlin and Kameradschaft, the communication problem of
the translation process is the main theme. Allo Berlin is a romantic comedy
about a German and a French telephone operator falling in love over the
telephone, and Kameradschaft takes places in a mine located under the
French/German border. In both films, language functions as a means of separation and difference in the alternated locations presented by parallel editing.
As pointed out by Vincendeau, if Kameradschaft and Allo Berlin were the
most successful polyglot films, it was because they did not try to cover or
hide the translation process inscribed in the films, but rather make creative
and witty use of it.226 In Allo Berlin, the usual misunderstandings and mistaken identities of the romantic comedy are due to the “acousmatic” quality
of the telephone.227 The isolation of the voice causes problems of recognition
in the characters’ identities, which naturally are resolved, and the film ends
with a traditional happy ending (ironically set in one of those night clubs
where a telephone is found on every table). The telephone, at the centre of
the story, thus both connects the two lovers and threatens to break their relationship. Kameradschaft also deals with problems of communicating over
distance. The film is about German miners rescuing their French colleagues
from a fire accident; the climax is reached when German and French miners
trapped in the lower areas of the mine cry out for help. The trapped miners
manage to make contact and are saved first by shouting through the subterranean alleys and banging on the pipes, and subsequently by trying to make
use of a telephone. The sounds of the pipes are followed by the telephonic
verbal contact. In both films, the telephone enters the bilingual world as a
tool of translation which overcomes boundaries. Allo Berlin, in particular,
evokes a multitude of relations between media transmission and language
translation. The “telephonic” parallel editing dominates the whole film and
structures the overall ironic style. Every scene in Berlin is matched with a
similar scene in Paris and vice versa. The satirically exaggerated use of parallel setting destabilises the mystery of the acousmatic telephone voice. This
is a parody of the use of the telephone romantic comedies in early sound
films,228 which display the cultural fantasies of telephone voices and gender.229
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The telephone as one of the favourite early sound fetishes is also an intermedial link to the development of directional microphones in cinema, microphones developed in order to make speech more intelligible.230 This is a
renewed or reinforced relation between cinema and telephony that can be
traced to early cinema and the transitional period, as well as to classical silent film.231 The repetition of spoken lines, as a mode of translation in the
film, is a specific “telephonic” manner of conversation; by repeating what
the caller said, the person on the other side of the line reconfirms that the
message has come through. Telephone technology is about transmission of a
selection of sounds with the aim to make the spoken message intelligible. It
is a process of “media transposition” involving decoding from the transferred electronic signals into words. This level of intelligibility of the telephonic is, in the bi-lingual film (in Allo Berlin in particular), related to translation as an exchange of the same message which is contrasted to the high
fidelity dimension and the materiality of different languages. The repetition
as translation in the bi-lingual films is thus related to repetition as transmission.

Europeanism as Differentiation
The utopian dimension of the polyglot films lies in the desire and the ability
to communicate beyond language by way of “universal” emotions and communication technology. The act of falling in love in Allo Berlin or the sense
of solidarity between workers in Kameradschaft stands against language
differentiation. The desire to communicate places the films within discourses
on the universal, on eternal feelings, media globalisation or international
labour communities. The universal theme is also frequently revealed in reviews of polyglot films, both in terms of reception and representation. “La
Tragédie de la mine address just as much a selected audience as the huge
mass of men from all over the world”, is stated in an article in La cinématographie française;232 and in a review on Niemandsland, it states that “the
language confusion is shown in the dialogue. The talking at cross-purposes
and the misunderstandings that only the common distress can overcome”. 233
The global and universal is combined with a fantasy of a specifically European cultural identity. It is significant that the bi-lingual films alternate German and French. By representing the two most important languages in
Europe (as well as in “film Europe”), they constitute some of the few examples in film history, which function as “projections” of a European identity.
As Thomas Elsaesser has emphasised, even though inter-European coproductions have had an important impact on the European film market, the
European film is always perceived as a work of either a specific nation, or a
specific director (rather than unified “imagined community”).234 By the
structure of separated spaces, the bi-lingual films during the transition to
sound depict the lack of a unified Europe; they also, however, illustrate the
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“European” as being multilingual. European identity is represented as multilingual, and the theme of overcoming language and cultural differences can
be read as an attempt to represent a (future) cultural community. To rephrase
Elsaesser’s apt description of European “post-national pastiche”, this is a
representation that “does not assert its identity in difference, but to whom it
presents itself as an impersoNation of ‘difference’”.235 Since the implied
spectator is a person who speaks either German or French, the film impersonates “difference” both in terms of reception and representation. This image of differentiation undermines a homogenous conception of universalism
and generates multicultural transnationalism as the “essence” of a specifically European identity. In The Search for a Perfect Language, Umberto Eco
describes the future possibilities for a “polyglot Europe”:

Polyglot Europe will not be a continent where individuals converse fluently
in all the other languages; in the best of cases, it could be a continent where
differences of languages are no longer barriers to communication, where
people can meet each other and speak together, each in their own tongue, understanding, as best they can, the speech of the others. In this way, even those
who never learn to speak another language fluently could still participate in
its particular genius, catching a glimpse of the particular cultural universe
that every individual expresses each time he or she speaks the language of her
ancestors and his or her own tradition.236

The utopia of Europe lies here in the absence of a common language. In the
bi-lingual films, German and French (or Berlin and Paris) identities are inscribed in a discourse of sameness, which can be seen as an attempt to overcome the lack of a European (or white) vocal identity. There is no “European” voice, but the variations of German and French suggest that the inevitable vocal and linguistic differences between the European regions are
variations rather than opposed identities.
A significant twist in Allo Berlin is that the French/German parallelism/juxtaposition is mirrored in gender representation. The film represents a
world in which the only significant differences between the two locations,
between Berlin and Paris, are gender and language: in this world, women
speak French and men speak German. The main feature of “the grain of the
voice” as a desire of the voice of a “woman or a man” is the gender difference. 237 Allo Berlin tends both to erase the dichotomy between the sexes –
by the parallel structure they are presented as variations rather than opposites
– and place gender (just as language) as an obstacle of ex-changeability between the two alternated spaces. The language-gender connection emphasises speech as body or physical gesture. Moreover, in Allo Berlin, the Europeanism as a topic is taken further as Duvivier uses “European film” as a
frame of reference. We can recognize a parody of the street film genre involving films like Berlin Alexanderplatz (Phil Jutzi, 1931) or Die Straße
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(Karl Grune, 1923) with fast cutting between spaces, displaced perspectives
and unstable camera movements, René Clair’s witty ironic style and play
with illusion and Ruttmann’s montage aesthetics. Allo Berlin shows images
not only of Europe, but more specifically, of Film Europe. Thereby, “dialogue” between languages and between films constructs a discourse in which
the intertextual “heteroglossia” of references is linked to the “polyglossia” of
languages.

Hollywood English
Americanism and Sound Film
In a final section of this chapter, I will make some brief notes on the reconceptualisation of “Hollywood universalism” with the introduction of speech,
and how the use of English dialogue in a polyglot representation (as in Der
blaue Engel) depicts the cultural significance of English as “film language”.
The internationalism of the Hollywood industry derives from the notion of
the “American dream” as universal, in Victoria de Garzia’s words understood in terms of a “historical process by which the American experience
was transformed into a universal model of business society based on advanced technology and promising formal equality and unlimited mass consumption”.238 The development of the classical Hollywood narrative or the
rising numbers of movie theatre palaces as architectural metonymies of the
“Tower of Babel” (as theorised by Miriam Hansen) amalgamates the utopia
of universalism with Americanism. In the debates on Americanism in
Europe in the 1920s, the term “Americanism” became a “trope” or a “catchword” for modernity.239 As described by Hansen, the discourse of Americanism became “a catalyst for the debate on modernity and modernisation,
polarised into cultural conservative battle-cries or jeremiads on the one hand
and euphoric hymns to technological progress or resigned acceptance on the
other”.240 The double perception of Americanism depicts the influence of
American culture both as a liberating force against traditional patriarchal
hierarchies and cultural elitist values, and as cultural imperialism of commercial globalisation. The American paradox of being both a nation and a
universal process of modernisation is summed up in Dusan Makavejev’s
statement (quoted by Elsaesser) that “living in the 20th century meant learning to be American.”241
The debates during the conversion to sound, and in particular the criticism of the talking picture, mesh with these discourses on Americanism in
the 1920s. Hollywood expansion was clearly visible (or rather audible) to the
audience and to the European film industry since almost all early talking
pictures in Europe were American. The discussions on sound film as a commercial “toy” or mass cultural entertainment in contrast to film as art (as
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well as the “patent wars” between German and American sound systems)242
took part in the criticism of Hollywood cinema as such. As pointed out by
Thomas Saunders:

Discourse on the talkie revolution […] was tantamount to commentary on the
American cinema. Substantial initial scepticism about the coordination of
sound with motion pictures existed apart from Hollywood’s role in the process. Nonetheless, America’s lead in this innovation appeared more than coincidental and fostered particular resistance.243

This notion of sound film turned the culturally neutral “sound itself” into
something “American”. Cultural conservatives claimed that the sound film
lulled American audiences “back into the slumber of mental inertia” or that
the “the harmless mental babies enjoyed the noise”.244 This sheds light on
another paradox in the discourse on Americanism: America is both an incarnation of the modern and the primitive; Americans were described as uneducated, without culture, but moving constantly towards the future. In the context of early sound film, the primitiveness in combination with modernisation were mirrored in the frequent comparisons between the new medium of
sound film and “primitive” early film period in the late nineteenth century.
For defenders of the talking picture, the notion of American culture as primitive would also be introduced into the conceptualisation of the talking film in
opposition to American culture. As Saunders has pointed out, the conservative writer Hans Spielhofer claimed that “[u]nlike regions of lesser education
and closer proximity to nature (America) Europe was never completely satisfied with the reliance on the more primitive mimic dialogue. In short, what
in the United represented a technical toy and commercial gimmick was
pregnant with cultural significance when transposed to a European setting.”245
The different interpretations of the relation between talking films and
American culture illustrate how the various discourses on Americanism are
permeated in the shifting conceptions of sound film.

Vernacular American Speech
The representation of speech plays a specific role in the discourses of
Americanism as a sound film issue. American speech heard on the screens in
Europe undermined the notion of American as a culturally neutral process of
modernity and modernisation. The Jewish Brooklyn accent in “you ain’t
heard nothin yet” together with the black music performances in the blackface show performed by Al Jolson explore a discourse of American ethnicity
related to the medium of sound film. With the heard voices, the American
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cinema became inevitably a representation of a culturally specific ethnic
group (or several ethnic groups), an image of a people speaking a foreign
language with a “vulgar” (“vernacular”) American accent. This response is
particularly notable in the British press, where the recurring comments on
voice transmission and clear diction in reviews of talking pictures are followed by reflections on whether the alienating American accent is too strong
or whether the actor has learned to speak “proper” English. Even with positive comments like “[Laura La Plante’s] voice is certainly more English than
the majority”,246 “[Charles Roger’s] voice is pleasant and not too dreadfully
accented”247 or “although accent is apt to alienate, Davy Lee has his
charm”,248 is the American accent described as a primitive feature disrupting
the standard norm of “English”. It is also noticeable that differences between
American dialects are rarely mentioned, American accents are most often
described as one single idiom.
The use of American English as a representation of another language is
even more strongly criticised, for example, even if Noah Beny was praised
for his acting in Noah’s Ark (Michael Curtiz, 1928), it was noted that he “as
the Russian, […] has to speak in a broad American accent”.249 The transparency and universalism of Hollywood English, able to represent any language
(with or without foreign accents as a signifier of the represented foreign language), was not established in this period. Voice reproduction as an embodiment of “whiteness” in terms of ethnicity is inscribed here in a process
of establishing or displacing the relations between “we and the other” within
the different variations of English as a language of power.
According to Donald Crafton, the period of early sound film in Hollywood was a period of establishing a norm that would correspond to the universalism of story telling. An initial “quality phase”250 dominated by British
accents common on the American stages was followed by a phase of “natural voices”. 251 The struggle between theatrical speech and “natural accents”,
between British English and American English, is also related to the relation
between intelligible speech versus the high fidelity dimension of reproduced
actual speech. The homogenous manner of speech in the Hollywood films of
the 1930s and 1940s is an adjustment of intelligibility (for a large audience)
and the attraction of the American “natural” accent. This construction was
the result of a third “hybrid” phase in the early sound period that followed
the two others, a phase with voices “with a clear diction, as on stage, but
with the everyday spontaneity, ease and colloquialism of American (not
British) English”.252 An important dimension of this “Hollywood English”
was the popularity of foreign accent in Hollywood films,253 which was part
of the interest in the “natural accents” and consequently an extension, rather
than an opposite, of the interest in the American accent. The popularity of
Greta Garbo, Maurice Chevalier or Marlene Dietrich in the 1930s is, for
example, partly linked to their foreign accents. The foreign accents serve as
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a representation of speech in the American melting pot as, by which different
cultural origins are inscribed in racial and national identity.254
Der blaue Engel/The Blue Angel, as the first German “international talking picture”,255 and as a film frequently discussed in terms of “Germanness”
versus “Americanism”,256 allegorises the various implications of Americanism as a speech issue. The film was made in two versions, one in English
and one in German. Both versions are polyglot in the sense that they include
both languages. Both films establish a relation between the “foreign” and the
native from an implied spectator’s point of view. Hence, unlike the polyglot
Allo Berlin and Kameradschaft, one language is dominant in each version.
Just like other polyglot films, however, both versions represent language on
a realistic level in the sense that the diegetic fictional language corresponds
to the actual spoken language. Since the story takes place in Germany in
both versions, a number of narrative “solutions” motivate the English dialogue. In both versions the protagonist Professor Immanuel Rath (Emil Jannings) is an English teacher instead of a teacher in German and ancient
Greek literature, as was the case in Heinrich Mann’s novel on which the film
was based, and in the English version, the “tingel-tangel” cabaret singer,
Lola-Lola (Marlene Dietrich), is supposed to be Anglophone, which motivates the English dialogue between the two protagonists (spoken in German
in the German version).
The polyglot dimension foregrounds the act of speaking and learning
(Hollywood) English as an international language on an explicit level. In the
English version, English takes a double position of both a native linguistic
norm (since English is the dominant language and the native language of the
presumed spectators), besides being a foreign language for the German actors on an extra-diegetic level (as well as for the German fictional characters
on a fictional level). The process of learning is represented in the film by the
presence of the foreign accent, a feature that also corresponded and reinforced the particular timbre and physicality of Dietrich’s voice (her slow,
sleepy speech, her frequent pausing). That Emil Jannings, due to his skimpy
knowledge of English, had to return to Germany and cut short his career as
an international star made his first sound film playing the role of an English
teacher, adds a dimension of tragic irony to the destruction and fall of Professor Rath.
The introduction of sound was a learning situation for the whole film industry, and most notably for the actors: foreign language lessons, pronunciation and diction training became an important part of an actor’s work. For
foreign actors in Hollywood, the task was to learn to speak intelligible “Hollywood English” with a slight accent adding a touch of the exotic. The adjustment of differences into “sameness” embodied in the melting pot utopia
corresponds to the development towards intelligible speech. The remaining
accents as a remainder of cultural origin correspond to cultural differentiation, exposing the body itself as a “polyglossia” dialogue between words
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spoken in one language with an accent tracing another. The accent is a signifier of the actor as a “real” person also on a professional level as it sets off
the actor as in the act of acting. The act of speaking a foreign language
shows the very process of pretending, the staging of the self as an other. In
her autobiography, Dietrich draws attention to this process and describes her
(foreign and native) speech both in terms of authenticity and as an artificial
construction. She claims that Sternberg used her as “living dictionary” for
the Berlin slang that she had learned as an actress. “This colourful language,
spoken in Berlins’ working-class quarters”,257 was not a natural idiom for a
middle-class girl but fashionable on the modern theatre stages of the 1920s.
What she had learned at home was “Hoch deutsch – pure from regional dialects”. This idiom was, in her description, an acquisition rather than a natural
“mother tongue”, a speech manner taught by governesses and teachers.258
When watching Der blaue Engel (German version) many years later, she
also claimed to be impressed by the “actress Marlene Dietrich” speaking the
correct accent (Plattdeutsch) for a “sailor girl” of the 1920s.259 Significantly,
she describes her acting in English as becoming “authentic” in the process of
learning; in contrast to the other actors who were told to keep their German
accent, Dietrich was supposed to speak with an “American” accent, an accent that, in her own view, came naturally to her. The English version was
convincing, because “it was authentic and not fake” (in contrast to dubbed or
post-synchronised speech).260 Dietrich’s somewhat contradictory comments
about her own language acquisition are enlightening even if her descriptions
not do always correspond to the result heard in the films (I propose that it is
neither “American”, nor Berlin slang or Plattdeutsch in Der blaue Engel).
She displaces the relation between foreign and native speech by accentuating
how all her various speech manners are constructions (and on another level,
all are “natural”). Maybe this insight helped her in her successful appropriation of “Hollywood English” as correlation between “foreign” accent and
mannered speech. Dietrich’s exotic accent in her Hollywood films is an example of how Hollywood as incarnation of the American dream both redefines and reaffirms itself in the process of creating a specific spoken language.

American Language and Power
Even if the American accent was perceived as primitive, uneducated and a
disruption of the norm, it was nevertheless a signifier of a language of
power. English after WWII became, to quote George Steiner, “the vulgate”
of Anglo-American power, and the interwar period laid the ground for this
positioning of the English language.261
Many stories are told about the resistance against foreign language film,
and in particular the American film, in early sound film in Europe. In French
film history it is often cited that in France the violent audience torn the
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chairs apart in the movie theatre and screamed “speak French” and at screenings of early American talkies.262 Even if these stories are exaggerated, and
even if American sound films were also highly appreciated, the aggressive
methods indicate a specific relation between language and power.
In the early 1930s, English was far from being a common lingua franca in
Europe. However, the presence of American voices on European screens
indicated a future dominance of English as international language. In an
article titled “English: International language of cinema”, Alexandre Arnoux
spectulates upon English as the new “universal” language of cinema, an
English “pronounced with a yankee accent”:263 “The United States will win
the battle on our own territory. […] We will sign the peace treaty […] in the
dialect of our conquerors.”264 By this war metaphor, Arnoux does not only
shed light on the irony that Americanism here takes the form of linguistic
influence (French “territory” by tradition), but also that the only way to confront American dominance of talking pictures is by making English-speaking
films in France and Germany.
Discourses on American film speech reveal different dimensions of language as power, depicted in the double interpretation of Americanisation
mentioned earlier (as, on the one hand, an imperialist threat, and on the
other, a sub-cultural or popular resistance to European art and high-brow
culture). Together with a perception of American language as foreign and
imperialist, American film speech also functioned as a liberating subversive
resistance to traditional values. In a review of Broadway Melody (Harry
Beaumont, 1929), a French critic describes the American non-theatrical
natural speech as liberating in its very primitiveness: “Of course [the English
words are used], it is neither the language of Shakespeare, nor, more recently, of Thomas Hardy, or that of a London gentleman, but that is one of
the most charming qualities of Broadway Melody. […] It is just like being
among Americans, who are shouting ‘Gosh’ [the English word is used] when
their hearts tell them to”. 265 This conception of American speech can also be
seen in the use of lines spoken in English in European films, such as Der
blaue Engel. For instance, as Richard W. McComrick has pointed out, the
discourse of “America” was embodied in the German “new objectivity” in
the Weimar culture of the late 1920s, and consequently also in the “new
objectivity” sound films. In Mädchen in Uniform, a film dealing with the
resistance to traditional conservative values (both on a political and genderrelated level), oppression versus rebellion is linked to German versus American culture. From this perspective, it is noticeable that the oppressed girls
use English expressions like “sex appeal” when talking about forbidden subjects. 266
Concerning The Blue Angel, the relation between English and German (in
the English version) interferes with film’s display of the word as symbol of
authority, a feature frequently discussed in terms of media differentiation
and psychoanalysis (for example, as described by Elisabeth Bronfen, the fact
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that Janning’s character is associated with written words, while Dietrich
incarnates “image”, is legible in a Lacanien symbol/icon dichotomy).267 In
order to motivate the English dialogue between characters who are all supposed to be Germans, Janning’s repeatedly urges his pupils to “speak English!”; in the initial scenes, English becomes the language of power and authority. Only when he loses his temper – and consequently loses control – he
bursts out in German insults such as “Verdammter Lümmel!”.268 In the meeting with the “native” English speaking Lola, the relation is reversed. “You
have to speak my language”, she demands at their first meeting, and Rath’s
progressive muting (as the story develops he speaks less and less) is reinforced by the disability of speaking “her language”. The Blue Angel is the
most conspicuous example of a general issue. The use of American words or
expressions in films depicts Americanisation also as a process of acquisition.
If the twentieth century is predominantly, as stated above, about “learning to
be American”, it is also about learning to speak (American) English. Hollywood speech, which in itself is a filmic construction, an adjustment between
the attraction of the voice with its specific regional features and intelligibility
for a broad audience, also functions as a means of spreading the American
language.
The filmic “languages” or construction of speech outlined and exemplified
in this chapter all function as variations of the utopia of universal or translingustic communication, by emphasising non-verbal sounds or by regarding
speech as physical gesture rather than words, by representing the multilingual, or by establishing (or destabilising) a “universal” Hollywood English.
The inevitable cultural and linguistic differentiation evoked by languages
and accents interplay with the utopias of overcoming language barriers, an
interplay that can be seen as a power struggle as well as an inherent duality
of speech representation.
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Sound, Image and Writing: Hybrid Talkies
and Figures of Transposition

Filmic Speech Representation
In the Italian press of the 1930s, film critics mocked the American “talkies”
by calling them “100% read” instead of “100% talking”, as the usual slogan
stated. The reason for the pun was a law established by the fascist regime
stating that “[…] it will no longer be authorised to project films with foreign
dialogue, not even a small number.”269 The result of this law was that some
famous “talking” films such as The Taming of the Shrew (Sam Taylor,
1929), Broadway (Paul Fejos, 1929) and Innocents of Paris (Richard Wallace, 1929) were exhibited with more than 200 intertitles and accompanied
with only music and effects on the sound track. Sometimes the projection
time for the intertitles was longer than the projection time for the images.
The Italian method of “translating” foreign films was without doubt extreme, and there is no equivalent example from any other country. Nevertheless, the Italians’ radical solution was a significant example of a common
early sound film problem, due to lack of sound projection and translation
techniques, many sound films were shown silent, which sometimes generated a veritable avalanche of intertitles. This phenomenon puts the transition
to sound into perspective. The Italian practice sheds light on the various
means of representing speech in the early sound era, as well as how speech
representation is linked to translation and language barriers.
In this chapter, I will discuss the relation between sound recording, moving images and written texts as different media of speech representation,
which will be theorised in terms of media transposition and ex-changeability
versus media materiality. This serves as a starting point for a subsequent
chapter on translation and media. The various processes of media inscriptions and media transposition will be discussed in terms of, firstly, the early
sound film phenomenon of part-talkies and sound and silent versions of the
same film, secondly, the use of writing and acousmatic voices as integrated
parts of the filmic diegesis or artistic expression. Besides the film examples
and theoretical writings, I take examples from French popular press and
from Variety.270 The initial “silent” phase of sound film has traditionally
discussed as a chaotic period in early European sound film; 271 in recent
scholarship, however, the silent and hybrid “sound” film has been reframed
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from various industrial perspectives.272 My perspective is instead media
theoretical and constitutes a reading of the hybrid film phenomenon (as a
version making practice) and its reception as part of a discourse of “writing
speech”. The emphasis lies on how the hybrid film is correlated to allegories
of writing and speech as reproduction media in early sound film.

Perspectives on Versions and Intermedia
In order to understand the relation between sound recording and writing in
film, it is important to note that speech is represented in three media within
film: firstly, on the image track, secondly, by recorded sound and, finally, by
written text. Sound recording is a dominant means of speech representation,
which increases the presence of speech during the period of transition to
sound; the sound medium as a medium revealing the verbal dimension, also,
generates a focus on speech representation in other media. It lays the ground
for “vococentric” discourses in different media. Even if the coming of sound
emphasised speech, it is, however, obvious that speech is represented in all
three media in the silent era as well in later sound film. As frequently discussed in film research in recent decades, silent film was an audiovisual
media; apart from musical accompaniment, film images could be combined
with live commentators, live actors talking behind the screen, noise and
sound effects created in the movie theatre, recorded sound on a record
played separately, and with synchronised sound in short sound films.273
More importantly, even silent films without live commentators or recorded sound were “talking” pictures, with speech represented by moving
images instead of sound. To the popular adage that “silent film was never
silent” I would like to add Michel Chion’s observation that silent film was
not “mute” (as in “cinéma muet”, “cinema muto”, “Stummfilm”), it was
“deaf”.274 The fact that silent films contained “speech and noise, but we did
not hear it”275 illustrates how images also represent sound and speech.
Moving images of people talking have a complementary role in relation to
sound recording. Following the discourse of “the myth of total cinema”,276
silent images of speech expose a perceptual lack that would be filled by the
addition of sound. Intertitles as a representation of speech, on the other hand,
function both as a parallel “track” to the sound track, as well as a substitute
or even as a representation of aural speech.
Intertitles, or subtitles as they were called in the silent period,277 are usually categorised in two groups: dialogue and explanatory. Dialogue titles
were developed in the 1910s, in the transition period preceding classical
narrative cinema, and partly replaced the “bonimenteur”, the live commentator common in early cinema exhibition. Spoken commentary and titles were,
however, not exchangeable forms of representation (André Gaudreault, for
example, points out that texts and speech did not exclude each other, but that
there was an interaction between the two in the pre-classical period). 278 In
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relation to speech, it is mainly the dialogue titles which are interesting, since
they correspond to the film image of the character speaking (even if both can
be regarded as a representation of a voice).279 As the Italian example shows,
dialogue intertitles not only lingered on in the early sound era, in some cases
they were even more common than in silent films as they would function
both as replacement of dialogue for movie theatres without sound equipment, and also serve as a translation (and often a combination of the two).
Moreover, in the so-called “part-talkies”, intertitles and recorded speech are
mixed, and the use of texts within the filmic diegesis (letters, telegrams etc.,)
did not lose currency in the early sound film, as they played an important
role in story telling.
The version phenomenon, introduced in this chapter and developed further in the following chapters, can be conceptualised according to Nelson
Goodman’s categorisation of signs as either “allographic” or “authographic”,
the first referring to a work in which every materialisation or “instance” is
regarded as “equally genuine”, and the latter a work in which “the distinction
between original and forgery […] is significant”.280 The word as exchangeable, as an arbitrary abstract sign, generates an allographic relation between
sound, images and writing. The material inscription, revealed by the material
differences between film, sound recording and writing (all conceptualised as
“languages” in their own right, following a “grammar” of media specificity)
mark the same media relations as “autographic”. The relation between media
materiality and exchangeability, between the “authographic” and “allographic” functions of the word in different media, disrupt the conception
of film as “pure language” in opposition to other art forms as it inscribes the
“film language” in an intermedial discourse. Novelisations, radio versions,
records with hit songs from popular film or theatre versions are example of
“instances” of the “same” work reproduced in different versions. The relation between writing, speech and image as speech representation not only
reflects a general problem of the “language” of film, but also of the relation
between film and other media.
François Jost and Marie-France Chambat-Houillon have approached multiple language version film and remakes, respectively, from Goodman’s semiotic terms.281 Jost’s positioning of the multiple language version film as an
“allographic” text is of particular interest since the observations are based on
reception, that is, on press material, rather than textual comparison.282
Goodman’s enlarged concept of “text” allows for such a shift of focus, and
for my own reading, the functions and significances of differences and similarities between versions is anchored in press material.
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Intertitles and Sound
Criticism of “Silent” Speech
As discussed in the previous chapter, the most common criticism levelled
against sound film was based on the idea that sound would reduce film to
“filmed theatre”. According to the battle cries, sound film had ruined cinematic expression because of its predilection for dialogue rather than sound.
Taking the plurality of media into account, the criticism of the word is not
exclusively a sound film issue. It follows a tradition from the silent film era
of opposing the “language” of film art to verbal language. In writings from
the 1910s and the 1920s, critics emphasised both intertitles and close-ups of
people talking as means of expression standing in opposition to the true
“language” of film.
As discussed earlier (and as pointed out by Christian Metz), the criticism
of spoken language in film among the film critics of the late 1920s has to be
understood as a confrontation between two concepts of language: on the one
hand the semiotic idea of film as a specific language and on the other a conventional understanding of language as words. The criticism of speech might
be reinforced by the coming of sound but it is an expression of a general
resistance to dialogue-centred narrative cinema, already established in silent
film theory and criticism. Metz aptly claims that “the paradox of the talking
cinema was already rooted at the heart of the silent movies”.283 For example,
in 1916 the French film critic and filmmaker, Jacques de Baroncelli, questioned the need for intertitles by asking: “Why, when we have light and
movement, action and life, is it necessary to use written dialogue […]?”284
This is an early example of the film theoretical concerns which in the 1920s
inspired experiments of filmic storytelling without intertitles.285 The discussion in Germany concerning the so-called “titelloser Film” in the early and
mid-1920s, further fuelled such experiments. Films such as Der letzte Mann
(F.W. Murnau, 1924), Sylvester (Lupu Pick, 1923), Scherben (Lupu Pick,
1921) and Hintertreppe (Paul Leni, Leopold Jessner, 1921) contained none
or few intertitles.286 Also Vertov saw the potential universalism of film in the
absence of intertitles. In the introduction to Chelovek s kino-apparatom
(1929), he claims that the “absolute language of film” lies in “the cinematic
communication of visible events, without the aid of intertitles”.287 Consequently, the means of showing dialogue by intertitles or silent speech in silent film are, for many early film theorists, perceived as a threat to the purely
visual expression of film. Many theorists discussing sound film in terms of
“filmed theatre” in the late 1920s mobilised the criticism of other forms of
filmic speech representation, such as intertitles. Arnheim, for example,
whose refusal to accept the talking picture was more dogmatic than his contemporary colleagues’, picks up the criticism of intertitles during the period
of the coming of sound. Still believing in a future for the silent film, he
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stressed that the silent film would not need any intertitles, since the absence
of words would be perceived as disturbing.288
The juxtaposition of film language and verbal language is also revealed
by a criticism of the filmic representation of the speaking mouth, analogous
with the criticism of intertitles. In his essay, “The New Laocoön”, from
1938, Arnheim refers retrospectively to this tradition and stated that “the
better the silent film, the more strictly it used to avoid showing people in the
act of talking […]. The visual counterpoint of speech, that is, the monotonous motions of the mouth, yields little and, in fact, can only hamper the
expressive movement of the body.”289 One of the most striking earlier instances of this criticism can be found in a report by Louis Delluc from the
early 1920s. For Delluc, “the problem is that the spectator sees the movements of the lips. He hears the actors talking”.290 Speech is not only vulgar
but could also be dangerous, since the trained audience could “hear” the
spoken words by lip-reading. The spectators’ ability to read lips brings out
the latent “deafness” of the moving image and further underscores the sound
as a perceptual effect created in the interaction between film and spectator.
The ability to read lips is discussed further by Béla Balázs, who denounces films which show lip movements in a way that could create an illusion of hearing. In contrast to Delluc, who says that spectators “hear”, Balázs
stresses this notion as an absence, expressed in terms of deafness: “When we
are reminded of the acoustic, because we see how the mouth forms a vowel,
we lose the mimic effect. Then we notice that we do not hear the actor,
something we did not think of before.”291 Balázs’ criticism shows that the
scepticism towards visible sound is not only based on the capacity of hearing
dialogue, but mainly that silent sound effects establish a discourse of hearing
as artificial, a deaf hearing.
There are significant examples of silent film comedies which display an
ironical toying with silent speech representation, or a representation of the
absence of “hearing”. For example, Ernst Lubitsch uses the audience’s ability to read lips in some of his comedies from the 1920s, such as The Marriage Circle (1924), in which a dischroniaty between speech and intertitle
creates a comical effect for initiated lip readers.292 This kind of discrepancy
between silent speech and intertitles are naturally common and not always a
deliberate effect. As demonstrated by Isabelle Raynauld, however, the common idea that actors always “discussed unrelated topics while filming” is
somewhat of a myth, and most films were spoken from a written script.293 In
translated films, with intertitles in one language and silent speech in another,
the ability to read lips explicitly disrupts the universalism of silent film as
the film exposes two languages simultaneously. The examples of opposing
spoken or written words to “film language”, either by rejecting intertitles or
close-ups of the speech act, are significant in order to analyse the understanding of non-verbal sounds in opposition to verbal language in early
sound film theory.
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Intertitles as Graphics
As argued in chapter two, the division between sound and talking film in
early sound production was extended to a distinction between the vocal and
intelligible dimensions of speech. The focus on “the grain of the voice” exposed the word as an indexical physical trace rather than symbolic sign. This
division, revealed by the two dimensions of the sign, is to be also found in
writings on intertitles. Balázs’ ideas that the meaning of the spoken word is
subordinated to “the tone in which they are said: the cadence, the timbre, the
husky resonance”294 corresponds to his description of the so-called “physiognomy of the letters”:

In the last years of the silent film no better-class film was satisfied with neutral, cold letterpress or scripts for its titles. The physiognomy of the pictures
had to be continued in the physiognomy of the lettering, in order to preserve
the visual continuity of atmosphere.295

Balázs refers to the well-known fact that intertitles in silent film contain a
highly graphic quality. Elaborated graphics transcend the division between
art and commercial cinema, playing with size, position and the graphic style
of writing has been a part of filmic discourse since its early days.296
Philippe Dubois theorises the “physiognomy” of intertitles by using the
term “figure” to describe the visualisation of writing in film as a process
between different levels of understanding: “The figure operates at once on a
legible level (where it defines a realm of signification that I call ‘figured’), a
visible level (where it defines what I call ‘figurative’), and something else
that I call the ‘figural’.”297 As an “experience passing through the visual
dimension of the work”298 the last level, “the figural”, is understood as the
perceptual and material dimension of writing interacting with, but also working as a resistance against, the two other levels, the figurative and the figure.
This description (to which I will return later) is enlightening since it shows
that the word’s symbolic dimension is challenged by other inscription levels
embodied in the same medium, i.e. writing; the written titles are inscribed in
the constant movement between levels of understanding, between the symbolic and material aspects of writing. Just like the recording of speech, both
create a focus on the representation of the word, and the vocal features of the
character’s voice, the figural aspect of writing, brings out a visual quality to
the text. This can be further linked to hieroglyphic writing (as metaphor for
film) as a sign system in which iconic, symbolic and phonic features are
combined.
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Titles and speech both function as a parallel means of representing the
spoken word. They analogously represent verbal language in contrast to the
filmic; they also embody a tension between the material, the iconic and the
symbolic dimensions of the word. This also creates an interaction not only
between different levels of signification within the same sign but also between different media inscriptions: writing is turned into image or an image
of a sound, etc.

Part-talkies and Silent Versions as Hybrids
During a transition period between approximately 1928 and 1930, most films
were produced in two versions, one sound and one silent. Many mixed “parttalkies” were also produced, films with some selected scenes in sound while
the rest was silent with intertitles. In these hybrid films, the written text as a
replacement of spoken dialogue and silent speech interact with sound recorded speech. Part-talkies, silent versions of sound films, and partly re-shot
and post-synchronized silent films generate a discourse of parallelism and
interaction between written and recorded speech. Early talking classics such
as The Jazz Singer, Show Boat (Harry A. Pollard, 1929) and Noah’s Ark
were all only partly talking, and successfully circulated in both silent and
sound versions in wired and unwired movie theatres. Great silent classics
such as The Phantom of the Opera (Rupert Julian, 1929) would be rereleased with a partly synchronised sound track; completed silent films in
1928 such as The King of Kings (Cecil B. DeMille, 1927) or The Godless
Girl (Cecil B. DeMille, 1929) were post-synchronised with music, sound
effects and some dialogue. During the transition period, almost everybody,
in the US as well as in Europe, believed in the co-existence between silent
and sound film, between representing dialogue with intertitles, film images
or with recorded speech.299
The written titles in the early sound era function both as a means of media
transposition (between sound and silent film, with spoken and written dialogue, respectively) and language translation. The Italian translation mentioned above is a mix between these two: the films are silent versions of
sound films made in order to cover one language with another - a kind of
dubbing with written titles. If Italy chose such a radical and somewhat absurd solution for foreign film exhibition in late 1930, it was because the hybrid film forms had laid the foundations for the use of writing as a replacement of speech during the first years of sound film. For instance, for the
French-speaking audiences early sound classics such as Der blaue Engel and
Hallelujah were shown without sound;300 and early American musicals like
Broadway and The Jazz Singer were shown with subtitles or intertitles in
several non-English speaking countries.
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The hybrid film forms between sound and silent reveal the representation
of speech as a problem of intermediality. Sound, image and text function as
replacements of each other. The combination of different means of expressing dialogue within one and the same film sets off each form of speech representation in its difference in relation to other forms. The mix of representation forms also inflects continuity narrative into different modes of storytelling. In contrast to the speaking and singing sequences, the silent sequences
are perceived either as an absence or as a specific alternative form of speech
representation. The many silent versions in Europe of American films originally produced as sound films form a specific discourse of silent films “hiding a talkie”. Pierre Leprohon writes in Pour Vous about the French version
Le chant d’amour:
[E]ven the most ignorant spectator suspects that this silent track hides a
‘talkie’. […] [T]he silent version proposes some notes about a genre that we
have to get used to: the American talking picture europeanised by silence. We
do not know how many producers in Hollywood who produced two versions
for the needs of exportation. This gives a hybrid form […]. The silence that
we still love appears false as a result of the excessive use of dialogue scenes
from the original versions. 301

By describing silent versions as “europeanised by silence”, this article offers
an alternative reading of the notion of talking film as American and silent
film as European. Moreover, even if this film is a silent film with intertitles
representing all speech, the journalist here calls it a “hybrid” film rather than
a “silent film”. Since the many singing performances (represented silently)
are at the centre of the story, the film is, according to the writer, a film of
“transition” between sound and silent film. This is an example of how silent
speech represents a lack of perception, i.e. “deaf hearing”.
On one level, the parallel between writing and sound in the sound and silent versions or in the part-talkies creates a mode of repetition or exchangeability, which means that the “allographic” dimension of speech is thus reinforced. In the sound and silent versions, the dialogue is “rewritten” either in
sound recording or intertitles; the two forms of representation being two
different versions of the “same” text. Also the part-talkie contains this level
of exchangeability since the mixed mode implicitly makes it clear that the
seen speech (hypothetically) could be expressed by two forms of representation, i.e. as intertitles or sound recording. In some part-talkies, we hear and
read the same word simultaneously or after one another. The repetition thus
functions as a translation intertitle only in the same language, with the difference of media representation exclusively. The repetition of the same word
between different media is part of silent film speech representation, where
we first see the speaking mouth and then read the dialogue intertitle. Silent
film inevitably repeats the same line twice. This repetition becomes more
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complex with the addition of sound as a third medium of speech representation.
This allographic dimension is, however, in constant interaction with its
opposite: the authographic dimension, where text is understood as a trace.
The strangeness of the mix between speech and intertitles in the part-talkies
shows clearly the non-identity between the means of expression. In silent
versions of sound films, the media differentiation is more implicit, yet still
perceptible, as the concentration of intertitles and the focus on voice representation by images is sometimes perceived as a silent film “hiding a talkie”.
The images of the lack of sound show the non-identity between sound and
silent representation. A French critic wrote about the silent version of The
Jazz Singer: “we do not hear his voice, but his face makes us feel it”.302 This
illustrates the focus on, and the interest in, the absence of the heard voice.
The graphic dimension of intertitles is emphasised when the intertitle is
used in combination with sound dialogue. By considering writing as a material trace and (thereby authographic rather than allographic), the classical
understanding of writing as arbitrary symbolic sign is re-evaluated. Akin to
sound recording or photography, writing would be conceptualised as an indexical trace. The authographic trace divides writing and sound into two
different material levels of inscription. Consequently, in the part talkies, the
sameness of the word, the allographic, is constantly undermined by the differences between the means of expression.
The specificity of the part-talkie is caught in alternation between two
modes of storytelling from one moment to another within the same film. The
most famous example is when Al Jolson talks and sings to his mother in
sound, and then suddenly, when the father enters the room and opens his
mouth in order to stop the singing, the narrative mode changes and the
speech is represented by titles. The alternation of media in this scene can
even be read in terms of gender: the law of the father in contrast to the love
of the mother is split in symbolic signs of written titles and sound media,
respectively. Several critics commented on this scene as a disruption of homogenous story telling. In an article about the audience reactions to the premiere of the film in Paris, it was noted that “we hear a dialogue between two
actors. Suddenly, the door opens; the father, Jackie, enters. At once, we do
not hear any speech”.303 According to this article, people in the audience
complained about that “they stopped the dialogue at the most interesting
moment”304
Part of the press reports make us believe that the rift caused by the jump
between intertitles and speech was just as striking in 1929 as it might seem
to be today. However, many sources tell that in an early phase it seems to
have been far less disturbing: the sound was understood as a mode of attraction, and the logic of classical narrative was subordinated to the singing or
talking performance. The years of 1928 and 1929 was the era of the %-film,
where films were categorised as percentage of talking or dialogue. This
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categorisation tells the reader exactly how many minutes of spoken dialogue
there is, but not how the talking is represented and how it is mixed with silent sequences. In some films, like Noah’s Ark, the dialogue increases as the
film proceeds. In other cases, as in Saturday’s Children (Gregory La Cava,
1929), the division between dialogue and intertitle is divided into reels; first
20 minutes talking followed by 20 minutes of intertitles, then 20 minutes of
talking and so on.305 In some films that were originally shot silent, the talking parts are added scenes, often prologues or epilogues. The Variety description of the post-synchronised film, The Perfect Crime (Bert Glennon,
1928), is telling: “It’s like, for the best illustration a regular feature with a
talking sequence of foreign nature at either end, leaving the body of the
regular picture entirely complete. The prologue here, joined with the epilogue, and with little cutting could almost be sent out as a comedy talking
short.”306 In most films, the talking parts functioned as an element of attraction, as an act of direct performance in contrast to the indirect speech of the
written intertitles. In the early musicals, the dialogue is often a part of the
singing performance where direct address to the audience changes the narrative form. In other films, the main dialogue scene is a trial scene or some
other speech dominated event. The performative act of speaking is shown
and is explicitly directed towards an audience. Speech in part-talkies are
often limited to, as Altman phrases it, a “megaphone discourse”, that is exclamations or speeches, creating a “live” appeal.307 By showing the act of
speech as a performance for the audience, the directness is contrasted with
the indirect speech represented with intertitles. The liveness discourse is also
embodied in the mixed performances of live and recorded sound (which
were common 1928-1929) as a prolongation of live “silent” film sound effects, as well as in the intermedial dimension of the part-talkie as a hybrid
form between records, radio and film. As described by Müller, a common
exhibition form in Germany was screening sound films with live music. The
Wings, for example, was in Germany (contrary to in the U.S.) screened in
that manner.308 Altman elaborates further on the mixed character of early
sound film and points out that “according to John S. Sprago, critic of Exhibitor’s Herald, The Jazz Singer was a recording of a half dozen of songs on a
large Vitaphone record rather than a film (15 October, 1927).”309 Such a
selection of songs joined together as a succession of performances positions
the film in the context of music recordings and live music performances
rather than in the trajectory of the classical narrative film. The disruption
between the sound and silent sequences indicates a different tradition of
entertainment culture than classical narrative cinema and is consequently not
as “disturbing” as it might seem.
Significantly, a critic in Variety wrote with disappointment that the crucial trial sound scene did not come as a surprise: “The big dialogue punch
here is a court trial. […] But the dialogue scene did not come as a surprise,
and lost its punch through dialogue having been used in the prologue”.310
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Many critics also saw the part-talkie as a narrative necessity, since the talking parts “slow the action” too much. A bored and irritated critic wrote about
Paul Leni’s The Last Warning (1929) that the “result is slow action while the
dialogue is on. [….] Particularly is this true during the opening 12 minutes,
which is all talk. […].”311 The indirect telling with intertitles is regarded as a
means of epic narration, and the direct showing in dialogue scenes close the
drama in space and time.
Tracing the shifting views on the part-talkies by the critics in Variety, it is
noticeable that later in 1929, criticism of the part-talkie escalated. When the
100% talkie and consequently more homogenous narratives were put into
practice, a critic wrote about a late 5% talkie (Girl Overboard, Wesley Ruggles, 1929) that it was “freaky in its make-up, running silent with a theme
song, […] then suddenly bursting into dialogue beyond half way and again
lapsing to the silent effect thing.”312 Here, the mix apparently disrupted the
illusion of story-telling by foregrounding the purely technical aspect of
story-telling.
Some critics initially either considered the silent parts in part-talkies as
parts to be necessary for the narrative, whilst others regarded the talking
parts as attractions that should come as a surprising effect and, therefore,
should be parts of the whole film. Later, the mixed story-telling mode was
questioned according to the norms of classical narrative. It is significant that
these approaches all emphasise the fundamental difference between silent
and sound film as modes of representation.
The criticism of the hybrid part-talkie confirms the classical idea of the
speech event as original and singular and writing as an indirect representation of speech. The notion of dialogue as attraction, linked to a discourse of
liveness in contrast to an indirect epic mode, confirms the notion of speech
as the “origin” of writing; the oral situation is grounded in space and time
whereas writing is transposed and indirect. However, the potential repeatability of the word in different media emphasises the textual aspect. Following Derrida, what characterises writing is repeatability, that is, that the words
are infinitely citable. From this perspective, the exchangeability between
speech and writing embodied in the hybrid film forms confirms the textual
dimension of the word. By the repetition of the same word in two different
media, in sound recording and intertitle, respectively, the early sound film
also undermines the classical juxtaposition between speech and writing. Lastra captures this double function of sound as both the “original” of writing,
the time and space specific and unique event, but also a continuation, another kind of writing: it is “writing (as legible mark) that ‘comes to the rescue’ to ensure the uniqueness or non-repeatability of the speech event”.
Sound as a parallel to writing follows a similar logic of repeatability which
means that “sound may be understood as ‘inscribed’ rather than ‘spoken’”.313
The tension between the allographic and the authographic, between
speech as a singular event or as a written text is even more striking in the
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rare cases when part-talkies contain parts where the exact same word is repeated in sound and writing. Crafton observes that this phenomenon was
sometimes resorted to at a very early stage in order to create an unexpected
thrill. For example, in The First Auto (Roy del Ruth, 1927), a character
shouts “Go!” and subsequently “Go!” appears in the intertitle. The same
redundancy is created later in the same film when another character shouts
“Bob” in addition to including the word supplied on the traditional title
card.314 In those cases, it is the redundant repetition - the same words delivered twice in two different media - that shows the non-identity between recorded speech and writing. (Mostly, however, the sound and silent versions
followed a procedure of removing or adding the intertitles. As described in
detail by Barnier, silent films which were re-edited talking pictures had intertitles especially added for silent exhibition.315)
As described by Valérie Pozner, in Soviet film production in the early
1930s, where the part-talkie was more common and the practice lasted
longer than in most western countries, the repetition of the same word in
sound and intertitle acquired a special position. The repetition was not only
made for economic reasons or as a means of translation, but also as a montage technique.316 For instance, in Odna (Grigori Kozintsev, 1931), one of
the first Soviet sound films, we find an example of when title and sound
expressing the same word is used consciously as a means of artistic effect in
a montage tradition. The double representation reinforces the emotional
value of the expression. This kind of emotional emphasis follows the Russian tradition - seen for instance in Vertov’s films - of using intertitles parallel with the image. According to Vertov, redundant intertitles (i.e. from an
informative and a narrative point of view) are to be understood as an emotional montage, and not as a hierarchical relation between signifier and signified.317 In these particular cases, the non-identity between media is emphasised as a montage effect allegorising a larger discourse of repetition vs.
inscription.

Writing and Sound as Figures, Motifs and Themes
Writing and “Spaceless” Voices: Prix de beauté and The
Phantom of the Opera
The figure of the disconnected or disembodied voice in cinema has been
broadly discussed in sound film theory. Most notable are Chion’s various
readings of “acousmatic” voices, 318 Altman’s notion of sound film as “ventriloquist”,319 and Mary Ann Doane’s gendered “bodiless voices”.320 In early
sound film, the dislodged voice becomes a sound film trope reflecting various aspects of voice representation in film. Such disembodied voices ema88

nate via telephones, radio or gramophone, or mysteriously as a supernatural
feature. As described by Elsaesser, not only do famous classics such as Fritz
Lang’s Das Testament des Dr. Mabuse (1932/1933) stage an omnipotent
voice as a metafilmic device of the new sound film technology; dislodged
voices appear even more frequently in musical comedies where the radio and
record industry is part of the fiction.321 Films with established radio stars
such as Jan Kiepura or Joseph Schmidt illustrate the disconnected voice in
relation to records and radio.
Discussing speech representation in relation to writing, James Lastra
gives an enlightening reading of the isolation of the voice in sound film. For
Lastra, the disconnection between sound and image is a reflection of not
only the technology of combining images and sound, but also of the technological process of isolating sound in order to make speech intelligible. The
disconnection is about isolating the verbal features of the voice from the rest
of the sound. This creates an audiovisual effect of “spaceless” voices; the
vocal strength and intelligibility of the words are not adjusted to the represented visual space but to the narrative function of audible and intelligible
speech. Lastra claims that the use of close frontal miking, developed in order
to make the speaking voice more intelligible, “falls on the side of writing
rather than that of speech” by its “contextless or spaceless” quality.322 However, he further states that “having made sounds intelligible and signifying,
they needed to be ‘reconnected’ to concrete (but now diegetic) situations”.323
This means that there is a process between spaceless sound “on the side of
writing” and a reconnection to the spatial source of the sound. In many early
sound films, this process is shown in the filmic diegesis by themes and motifs showing the source as a form of writing, equating sound recording with
inscription.
The many disconnected voices of early sound film that often have been
read as allegories of sound film as an arbitrary audiovisual “contract”324 are
also inscribed in the relation between sound and writing. This is particularly
striking in the use of the disconnected voice in the part-talkies, where spatially and temporally separated intertitles function as a parallel to the split
between voice and body. The hybrid talkies, Prix de beauté (Augusto Genina, 1929) and The Phantom of the Opera, illustrate these relations between
writing and speech. Prix de beauté is a post-synchronised silent picture, produced in four language versions and one silent version, in which megaphones, records and sound film are placed in relation to the representation of
writing. It is significant that the story starts at a newspaper office in which
the two protagonists (Louise Brooks and George Carleia) are working, and
ends at a sound film studio in which a fatal confrontation takes place between them.
In the sound version(s) of the film, there are several scenes in which the
two media are either paralleled or juxtaposed. For example, the sounds of
printing and typing, heard in the scenes at the newspaper office, reveal the
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relation between sound technology and writing; here, the sound of writing
emphasises the material dimension of the written word. The use of sound
media in parallel with writing as sources of information is a key aspect of the
story. For example, a megaphone placed outside the office announces the
same information (about the beauty contest that the film is about) as the
newspaper; the announced sound message stresses the “megaphone discourse” of sound technology, as well as revealing the mediation process and
thus placing sound technology on par with writing. Sound technology is
represented, on the one hand, as a recorded mediation severed from the body
which is closer to writing, and on the other hand, as a technology of the
“realness” of a live performance, which places sound technology in opposition to writing.
The final scene of the film functions as an allegory of this relation between live and recorded. Louise Brook’s character has just won a beauty
contest and completes a screen test for a sound film, and is sitting in the
movie theatre watching herself on the screen singing. Suddenly, out of jealousy, her former fiancé sneaks in and shoots her and she dies, but her voice
continues to sing on the screen. Images of her dead face, illuminated by the
lights of the projector, are accompanied with the sound of her voice. This is,
of course, a metaphor of the recorded sound as a means to simulate real life
in contrast to the dead body connected to the visual. The recorded voice, a
dead voice from the past, inhabits and embodies the space, the diegetic space
as well as the actual physical space of the movie theatre. As argued by Malte
Hagener in an essay about the film, the disconnected voice in Prix de beauté
as an allegory of early sound film technology is foregrounded also on a production level, since Louise Brooks had to be dubbed by different actors for
the different language versions.325 The final scene thus reflects upon the
problem of vocal authenticity, besides offering a condensed image of the
transition from silent to sound. The “death” of an art form of silent faces
overlaps with the birth of a new medium of artificial vocal “liveness”. The
close-up on Brooks’ dead face in the foreground while her filmic “double”
sings in the background highlights the relation between a former silent icon
and the new singing star. In this scene, sound and image reveal “death” differently: the mechanical voice as a technology reanimating the dead (as discussed in chapter one, a technology with the ability of register “the last
words of a dying person”)326 is opposed to the visual icon as an image of the
past.327
Sound recording as memory is also related to the repetition of speech (or
songs), as a feature emphasising the textual dimension of sound. The final
scene in Prix de beauté follows a structure that was to become a formula for
musical comedy in the 1930s; the song Brooks (or her French dubber) is
singing, “Ne soit pas jaloux” (don’t be jealous), is repeated several times in
the film both as songs and as background music (in order to let a tune stick
in the mind of the spectator/listener for future records and radio sucess).
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The initial juxtaposition between writing and sound in the final scene is
replaced by a juxtaposition of sound and image. By repeating the song, and
with the disconnection between body and voice, the textual dimension of
sound recording is reinforced; it places the recording “on the side of writing”, to use Lastra’s words. This dimension is, however, combined with the
effect of “liveness” in the recorded singing performance. The impression of
liveness is contrasted both with writing as trace and to the image as a “dead”
icon or an incarnation of the past.
Another example of when writing and disconnected voices became a central motif is the post-sychronised sound version of The Phantom of the Opera from 1929. This classic story about the (at first) invisible phantom who
communicates either through his voice only or by letters places the two media as parallels in the fiction. Just as the materiality of the voice is revealed
by the isolation of the voice, so too is the materiality of writing emphasised.
Both the Phantom’s (Lon Chaney), and the woman he desires, Christine’s
(Mary Philbin), handwriting are visualised by close-ups on the numerous
letters that appear as titles in the film. As a counterpoint to Christine’s small
handwriting with round letters, the Phantom’s sprawling hand and his particular stationary, with every sheet lined in black, trigger the curiosity of the
spectator about the phantom’s identity in the first half of the film. (It was
planned to shoot the phantom’s letters in Technicolor and thereby visualise
the red ink as mentioned in the novel.)328
Until the famous unmasking scene when Christine rips off the mask of
her mysterious master, the phantom appears first as a shadow or a silhouette,
and subsequently with a childlike mask covering his fearful face. (And even
then, the unmasking is just as much reveals the make-up mastery of Chaney
as the Phantom’s real face, a make-up promoted as something between a
magic and scientific achievement; the unmasking shows another disguise
hiding another mystery.)329 The disconnected voice combined with the letters
corresponds to the shadow of the phantom and the mask he wears until the
unmasking scene.
In the silent version, the voice is represented by intertitles which mark
voice and letters as two forms of writing, of which the latter, the written
word, has a more explicit physical dimension. The physicality of the voice
thereby switches place with the writing, traditionally perceived as a symbolic
or arbitrary sign. In the sound version, the two levels of writing are turned
into three. There is a co-existence between written intertitles representing
some of the phantom’s speech, the recorded voice representing other parts,
and the written letter of the diegetic space. By different means of representation, the division between the phantom’s words and the visual appearance is
consistently maintained. Neither in the sound nor the silent version do we
see the unmasked phantom move his lips as in the act of talking; only when
he is wearing the mask, or when he is shown as a shadow, are the spoken
lines represented with the physical movement of speech.
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In the sound version, the disconnection between voice and body goes further. It is not only a thematic and technological issue but part of the production strategy. The film is partly based on shots from the silent classics from
1925, and the idea was to re-shoot some scenes for the sound version and
post-synchronise others. Lon Chaney, however, would neither re-shoot or
dub any scenes nor let his voice be dubbed by another actor’s, with the result
that all the scenes where Chaney is seen talking had to be silent. In order to
bypass the drawback that the main star of the film would remain silent, it
was decided to use a strategy of indirect voices by introducing a new character, the phantom’s lieutenant. According to Chaney’s contract, Chaney could
not be seen talking, but there were no restrictions to use a voice that one
might think would be the phantom’s. The lieutenant is only seen in short
sequences, but his voice (the voice we understand as the phantom’s) is heard
several times in the first part of the film, in the part when the phantom has
not yet shown his face, and appears either invisible or as a shadow.330 The
use of another character in order to get around Chaney’s contract corresponds to the ability of the phantom’s voice to be transposed into other
spaces or bodies. A critic in Variety wrote that: “Chaney […] is never seen
talking, but what is supposed to be his voice [my italics] is heard on a number of occasions. […] Unless the audience is alert, these quick shots might
be taken for Chaney.”331 The confusion between the phantom and his lieutenant, and consequently between Chaney and the invisible voice, was exactly what was intended. Since the phantom’s speech had to be conveyed by
intertitles when his face was shown, the absence/presence of the recorded
voice was always related to the absence/presence of Chaney’s bodily appearance. The sound version emphasises that the connection between visual
body and speech generates a new division and there is a perpetual movement
of dis- and re-connection between the speech (intertitles and sounds) and the
speaking body (the image).
These two examples display the use of sound and writing in part-talkies
as part of a larger discourse in which sound is conceptualised as writing (and
vice versa) and simultaneously positioned in contrast to writing.

Figures of Media Transposition
As discussed earlier, the interaction between sound and writing can be understood in terms of media transposition as a material transformation from
one media or inscription into another. Following Kittler’s use of the concept,
media interpretation as decoding a “rebus” (in contrast to hermeneutic interpretation) positions writing as both as a symbolic representation and a visual
inscription.332 As shown in the examples above, the co-existence between
sound and text in the filmic representation emphasises the interaction between sound and writing.
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When Dubois discusses the interaction between the visible, the readable
and the figural concerning writing in silent film (as discussed above), he
shows that the filmic writing is a process between semiotic levels rather than
a closed and stable sign. However, by focusing on the relation between the
legible, the visual and the figural dimensions of writing, Dubois neglects the
audible level in this process. Writing in films is both in and beyond the filmic space, in a non-space, a space in between; therefore it is to be understood as a process of transformation rather than a well defined entity. Dubois’ main examples of how the figural is embodied in filmic writing are the
so called “surtitre”, i.e. texts in the film image, in classics like Das Cabinet
des Dr. Caligari (Robert Wiene, 1920) and Dr. Mabuse der Spieler (Fritz
Lang, 1922). It is significant, however, that “surtitres” or “pictorial titles” in
the pre-classical period often were connected to sound communication. For
example, as Jan Olsson has pointed out, in the 1910s, it was common to represent telephone conversations with a text of the dialogue placed on the image or in the middle of a triptych split-screen image.333 This can be linked to
the use of titles within the filmic diegesis in sound films. The so-called “inserted titles”, text signs as letters, telegrams, newspaper lines or street signs
are just as present in early sound film as in silent film. (Even if they were not
always, as in classical silent narration, “shown in a separate shot […] within
the main long view of the action”.334) In the sound films, they often interact
with some kind of speaking voice or other sound. Letters can be read aloud
or dictated as well as shown to the audience, newspaper headlines are often
shouted out in the street, the sound of the telegraph and not to mention the
sound of tapping keys on a typewriter become a sign of the sound of writing
in the era of modernity and mechanisation. If the use of intertitles in combination with spoken dialogue mainly establishes a discourse of parallelism
and materialisation, writing within films shows more clearly the movement
between writing and sound. Following Dubois, filmic writing is located in a
space between spaces, neither entirely within the literary realm of the symbolic, nor completely integrated in the image. Consequently, it shows the
ambiguity of speech transposed by modern technology. By its ambiguous
spatial location, it is analogously related to sound technology which is both
(like writing) an indirect transposition of the original speaking situation and
(like speech) located in space and time.
In early sound film, akin to the representation of telephone
conversations in the 1910s, the spatial anchoring of writing is often explicitly connected to audible expression and sound technology. For example, as
shown in Prix de beauté, an important audiovisual expression of early sound
film is the sound of writing. The frequent images of tapping on the typewriter and the telegraph are metonymically related to the interaction between
sound recording and writing. In films such as Die Privatsekretärin (Wilhelm
Thiele, 1931) and Die Drei von der Tankstelle (Wilhelm Thiele, 1930) the
modern woman writing mechanically on her typewriter depicts both the de93

connection between body and text,335 and the audible dimensions of this
disconnection (becoming a re-connection).
The use of sound in order to represent writing makes writing more similar
to speech since the inscription situation in space and time foregrounds the
signification of the word as a symbol. In Die Drei von der Tankstelle, the
sound of writing is extended to an entire musical number. The star, Lilian
Harvey, is singing about question marks and commas, subsequently followed
by her melodic tapping on the keyboard. This song is, like most dances and
songs in early operetta, a narrative digression, and Harvey’s typewriting is a
means of placing the heroine in the realm of modernity and mechanisation of
the body.336 The mechanical sound of writing functions in parallel to the
voice reading or dictating the written text, as transposition of the dictating
voice (in this case Harvey’s own singing voice).
The sound of writing as a re-connection to the body is more conspicuous
in the frequent telegraph scenes in early sound film. In films such as SOS
Eisberg (Arnold Fanck, 1933) and Stürme über dem Mont blanc (Arnold
Fanck, 1930) - films of the mountain genre in which modern technologies
interplay with romantic fantasies of primitive nature and a fascination with
the body337 - the movement of tapping on the telegraph is shown as a masculine performance of perceptual concentration. There is often a focus on the
muscular body of the hero tapping intensively on the telegraph in moments
of catastrophe. The telegraphic writing corresponds to the telegraphic “reading”, a situation demanding individual isolation and concentration in order to
transcribe the sound signals into an intelligible (written) message.
As Jonathan Sterne has pointed out, the culture of listening in the era of
sound reproduction follows the logic of individual isolation, creating a
physical space for listening disconnected from the surrounding space.338 The
isolation of writing and listening in a specific location, however, always
interacts with the opposite, with the connection to another space. In SOS
Eisberg, the hero’s intensive tapping turns into an act of desperation; at the
same time as he is tapping the SOS code, he also screams out the message.
The desperate screaming underlines the isolation by showing the limitation
of the physical voice, the limits of the body in the isolated space in contrast
to the possibility to transpose the message by telegraphic writing.
The use of the telegraph in sound films is an example of the relation between text and hearing in general, and therefore significant in relation to the
juxtaposition and interaction between writing and sound in early sound film.
The telegraph is multimedial, combining text and sound signals in a process
of decoding, writing turned into coded signals, that can be decoded into intelligible words. As discussed in chapter one, professional telegraph operators learned to “read” the sounds without the written strip and decode the
message only by listening.339 This generates an analogous relation between
reading and listening. In Stürme über dem Mont blanc, we see the perception
of listening as a central part of the fiction, combined with showing the writ94

ten text as an intelligible message in order to make the content understandable to the audience. The very process of decoding, the process of media
transposition from signals to words, is thus shown in scenes depicting the
combination of writing and sound correspondence, between isolation and
transposition of the body, and between separation and unification of the
message and the writer/receiver.
The representation of handwriting as a form of writing intersecting with
the two media of sound recording and writing is of particular interest, thematised most famously in Fritz Lang’s Das Testament des Dr. Mabuse and M
(1931).340 These films feature the Benjaminian notion of the movement of
the hand contrast mass media reproduction,341 as well as it illustrates that
with handwriting, the sign is turned a material trace and enters the realm of
mechanical reproduction as a parallel to photo- and phonography. The parallel between handwriting and sound is not only common in the early sound
film but is an established figure already in the silent era. For instance, in
Robert Wiene’s Orlacs Hände (1924), it is the process of producing sounds
(piano music) and writing, respectively, that reveals the split personality of
the protagonist. Fragmentation of the modern man and are shown by the
materialisation of sound and handwriting, and just as the recorded voice
refers to the real speaking voice, the handwriting refers to the writer’s hand
movement. As the recorded voice is identified with the speaking individual,
handwriting, and in particular the individual signature or autograph, is considered to be a unique trace of a specific person, equivalent to a finger print.
Handwritten notes or letters in film reveals this notion of handwriting as
analogous to sound recording, and as a text that is linked to the writer or to
the situation in which it was written (rather than what the words represent).
As the example with The Phantom of the Opera shows, the handwritten text
serves both as an informative message to the spectator, but also in a concrete
relation to the film’s characters.
The handwritten letter is the most common inserted title in silent film; its
position in between spaces, within the diegetic space and yet cut out of it by
close-ups (that make it similar to the intertitle) creates an ambiguous spatiotemporal identity. The handwriting shown in cinematic space is located in
several spaces simultaneously: in the location of the writing situation, in the
diegetic reading situation and, finally, in the actual space between the screen
and the audience. By close-ups on the written texts, the image of the letter
becomes an image of perception, i.e. of the spectators’ own reading process
mirrored by the diegetic reading within the fictional frame. The filmic representation of writing shows a localisation and materialisation process embracing the indirect representation of the writing situation (by showing the
handwritten letter as a trace of it) as well as the direct spatial relation between the screen and the reading audience.
The frequent use of handwritten letters in the cinema from the 1910s into
the early sound film era evokes the relation between handwriting and cinema
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as an art of mechanical reproduction. The autograph is a semiotically double-edged sign as it is both an indexical trace of the moving hand and a symbolic reference to the name of the writer. It is paradoxically closer to sound
recording by its “authographic” material dimension than to writing (as an
“allographic” art form). The great interest in handwriting in the twentieth
century, for example, by the rise of autograph collectors or the growing science of graphology, inscribes handwriting both in opposition to mechanical
reproduction and also as an inscription form, just like cinema, based on reproduction. As described by Lastra (referring to Derrida), the paradox of
handwriting is that the authenticity is linked to reproduction in the way we
rewrite our own signatures in order to prove their authenticity.342
An enlightening example which reveals the paradoxes of handwriting in
the early sound era is the invention and practice of so-called “synthetic
sound”, invented in the late 1920s and early 1930s. By a technique based on
“handwritten” or hand-painted film sound track, synthetic sound deconstructs the opposition between copy and original; the technique of synthetic
sound “writes” the sound itself, and consequently destabilises the notion of
writing as a representation of the spoken word. Synthetic sound is mainly
known from the abstract synaesthetic filmmaking of Oskar Fischinger and
Rudolf Pfenninger’s documentary with the telling title Tönende Handschrift.
With his Sound Ornaments (1932) Fischinger showed that “what you see is
what you hear” in a literal sense (the image on the film is the sound track we
hear), and Pfenninger stressed in his documentary that “tunes out of nothing”
could reproduce sound. The attraction of Fischinger’s Sound Ornaments is
just as much the manual “handwritten” production process behind the creation as the result. Behind every second of sound there are many hours of
manual work “writing” enormous strips that later would be filmed and transformed into sound. In Fischingers’s work, there is an interesting tension
between handwriting as a traditional manual work and a pre-digital production of sound without any “real” sources beyond inscription. 343 The painted
strips themselves function as abstract paintings in their own right, paradoxically as “originals” for the films that, to some extent, eliminate the distinction between copy and original. As described by Thomas Levin in an essay
about the media archaeological traces of synthetic sound, one can divide
synthetic sound into imitation of the recording situation and the production
of new sound. In Fischinger’s case, the ability to produce new sounds (for
instance music that could not be reproduced by any musical instrument) is
emphasised, while Pfenninger aims to reproduce already exiting sounds.344
As described by Levin, an example of the practical use of synthetic sound as
imitation is in the work of inventor, E.A. Humphries. Humphries used synthetic sound in 1931 in order to imitate some parts of the dialogue (Constance Bennet’s, own voice).345 Thereby, the “handwritten” production of
sound enters the realm of speech reproduction. Fischinger’s project was
about visualising the text and creating new sounds, whereas Humphries and
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Pfenninger aim to imitate known, conventional sounds. These two seemingly
contradictory dimensions of synthetic sound can be traced to the phonographic inscription: the interaction between simulation and inscription in the
phonographic recording is taken a step further by merging inscription and
recording. By the invention of synthetic sound, creating an entity of writing
and sound (and in Fischinger’s case also the image), sound is not only transformed into writing; writing is an actual sound as well as the source of a
sound. Pure writing becomes pure sound; the wholeness of the expression
appears by isolation. Sound, image and text are not combined, but appear in
perpetual filmic movement where image is transposed into text, text into
sound, and sound into image.
The seemingly unrelated phenomena of hybrid talkies, media transpositions
as figures or motifs, and avant-garde experiments intersect a discourse interrogating speech as writing, image and sound. These various practices destabilises the notion of writing as representation of speech, and refigure issues
of indexicality and reproduction. In the next chapter, I aim to analyse how
these processes interact with translation.
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Translation as (A)synchronisation: Titling and
Dubbing

Approaches to Film Translation
Translation has been discussed extensively in philosophical theory, in the
wake of the so called “linguistic turn” as an incarnation of “difference” .346
This somehow disrupts the mimetic relation between signifier and signified;
the translation refers to the original text, which destabilises the mimetic relation to the outside “reality”. As Philip E. Lewis puts it, “translation, when it
occurs, has to move whatever meanings it captures from the original into a
framework that tends to impose a different set of discursive relations and a
different construction of reality”.347 Translation thus has a textual quality as
language representing language, a text representing another text. It is, according to Walter Benjamin, a way of “coming to terms with the foreignness
of languages”.348
When it comes to film, this incarnation of “difference” is even more complex. Film translation is a combination of language difference and different
media. The different means of representing speech discussed in the previous
chapter interferes with the difference of languages. Subtitling is a transposition from sound into writing, and dubbing an audiovisual expression with
one language seen, another heard. Both subtitling and dubbing deal with
synchronisation just as much as language differences: in classical subtitling,
the subtitles are supposed to remain on the screen during the time of the spoken line, and it also has to follow the editing smoothly. In classical dubbing,
the number of syllables as well as the duration of the spoken line is supposed
to correspond with the original.
Differences between media make differences between languages both audible and visible, with dubbed and subtitled films representing two languages simultaneously. Following Robert Stam and his Bakhtinian reading
of cinema, a translated film draws attention to itself in its “heteroglossia” of
signs and its “polyglossia” of mutually incomprehensible languages.349 From
this perspective, the “heteroglossia” is a semiotically differentiated system of
signs, combinations of writing, sound and image reinforcing the “polyglossial” dialogue between languages. By discussing Jean-Luc Godard’s use of
the written word, Stam demonstrates a “dialogue” between the written word,
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sound and image linked to translation as “polyglossia” (the two would be
combined explicitly in Le mépris, 1963).350
In this chapter, translation in the early sound era will be discussed in
terms of media diversity of speech representation (followed by an introduction about later subtitling and dubbing as an issue of synchronisation). During 1930 and 1931, when translation techniques were debated intensively,
the deliberations on translation simultaneously replace and reframe previous
criticism and discussion about sound film. My point of departure lies in dubbing and titling as modes of translation. These modes are, however, only two
examples of the numerous translation techniques co-exiting during this period, which can all be described as processes of replacing of body and media
in combination with language difference. As argued by Leonardo Quaresima, for example, dubbing can be seen as part of the translation practice of
multiple language version production.351 (This will be further discussed in
the next chapter.) I emphasise this line of argument and take it further as I
outline how similar issues are addressed by different translation practices in
a broader cultural sphere. Thereby, I argue against the position suggesting
that each form of translation answers to a fundamentally different perceptual
activity with different cultural signification.352
As a result of convergences between media studies and translation studies
over the last decades, there has been a “cultural turn in translation studies”.353 Susan Bassnett and Andre Lefevre observed that “the relative function of the text”354 has foregrounded purely linguistic approaches. The “function of the text” will here be located in the press context on a meta-level;
translation in terms of media synchronisation, actors’ politics or artistic recognition was frequently discussed in this period. These debates turn the early
sound film era into a field when the reception of the translation process
foregrounds reception of translated texts.

Double Language in Film Translation
The relation between original and translated text draws on the discourse of
media separation and media transposition outlined in previous chapters. The
translation itself is foregrounded since the “difference” remains perceptible
on a material level. This is most obvious in subtitling, in which the translation and the original are represented simultaneously at the bottom of the
image and on the sound track respectively. This doubleness is, of course,
frequently stressed in writings on subtitles and placed in opposition to dubbing or other forms of translation. For example, Antje Ascheid points out
that subtitling “foregrounds the translation process by visibly underlining
one text with another, hence creating a double text, which reflexively mirrors
the textual construction between one text and another”.355 Stam claims that
subtitling is an “interlingual film experience” which is “perceptually bifurcated; we hear the other language while we read our own”.356
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Dubbing too, is, however, both “interlingual” and “creates a double text”.
In dubbing, the translation is perceptible by the lack of lip synchronisation.
Just as in subtitling, the original text remains visible for the spectator. The
visually perceptible language in dubbed films is similar to the silent speech
of silent film, and thus inscribed in the filmic representation of speech by
way of images alone. Translated silent films, with intertitles in another language than the language the actors speak, evidences a similar “polyglossia”
between the non-audible movements of the lips and the words in dubbed
films. In both silent and dubbed films, it is possible to see the original line in
close-ups and sequences with well articulated speech. The lack of lip synchronisation signals the presence of a foreign language. The spectator is
however not, as in the case of subtitling, confronted with the audible character of that language and the “foreignness” of dubbed film is consequently
more abstract.
Even if the spectator is confronted directly with the relation between
translation and original in subtitled films, subtitling is also a means of avoiding translation, i.e. translation as a process of exchanging one language for
another. Subtitled films, often called “original version” in screening programs, do not, with Ascheid’s words, “tamper with the original text”.357 In
dubbing, the division between copy and original is revealed by the fact that
the spoken language and the diegetic language are not the same, and also,
more importantly, by the fact that the voice and the body onscreen belong to
two different actors. Non-identity between actual and diegetic language is, of
course, the case in most translated fiction; translated novels or plays for the
most part contain dialogue in one language (the translation) representing
another language (the language that the fictional characters speak). In film,
however, the attraction of the voice as a trace of the “real”, as well as the
parallel media “tracks”, makes this split between actual and diegetic language more noticeable than in translated literature. Taking the frequent criticism of dubbing into account, it seems to be more “disturbing” to hear New
York street talk in a Hollywood film transferred into French, German or
Italian than hearing Shakespeare in Swedish or Chekhov in French in the
theatre.
Difference between actual and diegetic language also remains in the multiple language version film. This mode of translation otherwise keeps the
unification and synchronisation between voice and body intact, as well as
avoiding the problem of vocal authenticity by not removing the authentic
voices of the film actors seen on the screen. Ascheid describes the multiple
language version film as a means to “solve the translation problem by avoiding it altogether”.358 However, as I will discuss in the next chapter, the multiple language version film, too, foregrounds the translation process as such;
the division between diegetic language and spoken language in the multiple
language version film generates differences between representation of cultural identity and even, as in the case of dubbing, between voice and body.
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All forms of film translation incarnate “difference” not only on the level of
language, but also on the level of representation of body, culture and media
inscription.
As discussed in chapter one, the plurality of media embodied in the practice of translation undermines the prevalent notions of translation as interpretation of meaning. Film translation thus embodies a paradox; it both broadens the idea of translation (by including inter-media relations) and also (by
the materiality of media) undermines a conception of translation as two languages written in one medium. This process of both broadening and reducing the concept of translation is notable in contemporary translation theory,
and in particular in writings on film translation. Ascheid and Stam both
evoke culture and politics beyond language equivalence in their descriptions
of film translation as a “cultural ventriloquism” or “polyglossia” as a struggle of ideological power. Ascheid claims that subtitling “highlights the operational elements necessary in reading any artwork”359 and that dubbing
reveals the “ventriloquist” combination of sound/image in all films.360 Stam
makes a similar connection between the differentiation of signs in order to
theorise the relation between languages in translation. Film intersects the
relation between perception, media and translation and thus underscores the
notion that “human communication equals translation”,361 to rephrase
George Steiner.

Synchronisation in Classical Cinema
Subtitling provides synchronisation by adjusting the appearance of written
lines to the duration of speech represented on the sound track. In perfectly
synchronised voice subtitling the text appears on the screen at the exact moment as the speaker starts talking, and the text remains on the screen until the
speaker finishes. Additionally, when possible, perfectly synchronised titling
follows the montage of images.362 In some cases synchronisation undermines
legibility or meaning, as well as reading speed and literal translation of the
spoken content.
Synchronised dubbing complicates the relation between lip movement
and speech. Since dubbing is integrated into the film image on another level
than subtitling, the synchronisation problem is more complex. Candace
Whitman-Linsen describes dubbing synchronisation according to three intermedial and perceptual relations:

On the visual level, we take in concurrences and discrepancies in lip and
mouth movements. This includes: first, harmony or lack of it between the
vowel and the consonant articulation we perceive visually in actors on screen
and the sounds we actually hear; second, congruence or non-congruence between visually and acoustically perceived syllable articulation, and third,
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temporal correspondence or disparity between visually and acoustically perceived beginning and end of utterances, also known as isochrony.363

This shows to what extent film translation undermines the idea of “identity”
between original and copy. Just as sound reproduction is conceptualised in
terms of “high fidelity”, so can film translation can be described in terms of
“fidelity”. The “fidelity” between original and translation in both dubbing
and subtitling is a dual problem. It is either about fidelity in terms of language translation, that is a literal translation referring to the meaning of the
words, and fidelity linked to the relation between image and sound, or image
sound and text.364 A third aspect of fidelity in dubbing concerns the relation
between the vocal features of the original removed voice and the dubbing
voice.
The synchronisation between the different “tracks” of film is generally
conceptualised as part of the classical story-telling mode, which stands in
contrast to an “abusive” aesthetics of translation, to use Abé Mark Nores’
term, which is found in recent experimentation with subtitles.365 Here translation becomes as form of “Verfremdung” or an art of montage. Trinh T.,
Minh-Ha criticises the invisible translation from the point-of-view of ideological apparatus:

The duration of subtitles, for example, is very ideological. I think that if, in
most translated films, subtitles stay on as long as they technically can […]
it’s because translation is conceived here as part of the operation of suture
that defines the classical cinematic apparatus and the technological effort it
deploys to naturalize a dominant, hierarchically unified world view. […]
Therefore, the attempt is always to protect the unity of the subject; here to
collapse, in subtitling, the activities of reading, hearing and seeing, into one
single activity, as if they were all the same. What you read is what you hear,
and what you hear is more often than not, what you see.366

Classical film translation (both dubbing and subtitling) follows the logic of
media synchronisation in order to shape the “unified worldview” Trinh T.,
Minh-Ha is referring to, a process in which reading, hearing and seeing are
understood as “one single activity”. In a French subtitling manual from 1957
one consequently reads that “it is desirable that the translation corresponds
exactly with the text fragment spoken during the apparition of the subtitle”,
but it is “absolutely necessary that the subtitle appears simultaneously (in
synchronisation) with the first syllable of the spoken text and that it disappears simultaneously with the last syllable of the same text”.367 The exact
translation of words is thus subordinated to synchronisation between voice
and text. Subtitles are, consequently, texts imitating the spoken dialogue in
film. This is shown in different ways, for instance, by the absence of subti102

tling for other words than the dialogue. Stam points out that “subtitles tend
to be vococentric, concentrating on spoken dialogue while ignoring other
phonetic linguistic material […] as well as visual and graphological materials such as posters, marquees, billboards and newspapers”.368 This is linked
to the aim of synchronising the heard dialogue with the perceptual “inner
voice” which subtitles generate, “the soundless, mental enunciation of
words, the calling to mind of the phonetic signifier”.369 The synchronisation
in subtitling forms a temporal dimension between sound and text, in addition
to a spatial synchronisation between image and text. The manual concludes
that “it is expressively recommended […] not to use the same subtitle on two
shots ‘cut’ […]”.370 In this case, apparently, the sound synchronisation would
be subordinated to the synchronisation between text and image.
In later subtitling practices, the strict rules of synchronisation are revised
and the translation of the spoken content, adapted in relation to reading
speed, has taken a somewhat more important role than synchronisation. Contemporary methodology of subtitling, outlined in Jan Ivarsson’s writings on
the topic, for example, consider readability and content more important than
synchronisation: “There is in fact no reason whatsoever (except tradition and
prejudice) to remove the subtitle the moment the characters finish speaking.
All that this achieves is to deprive the slowest readers of necessary information.”371 Ivarsson concludes, “readability should never […] be scarified for
the sake of synchronization”.372
A significant paradox in earlier synchronised subtitling is the economic
use of titles, which disrupts the media equivalence of “what you see is what
you hear”. In subtitling from the “classical era”, it was common that words
or sentences comprehensible by visual information (such as insults in a violent scene or repetition of the same word) were not translated (according to
the cited manual, that would “take the spectator for an idiot”).373 Perfect
synchronisation and fragmentary titling were advocated to guide the spectators’ attention towards the original speech and minimise the awareness of the
reading process. This is embodied in the double identity of subtitles as both
(like dubbing) part of the film, an integrated imitation of the speech act, and
also (like intertitles), as an addition, a shorter résumé of the entire speech.
Like subtitling, synchronisation of dubbed voices was more important in
the classical era than today. Strict synchronisation was an “absolute
dogma”374 until the 1960s but today is of secondary importance, or even,
according to Whitman-Linsen, “anachronistic”.375 This development is,
however, not to be considered as a development towards experimental, “abusive” translation in mainstream film. Rather it is a continuation of the classical aesthetics of “invisibility” of translation techniques, which shift focus to
other aspects of the story-telling. It is however notable that synchronisation
does not always achieve invisibility in this respect. Various attempts to have
subtitles imitate the sonic level of speech show how synchronisation reveals
the differences between media. For example, the use of italics to represent an
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off-screen voice, capital letters to represent difference in intonation bring out
the plasticity of the letters and, therefore, positions writing in contrast to
speech. Another example is of subtitles imitating spoken language by misspelling words or by using fragmented sentences that reveal the differences
between spoken and written language. Subtitles, at times, represent a sonic
juxtaposition between the intelligibility of speech and non-intelligible
voices. Letters or parts of sentences removed from the written text in order
for the text to correspond to a fragmented manner of speech and therefore
makes the subtitle visible.376 Subtitling as “vococentric” imitation of speech
can thus generate the opposite effect and reveal media materiality.
The difficulties of synchronisation in dubbing and subtitling pose obstacles to classical narrative transparency, consequently, the development of
dubbing and subtitling techniques are often read as a development towards
maximum equivalence between translation and original. By using Rick
Altman’s concept of “near-equivalent”, Nataša Ďurovičová suggests, in an
essay about early dubbing techniques, a different reading of dubbing in relation to classical style:

To write dubbing, and through it a mark of difference, back into the picture
of the classical narrative’s historical reception, I propose to borrow the term
functional near-equivalent from Rick Altman’s revisionist ‘crisis historiography.’377 Intending to challenge the core concept of functional equivalent so
central to the functionalist historiography of the Classical Hollywood Cinema
model, Altman proposes this modified term as a way of rendering (more) apparent the losses and substitutions that occur when moments of innovation
(be they stylistic, procedural or technological) are folded into the large-scale
industrial routines of standardized (film) production.378

In the period of the coming of sound, the term “near-equivalent” is useful
from various perspectives, not only as stylistic technological and industrial
issues but also in terms of reception of translation as “original” or the translator as “artist”. Dubbing, subtitling and multiple language version making
all negotiate the problem of equivalence, and all tellingly illustrate the impossibility of reaching complete equivalence. The more adequate understanding of film translation as “near-equivalent” underscores both difference
and similarity, and highlights the vicissitudes of media synchronisation and
language difference.
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Translation in Early Sound Film
Media Materialisation and Synchronisation as Liveness
During the early sound period, asynchrony co-exists with a desire for perfect
synchronisation. In discussions concerning translation from this period, the
deliberation on language and meaning are subordinated to the issues of synchronisation. Articles and translated films indicate that during this particular
period, the attempts to obtain synchronisation were, however, unrelated to
invisibility of the translation. Synchronisation was a technological and perceptual issue linked to the discourse on synchronisation between voice and
image as such.
In countries which depended on imported films, subtitling was intensely
debated. This was especially the case in France, where the domestic production of talking pictures was substantially lower than the demand, as well as
in smaller countries such as Sweden, which had a high rate of foreign import. In the critical remarks on subtitling, it was the simultanious perceptual
activity of reading, listening and watching that was questioned. Many critics
preferred intertitles for sound films, since it separated the reading activity
from the viewing and listening.379 The first screening of The Jazz Singer in
Paris, for instance, is according to a report in Cinémonde, followed by comments like: “It’s really difficult to listen to the actors and read the translation
on the screen at the same time”, or, “Yes it’s tiring and it disturbs the emotion.”380 Simultaneous translation was, moreover, often discussed as a problem of audience reactions to the multimedial combination of text and sound.
The issue of timing in comedies, for instance, was claimed to be disturbed by
the presence of the written word. A Swedish critic noted that “before the
actor says his line the writer has already delivered it […] and the laughter –
if there under such circumstances are any – comes much too early”.381 When
considering dubbing, such criticism was a mainstay in most reviews of
dubbed films, particularly concerning mismatched lip-synchronisation. A
critic in La cinématographie française about the French dubbed version
Gabbo le ventriloque (The Great Gabbo, James Cruze and Erich von Stroheim, 1929), complained about poor synchronisation.382 This remark is particularly ironic since the film, like many early sound films, depicts the “ventriloquist”383 dimension of sound film and even stages a ventriloquist demonstrating perfect fusion between his voice and the lip and body movements
of his doll. Dubbed dialogue was frequently criticised for being too theatrical
and lacking spontaneity. The French “’dubbing’ made in Hollywood” made
one of the earliest French dubbed films (Hors du gouffre, The Man Who
Came Back, Raoul Walsh, 1931) according to a critic, “too theatrical” and
“maladroit” .384 Criticism of sound film and voice reproduction from the
initial period of early sound film resurfaced in remarks about dubbing. The
lack of synchronisation, the theatrical “non-filmic” speech etc. dominated
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articles on sound film from 1929, and from 1931 this line of reason was mirrored in the criticism of dubbing practice. Some critics even made an explicit
link between the early problems of sound film and the dubbing procedures of
the following years, arguing that dubbing would bring the sound film back to
its initial stage. Raymond Berner for one, connected the role of speech in
early sound films with the problem of synchronisation in dubbing. Berner
states that the “reciting” (rather than “spoken”) character in dialogue of the
first talking films later concerned dubbing. In dubbed film he found the same
absence of “lightness of elocution” as in the first talking pictures.385
From a reverse, but still parallel, perspective, the advocates of dubbing
also used the argument of dubbing as a continuation of technological sound
synchronisation as part of filmic voice reproductions. For example, in an
article in Journal of the Society of Motion Picture, it was claimed that dubbing was just as authentic as other voice reproduction, because no matter
how many times the sound is reproduced, it remains “the actual voice of the
person speaking in the picture”.386 A similar “defence” of dubbing in Pour
Vous takes the parallel to vocal fidelity even further by claiming that “the
possibility to freely ‘choose’ the timbre of an interpreter’s voice” allows the
director to “correct the scarcity of nature and give the actor the rare thing
called ‘the voice of his physics’”.387 This recalls earlier sound film discussions on accurate voices corresponding to the star image (as well as current
fictional thematisations of these issues, seen in films such as Joseph
Schmidt’s opera films which display a discrepancy between the singer’s
small body and his “big” voice).
The vocal fidelity of sound reproduction and the fidelity between dubbing
and original voices are thus part of the same discourse of “synchronisation”
at various levels. Early attempts to synchronise dubbed voices disestablish
the limits of dubbing as an issue of voice replacement. In order to obtain
synchronisation, images were sometimes re-shot, and close-ups replaced.
Different techniques were developed in order to make an a-synchronous
relation between the movements of the lips and the replaced dialogue unobstructive. The French dubbed versions La pente (Dance Fools, Dance, Harry
Beaumont, 1931, French version directed by Claude Autant Lara), La Résurrection and Ourang were mentioned in several articles as unusually successful dubbed versions. Concerning La pente, the dubbing technique was singled out as one of the most “positive elements” of the film.388 These adjustments (according to the critics) in the French version were made by editing.
In the dubbed versions, close-ups with speech were removed, and in many
scenes the actors turn away from the camera when speaking or otherwise
hide their faces.389 The different devices for adjusting the image of the film
in order to obtain near-perfect synchronisation evidences the importance of
lip-synchronisation in the period of the coming of sound. Multiple language
versions of films, the form of translation that dominated the market in 1930
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and early 1931 prior to the more standardised dubbing, can be read as the
most radical solution to the problem of lip-synchronisation.

Differentiation of Translation Techniques
The clamour for perfect synchronisation does not mean that translation in
this period was more synchronous than later. On the contrary, the plurality of
translation forms, the lack of standardised translation techniques and the
technological problems of adding subtitled text or dubbed voices to the
original film in many cases generated a-synchronous translation tracks separated from the original film.
It is important to stress that many forms of translation co-existed in this
period. The distinction between dubbing, subtitling and multiple versions
from the same script is both anachronistic and incomplete. It is anachronistic
in the sense that the boundaries between contemporary categories such as
post-synchronisation versus dubbing, subtitling versus intertitling, and version versus remake etc. were not established. In many cases, different techniques were united in the same category and often the same film used different forms of translation. Films such as Max Ophüls’ German and French
version of Liebelei/Une histoire d’amour (1933) or the four versions of Prix
de beauté were productions hovering between multiple language version,
remake, and post-synchronisation. Lang’s first two sound films, M and Das
Testament des Dr. Mabuse, also fall in the category of mixed translation,
since the French, Italien or English versions of the films are partly re-shot
language versions and partly dubbed.
The mixing of different forms of translation within one and the same film
disrupts the narrative homogeneity of the classical cinema. Different levels
of synchronisation, from perfectly synchronised scenes re-shot for the translated version to the a-synchronous titles create an aesthetic of differentiation
by which one mode of translation becomes perceptible in contrast to the
others.
The categorisation of dubbing, titling and language version is furthermore
incomplete in the sense that there are additional forms of translation in the
period of the early sound film, which do not fit into this categorisation. The
many different forms of titling do not correspond to what today is termed
subtitling. Between 1929 and 1931, the most common way of translating by
titling was through intertitles placed between the images, and thus asynchronous both in time and space. Another less common form was to project subtitles separately onto the screen. These could be projected either as
modern subtitles are, at the bottom of the screen and thus superimposed, or
separately on another screen beside the film screen. A few rare experiments
with subtitles printed on the film strip itself emerged in 1930, which in the
following years developed into a photographic imprint on the film strip
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which today is called subtitling.390 The silent versions of sound films have a
double function as they served as translations, besides being adaptations for
use in movie theatres without sound projection equipment. If the silent version of Alfred Hitchcock’s Blackmail was preferred by the German audience
in 1929,391 it was not necessarily because the audience preferred silent film;
it could just as well be the case that they preferred films translated into German (since the silent film was shown with German intertitles, while the
sound version was screened without translation). Thus, many films screened
as silent films in Europe were just as much “language adaptations” as silent
versions.
As Rié Kitada has shown, in an essay on the terminology of titling practicies in the early sound era, the French and Swiss press termed all these
forms of titling “subtitles”.392 In some cases, however, titles projected at the
bottom of the image were called “superimposed subtitles”.393 The differentiation of titling processes was described in detail only in cases where the
same film was screened in different translated versions. For example, the
German- and French-speaking audience in Lausanne in Switzerland could
see Hallelujah in two different translated versions, one sound version without the dialogue translated with bi-lingual intertitles described as “sound and
songs in English with German and French subtitles”, and a second version
“entirely spoken in English with some words of the German text superimposed” (at the bottom of the image).394
The lack of precise terminology has somehow confused the understanding
of the use of (what today is called) subtitles in the early sound era.395 Irrespective of whether titles were simultaneously shown with the dialogue or
placed in between the images, such as silent intertitles, only fragments of the
dialogue were translated. Therefore, the criticism against subtitles in this
period is not exclusively about the simultaneous act of reading, hearing and
seeing but also about the lack of translation of the whole dialogue.
Apart from the common subtitling forms mentioned above, Kitada identified a third called “summary” which was frequently used.396 This form is
probably (since no exact description is to be found in the press) a narrative
form of the film story projected on the screen either before the film started or
during projection. The summary is thus not only an a-synchronised translation in space and time, it is an adaptation into another form of narrative. Kitada finds in the Swiss press a more differentiated categorisation of the
forms of translation in the early sound era: adaptation, language version,
dubbing, and summary.397
It is, however, possible to make an even more fine-graded listing of translation forms. For instance, the category of “adaptation” is rather unclear. It
can be a film with partly replaced and post-synchronised dialogue or partly
removed dialogue replaced by intertitles.398 There are other forms of translation which provide a translation which, on one level, were even more disconnected from the film and, on another level, more integrated. For instance,
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the use of a “bonimenteur”, a live narrator or commentator, in early cinema
had a short revival in the early sound era as a translator. (As pointed out by
Miriam Hansen, in early cinema exhibition the live commentary could serve
as language translation, and thus emphasise “linguistic difference in the
cinematic experience rather than its universalising effect”.)399 A commentary
inserted in the film could also be used in a re-edited version for a foreign
market. La féerie du jazz (The King of Jazz, John Murray Anderson, 1930),
for example, was shown in France with short introduction scenes shot in
Hollywood with an animator speaking in French who appears several times
during the film.400 The commentator was the French Hollywood actor André
Cheron, described in Pour Vous as giving a “nice but banal” impression in
the film.401 Translation/translator as a “character” in the film generates a dual
position of translation placed within the film and simultaniously separated
from it. Additionally, the added translator was combined with a cartoon
commentator (in colour) appearing also in the original version. This example
illustrates how the translation functions as parallel or analougue to other
kinds of media “attractions” in the early sound period. Moreover, the narrative forms of film novelisation, summaries in the press or printed programs
distributed in the movie theatres could also, when no other translation form
was available, function as translations. If one stretches the concept of translation even further, local theatre versions of popular foreign films could also
function as forms of translation. Those extra-filmic forms of “translation”
remain in contemporary cinematic culture and still function as means of
transcultural devices anchoring an international production in a local context. The lack of standardised translation in the period of the coming of
sound is otherwise akin to the plurality of modes of translation in contemporary television, featuring direct and reworked subtitling or voice-over, dubbing, narration, commentary etc., mixed in one medium.402
The German success of René Clair’s Sous les toits de Paris illustrates the
convergences between intermediality and translation. In the French film
press, this film was proudly announced as the first internationally successful
French-speaking sound film because it would use “universal” filmic language beyond the verbal. It was claimed that the international sound film
should follow Clair’s recipe and be “little talkative, with action, movement,
a lot of music and songs”.403 However, as described by Jeanpaul Goergen,
the German translations of the film songs, distributed in magazines and on
records, did translate the film to the German audience; the German song
texts were also revised, and the lyrics emphasised an established cultural
imaginary of Parisian libertine girls. The refrain, “In Paris, in Paris, sind die
Mädels so süß, /wenn sie flüstern ‘Monsieur, ich bin dein!”, did not correspond to the more innocent French original.404 The translation, cultural and
linguistic, of the songs was essential for the international success of the film.
“Whole Europe sings the great sound film hit ‘In Paris, in Paris, sind die
Mädels so süß’”,405 it was announced in the German advertisement empha109

sising the songs in their German translation as a means to promote the film.
The translation from French into German occurs on a level of medium adaptation, as well as in terms of cultural adaptation (besides the language translation).
It is significant that non of the translation modes mentioned above can
be described exclusively as translations. Dubbing was originally used in
order to replace accent or voice spoken in the same language, titling replaced
the absence of audible speech.406 The extra-digetic novelisation and summaries etc. are part of the cinematic culture regardless of the problem of translation. The multiple language version practice of replacing one actor by another allows cultural adaptations which change plot and location. Ascheid
places subtitling in a context of written commentaries which are not translations but instead explanations, written material “like opera pamphlets, which
explain the plot or music, or art guide books, translating for the audience
untrained reading the ‘language’ it speaks”.407 In the period of the early
sound film, explanations, commentary and adaptations were not only similar
to translation, they actually functioned as such. The multiplicity of translation practices and the multimedial dimension of translation together reduce
the idea of translation as interpretation of content into a problem of material
inscription and synchronisation. Simultaneously, it propels translation into a
field of medium adaptation, different narrative structures and cultural adaptation.

Aspects of Cultural Representation
Cultural devices for an international audience in the era of modernity and
globalisation are by different means adjusted for different local reception
contexts. This has been discussed as a discourse of “vernacular modernism”
by Hansen (this is developed in chapter six)408 of which translation is one of
the most significant practices. In the early sound era, the level of adaptation
is strongly emphasised and problematised: on the one hand, differences between translated versions generated a level of local cultural adaptation, on
the other hand, translation was often considered as a significant part of the
film itself, which turns translation into a representation of transcultural identity.
The degree of cultural adaptation in film translations was negotiated as
aspects of versions. Differences in plot, acting, directing and atmosphere go
far beyond the purely linguistic realms. It is noticleable to what extent translation has been used as a tool of censorship, in particular in fascist regimes in
the1930s. For example, as demonstrated by Massimiliano Gaudiosi, in the
Italian dubbed version of Lang’s Das Testament des Dr. Mabuse (which was
dubbed from the French version of the film, not the German original), dubbing was used to revise some politically-disturbing elements: the good reputation of the Police was reinforced, while the hypnotic powers of Mabuse
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were eliminated.409 Subtitling was also sometimes used for censorship, even
if the audible dialogue made it less powerful. For example, in Leontine Sagan’s explicitly lesbian film Mädchen in Uniform from 1931, the English
subtitles tone down some of the more passionate declarations of love.
The relation between representation of culture, language and body also interacts with synchronisation as an issue beyond the problem of lip synchronisation. For example, as demonstrated by Hagener, the German critique of
the dubbing in Prix de beauté was partly based on the assumption that the
original was French. “It is not possible to dub a dialogue that is spoken in
French later into German”410 one critic marked, and “the acting is French,
the talking is German” claimed another.411 The idea of “Frenchness” in this
case resides on the level of representation, based on the fact that the story
takes place in France, rather than that the actors, Louise Brooks in particular,
pronounce the words in French (which she, of course, did not). As a negotiation in terms of ethnicity between fictional location, “types” and synchronisation, the German translation offers a triple polyglossia between a French
story and German/English speech.
In discourses on dubbing during this period, one can discern ideas on
“synchronisation” between cultural identities, ethnic “types” or represented
rather than by lip movements and voice only. Béla Balázs significantly in
1952 looks back on the development of sound film and predicts that the film
industry in the future will abandon dubbing based on the fact that the audience will detect a sensibility of ethnic “speech gestures”:

The public to-day understands not only the meaning of the spoken word but
also the sound-gesture that goes with it […] and can hear in it the parallel to
gesture and facial expression. […] In the old days when we as yet paid attention only to the conceptual meaning of the dialogue, it was conceivable that
someone in a film should say in English with an English calm, cool intonation ‘I love you’ and accompany the words passionate Italian gestures. It
strikes the present-day public as irresistibly funny if it notices - and it does
notice - a discrepancy of temperament between word and gestures.412

In Balázs’ reading, dubbing is a “synchronisation” between two ethnic types,
which functions as an extension of synchronisation between visible lip
movements and pronounced words. Facial expression and “speech gestures”
are indissoluble connected to cultural, ethnic and “racial” behaviour.
The plurality of ethnic identities in translation was, of course, criticised.
However, it was also, simultaniously, often an actively foregrounded dimension of translation in this period. Discourses on early sound film translation
depict the very process of adaptation as a kind of attraction. (This will be
further developed in the next chapter.) It is significant that Prix de beauté
was advertised in France as a film in “four languages” with a poster in all
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four languages and with pictures of four different flags.413 Rather than showcasing the star, Louise Brooks, or Augusto Genini and René Clair (the men
behind the film) the poster foregrounds translation (the fact that the film is
shot in several language versions) as the main attraction of the film. The
translation itself here contributes to the construction of imaginaries of
Europe and transnational identity displayed in the film.414 In contrast to later
attempts to hide the translation and make it as transparent as possible, translation was in the early sound era often showcased as an important aspect of
the film itself. In this case, translation acted as a handmaiden for the construction of a European “projection” of cultural multilingual identity. In
other cases, however, translation was viewed as an image of the opposite, of
American expansion. Just as sound films in general in 1929 were perceived
as a sign of Americanisation, dubbing, which began in Hollywood, was understood as a facilitating tool for the American industry to take over domestic markets. From this perspective, the critique of dubbing as non-artistic, as
an economic compromise in order to reach a mass audience, follows an
overall critique of the role of American culture in Europe in the late 1920s.
Advertising posters for European multiple language versions in the period
when Hollywood had moved from version making to dubbing often used the
argument of European quality against American commercialism.415 “An
UFA film is NOT a dubbed film”, a French advertising poster states implying that Hollywood films were often dubbed and thus lacked quality. This
anti-Americanism concerning dubbing promulgates national interest;416 the
actors’ union in France, for instance, strongly condemned dubbed American
films as a threat to their members. Similar to the resistance against sound
film, the criticism of dubbing is inscribed in the debate of American cultural
influence in Europe. The increasing presence of dubbed American films was
often outlined in terms of American bad taste and arrogance vis-à-vis European values.417 The denigration of dubbing continued even after the dubbing
was recorded not in the Hollywood studios but in the different distribution
countries. In many countries, such as France, the US and Germany, subtitled
films connote “art” and a culture of cinephilia, while dubbed versions
smacked of “industry” and mass audience appeal.

Translators as “Near-equivalence”
The French translation of Mädchen in Uniform illustrates another major aspect in the process of cultural adaptation: artistic recognition of the cast involved in the translation. The French subtitling was written by Colette and
her name was not only mentioned in reviews, it was even printed on the advertising poster for the film when distributed in France as well as at the head
of some reviews (La cinématographie française states “French titles:
Colette”). Colette’s reputation as writer, and maybe even more importantly,
her status within the androgynous “gay” culture in Paris of the late 1920s,
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turned her into a French equivalent of the authors of the film, of Leontine
Sagan and Christa Winsloe. Hence, in France, Colette’s name would correspond to, or even reinforce, the original lesbian theme. Significantly, Pour
Vous compares the film to Colette’s literary work in the review of the film:
“Mme Colette has – with her fantastic verve – written the French dialogue.
And actually, there are similarities between situations in Mädchen in Uniform and Claudine à l’école.”418 The critic then continues comparing the
fictional charchters in the film with Colette’s novel, finding differencies and
similarities between Manuela and Claudine, or between Fräulein von Bernburg and Aimée as a point of departure for an analysis of the film. The comparison between film and novel and between two writers turns the translation
into a “near-equivalent” work of art. In contrast to the English subtitling,
which aimed to tone down the film’s controversial theme, the French translation profiled the film within a certain artistic community.
In the early sound period, the recognition of the translation as an original
work was ambiguous. On the one hand, as today, film translators enjoyed
less artistic recognition than in literature, and dubbing directors and dubbing
actors are less recognised than other directors and actors within the film industry (the Colette example remains an exception, closer to the recognition
of a literary translation), and thus corresponds to Benjamin’s notion of how
translation as “pure language” undermines the translator’s position as artist.
On the other hand, in this particular period, the translation is almost always
mentioned by the critics of the films and thus seen as integrated in the film,
in some cases the dubbing actors and directors were named and were mentioned in reviews. Claude Autant Lara received recognition for his direction
of the French-dubbed version La pente, and Claude Mercy, as the French
dubber of Greta Garbo, was praised for having the “exact same voice as the
Swedish actress”.419 The “exact same voice” is, paradoxically, not about
“identity” since similarity to Garbo’s voice apparently attributes a certain
“star quality” to Claude Mercy. In almost every review, the quality of the
dubbing, the number of intertitles and the ability of actors to speak foreign
languages were awarded considerable attention. This can be described as a
process of producing “near-equivalence”: the similarities between translation
and original is part of the film as a means of producing “difference”, be it
cultural, linguistic or other. The cultural “near-equivalence” between Colette
and Sagan or Winsloe, or the similar voices of Mercy and Garbo inspires
comparison, differentiation is revealed by similar, comparable, and, consequently, non-identical features.

Media Transposition in Dubbing Techniques
A report in La cinématographie française explained how an early Hollywood dubbing practice was based on interaction between image, sound and
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text. It was described how the text was written according to pre-calculated
sound synchronisation with the movements of the lips to the original sound
track, with the right number of syllables, vowels and consonants; then the
text was written on a positive film strip which was projected vertically in
front of the dubbing actor. The size of the letters marked intonation: there
were small, medium and large size letters. Colours at the beginning of each
line marked who is to say what.420 The actors thus never saw the images nor
did they hear the original voice in the recording. The absence of the original
film in the dubbing situation was here replaced by a multimedial procedure
with letters, colours and graphics organised in order to be transposed into
speech. This example illustrates that film translation can be conceptualised
according to the previously-discussed processes of media separation and
media transposition. The term “dubbing” derived from the technique of
“doubling” bodies in film,421 initially referred to a practice of sound montage, which replaced direct sound with recorded extracts from so-called
“sound libraries” filled with sound samples of both voices and sound effects.422 The “library” metaphor is significant as it marks dubbing as a process of isolating and constructing sounds, and thus places them “on the side of
writing”, to use Lastra’s words. The first techniques of dubbing were voice
replacements (due to disturbing accents) within the same language, as in the
case of Anny Ondra in Blackmail whose Czech accent prevented her from
acting in English and who mimed the lines in English simultaneously pronounced by an actress with a “pure” British accent. Between 1931 and 1932,
dubbing turned into a means of replacing one language with another resulting in various recording procedures developed in order to obtain synchronisation between lip movements and speech.
Ďurovičová claims that “first procedures working out the conventions of
dubbing” as language replacement were “Roy Pomeroy at Paramount, Friedrich Zelnick for UA, the Vivigraph method of Edwin Hopkins, and the
Rhytmograph method developed in Germany”.423 These early techniques are
different but generally follow a similar kind of media transposition process
as decscribed above. The German dubbing system, “Rytmograph”, and the
French system, “Synchro-ciné”, both initially separated the original dialogue
by rewriting the syllables from the dialogue on the film strip or on paper. In
the Rytmograph method, this process was automatic which made the procedure similar to early sound recording as writing or inscription: firstly there
was the detection of phonetic components of the original version, which
were then electromechanically transcribed in the form of a graph. This abstract graph was then transcribed on paper, like musical notation, with syllables instead of notes. 424 Subsequently, the whole original dialogue was written on the same paper; after this the translated text was placed side by side
with the original, first with the syllables then words; and finally the original
text was removed. 425 The translation itself was thus preceded by a process of
media transposition; the dialogue was transposed first into written signs cor114

responding to the sonic quality of the dialogue (that is, the syllables) and
subsequently transposed into writing. This takes place first in one and the
same language, but between two media, and then between the two languages
and two media.
The difficulties to edit the translation after recording in early sound film
generated an emphasis on preparation before recording. This is why most of
the dubbing procedures focus not only on the exact calculations of syllables,
but also on other methods developed in order to make the recording situation
perfectly prepared before the recording, for example, by extensive rehearsals
before recording. The dubbing was often compared with the work of a theatre actor rather than a film actor, which reinforces the textual dimension of
dubbing. The almost mechanical process of reading from a text on a screen
is also similar to modern television announcers, who often read their lines
from a teleprompter (a screen positioned in front of the camera). The transposition from text to voice consequently takes place at the level of acting;
the process of reading lines projected onto a screen is, in some respect, a
mechanical movement of transference of text to sound through the body.
These various forms of translation procedure, optical or printed subtitles as
images or text, the voice turned into words, then back into voice, are indications of the different ways in which translation is a matter of media transposition. Following Kittler, media materialisation and media transposition undermines a conventional conception of writing in a discourse in which
“transposition necessarily takes the place of translation”.426 When it comes to
film, the process of translation is fundamentally linked to the processes of
media transposition.

Inscription/Simulation, Voice/Body, Unification/Separation
Film translation as synchronisation or processes of media transposition can
be pinned down as a set of dichotomies related to the problem of speech
representation in film as discussed in the previous chapter. Firstly, just like
sound and silent versions, translated versions embody a tension between
exchangeability versus materiality, which can be described according to the
semiotic categories of “allographic” versus “authographic”. This, in turn, is
linked to whether the translation should be perceived as the same work as the
original or in its own right. To a certain extent, the early sound era moved
towards an understanding of translation as an independent inscription of
material media. Not only the multiple language versions as new “originals”,
but also film reviews’ detailed descriptions of dubbing and titling indicate to
what extent each translated version was perceived as a new different version.
The various forms of versions in this period, however, also allow a discourse
of exchangeability in which one and the same text can be transposed into
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different media, different art forms, and different languages. The discourse
of materiality in combination with exchangeability is a consequence of an
extended conception of translation towards transposition, transformation or
adaptation between different narrative forms or media. Secondly, translation
reveals a relation between “text” and “body”. The translation is a disconnected addition, and consequently, contains a textual dimension in itself. The
sonic dimension of film translation (which is, as discussed previously, also
inscribed in vococentric subtitles) functions as physical simulation of organic and perceptual movements rather than a text containing a verbal message. Lastra’s dichotomy of “inscription” vs. “simulation” functions as a
variation of the more general “text” and “body”. The dual function of sound
recording developed both as a means to reproduce sound as it is actually
heard (the so-called high-fidelity-dimension), and the other as the development of directional microphones and a separate dialogue track in order to
make speech intelligible, preconditions the problem of film translation. Dubbing simulates speech since it, in contrast to titling, cites the voice’s physical
dimension, but also exposes the vocal sound track as separate and asynchronous, which reveals the inscription level of sound technology and
places it “on the side of writing”.427 Finally, “unification” and “separation”
(of both senses and media) are opposites inscribed in the discourse of film
translation. The different forms of translation can be read on a scale of different degrees of separation and unification: intertitles are both spatially and
temporally separated from the filmic representation of speech; projected
slides are spatially separated; subtitles are integrated in the image but separated from the image of the speaking subject; non-synchronised dubbing is
linking speech to the image which still exposes a difference in the lack of lip
synchronisation; synchronised dubbing, with the movements of the lip following the foreign language, forms an even closer connection between the
sound and the speaking subject than standard dubbing. Also this translation
technique generates division: here is voice and body separated in the recording situation and by the fact that the recorded voice belongs to a different person than the actor shown on-screen. The multiple language version
film appears to create the most unified body on this scale. In the case of the
multiple language version film, the division between translation and original
is located at an extra-filmic level in the combination of native language and
foreign representation.
All forms of translation expose division and all aim to overcome them.
One form of separation generates unification, and vice versa. For example,
sub- or intertitling as the most “bodyless” textual mode are separated from
the original voice both in terms of cinematic space and media inscription;
these textual translation forms, however, permit the unification between the
original voice and the body to remain intact. With few subtitles, the film
“body” as a perceptual and organic totality remains intact. The use of intertitles or “summary” instead of subtitles, is to some extent more a-synchronous
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than modern subtitling. If intertitles, in many cases, were preferred in the
early sound era, it was because the separation itself would help the spectator
to understand the film without having the audiovisual experience of an “intact film body” disturbed by the presence of text projected on the image simultaneously with the dialogue.

Example: M – le maudit
As an example of the processes of early sound film translation discussed in
this chapter, I will make some brief observations on the translation of Fritz
Lang’s M which was shot in three language versions: the German original, a
French version and an English version. Needless to say, the two latter versions have remained relatively unknown. Recent interest in film versions,
however, has inspired a search for different versions of the great classics,
and now, a fragment of the French version is available on DVD, on the latest
Criterion collection edition.428 Among the bonus material, the DVD contains
a documentary called The Physical History of M429 in which the French version is compared with the original. Here, the French version is described as a
mixed form: partly dubbed, partly re-shot with different actors, it is partly
translated with titles and, most importantly, the major trial scene in which
Lorre makes his famous monologue is re-shot with the same actor. The trial
scene is mixed between synchronised and non-synchronised dialogue. The
images of the criminals judging the child murderer are not re-shot and the
shots do not obtain lip-synchronisation. The mix in the trial scene between
the a-synchronous dubbing of the “jury” and Lorre’s synchronous performance breaks with a continuous narrative style. The synchronisation, instead,
highlights Lorre’s performance as an attraction of liveness rather than obtaining narrative realism and transparency. Lorre’s direct address towards an
audience, the close-ups on his facial expressions and the duration of the
monologue, are features in this scene that required synchronisation. Moreover, it is evident that Lang’s typical themes, motifs and stylistic features are
embodied in issues regarding translation, particularly the anonymity of the
modern man and handwriting as a trace of the body.430 The many scenes in
which the actors turn their back to the camera or the frequent use of the
acousmatic voice and letters facilitate the translation. The disconnection of
the voice and communication through letters assists the translation process the exchange of German titles or voices with French ones - on a technical
level.
It is significant that the handwriting of the murderer’s letter, in French, is
written in the same handwriting as the German letter. The equivalence of
handwriting in combination with language difference marks the inscription
as a physical trace rather than exchangeable words. It is not enough to translate the words, one also has to reproduce the same kind of inscription. If the
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anonymity in M opens up for translation, the material trace as an important
motif in the film becomes an obstacle for transparent translation. The materiality of the handwriting, or even more importantly, the materiality of the
voice, expose language as a specific physical trace, which undermines a
conception of translation based on language equivalence and exchangeability.
This introduces an important issue. The commentary on the DVD erroneously claims that Lorre himself speaks in French in the trial scene, when he
in fact is dubbed by a French actor. Even if the French voice is similar to
Lorre’s, the difference is clearly audible. The French voice lacks Lorre’s
differentiated range of vocal strength; Lorre’s voice moves in a few seconds
from whispering to screaming, the French voice is more restrained and even.
(It is also in the moments of screaming and whispering that the disruption
between Lorre’s visual appearance and the French voice is most striking.)
Furthermore, the way in which the French actor speaks is not the speech of a
German actor speaking French; there is no accent, no slips in pronunciation,
all indicate an example of perfect French “theatre accent”.
In an article in La cinématographie française, the procedure is explained
in detail by the director of the French version, Roger Goupillère:

First I decomposed the film of Fritz Lang into little pieces, that we synchronised one after the other. Then, with the help of the same number of actors
and extras that we see on the screen, I added sound to each piece. In the projection room, we projected the fragments of the film. All the actors and extras
learned to say the corresponding phrases or words in French, pronounced in
German by Fritz Lang’s actors. My actors have even been placed with the
same distance to the microphone as the German actors in the studio.431

This description clearly shows that the dubbing was made before the established dubbing techniques, described earlier, were developed. The article
also makes clear to what extent the dubbing director is recognised as director
of the film which, consequently, makes the film into an “original” or “nearequivalent” original. The problem of the distance to the microphone, finally,
stresses the material level of the translated words. Goupillère continues and
explains the shooting of the trial scene:

For some scenes which needed a rigorous parallelism between lip movements
and words, I had to return to Berlin. Peter Lorre (the vampire) and the actor
who plays his lawyer, acted the final scene in French. But we only recorded
the images. Then, in Paris Rozenberg Jr. and another actor recorded the lines
that the two German actors had firstly pronounced.432
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This technique was the German system “topology”, a system of postsynchronisation with recording on separate discs. This was used as early as
in 1929 for the first German 100% talking picture Melodie des Herzens shot
in four languages with the same actors lip-synched with local actors in the
three foreign languages.433
The post-synchronisation in the French trial scene in M clearly differs
from the English version in which Lorre himself speaks in English. The particular German accent of Lorre, which became an important part of his star
persona in Hollywood, was for the first time heard by the American audience
in the English language version.
Between the two versions, and within each version, there are degrees of
separation and unification, from dubbing, replacement of the actors, and the
unification of body and voice in the trial scene. This corresponds to the narrative development of the film in which the murderer first appears indirectly
through his shadow, voice, his handwriting, before appearing in person. It is
during the monologue in the trial scene, in which he confesses and exposes
the relation between the two sides of his split personality, that he is finally
exposed in his “totality”. This was the reason why this particular scene and
not the others were re-shot. The relation between synchronisation and vocal
liveness in scenes with direct address can, moreover, be seen in the light of
the discourse of sound or speech as attraction in the early sound films from
1928 and 1929. As described in the previous chapter, in many of the parttalkies, the selected talking or singing parts were often shot as a kind of live
performance addressed towards the audience; with trial scenes, in particular,
as talking sequences while the rest of the film was silent.
Fritz Lang’s M is thus an illuminating example of several of
the aspects of translation of sound film: the diversity of translation techniques, the relation between media transposition and translation, and the
connections between speech representation as such and translation, discussed
in this chapter.
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Translating Bodies and Imaginary
Geographies: Polyglot Stardom

Multiple Language Version Film
Multiple language version film (MLV), defined, with Ďurovičová’s words,
as “the simultaneous remaking of the same title in a variety of language versions”,434 was a more important form of translation than subtitling or dubbing in the early sound film era. These films are the most significant examples of how translation when it comes to film is merged with other forms of
transposition or adaptation. Films in multiple language versions are a form
of translation, and can thus be compared to titling or dubbing, but are also,
however, a kind of “synchronic remake”, to rephrase Ginette Vincendeau, in
order to anchor a story in a new cultural context.435
MLVs are usually described as either “new originals” or “fake originals”.436 As films in between dubbed versions and remakes, they deconstruct
the dichotomy between original and copy even more strikingly than other
translation forms in the early sound era. In François Jost’s reading, the MLV
is a step towards an “allographic” understanding of cinema; in the MLV, the
film script is the original, while the film versions (just like theatre performances) are “instances” of the original script. In an essay about the coming of
sound, Kittler approaches an idea initiated by Gisela Vogt (the wife of the
famous sound film inventor Hans Vogt) of “reproducing every sound film
scene in several idioms”437 from a similar perspective. Kittler locates the
conversion to sound film as a process from a sound medium into a word
medium. This changeover is due to a “betrayal” of the emphasis on sound in
the initial innovation for the use of sound film for primarily fiction dialogue.
With the practice of producing film in the “principle cultural languages”,438
Kittler claims that “the voice was no longer music to the ears and the heart,
but semantics for the head”.439 The emphasis of the voice in many MLVs
(many of them are musicals), as well as the prominence of stars, however,
undermines the allographic dimension of the relation between script and
individual film version.440 Of particular interest is the popular interest in
foreign accents in this mode of translation which reveals the sonic level as a
discursive resistance towards the “word” (as well as to the level of exchangeability between versions).
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In this chapter, I will discuss the MLVs as a heterogeneous phenomenon
ushering in a variety of issues related to the idea of a universal language,
national variations and specific ethnic “types”. A more general discussion on
the MLV-phenomenon is followed by an analysis of stardom in relation to
MLVs as a discourse of “embodiment of translation” or “translating bodies”
rather than languages. For this, I have chosen to focus on the role of the
polyglot star, and in particular Lilian Harvey. The main empirical sources
are German and French fan magazines. The latter constitutes the most essential material since it focuses on the transnational dimension of stardom.
The cultural signification of the versions anchored in the context of the
popular press is stressed more forcefully in this chapter than the last. A close
comparison between versions might, when not contextualised in a reception
or production perspective, lead to speculative conclusions or an emphasis on
insignificant differences. For example, concerning Die Drei von der Tankstelle, Martin Barnier has correctly pointed out that a montage sequence is
“missing” in the French version.441 This seemingly important difference is,
however, never mentioned when the versions were compared in the press.
Instead, other features, like the way in which the main star, Lilian Harvey,
speaks French, were frequently discussed. My point of departure in this
chapter is to reveal and discuss these topics rather than the more conspicuous
“textual” differences between versions. In the next chapter, I will combine a
closer textual approach in which I compare stylistic differences between
versions, with a contextual reception approach to these differences.
If this chapter deals primarily with the relation between body, voice and
translation, the next will deal with the relation between translation, cultural
adaptation and intermediality. By analysing the Swedish film version and the
Swedish theatre version of Marius, I will untangle how cultural and media
transposition (from Marseille to Sweden and from theatre play to film) interfere with the process of translation.

Production Background: Joinville, Babelsberg and Elstree
The phenomenon of version making has in the recent years grown from being a historiographic anecdote, an example of the less successful and historically insignificant experiments during the coming of sound,442 into an important field of film research.443 Even if the interpretations of the MLVphenomenon differ in recent approaches, the most notable result of this research is that the production of language versions was neither as limited in
time as most survey histories claim, nor was it an isolated or homogenous
phenomenon. In particular from a European perspective, the success of the
versions have been clearly underestimated; the peak of the UFA versions
lasted, for example, well into 1933.444 Even if the MLV as a major translation mode declined after 1932 many versions were made, especially Euro121

pean co-productions between the fascist regimes of Spain, Italy and Germany, until the end of the 1930s.445 (After WWII, there are only a few exceptional cases of MLV-production, such as Lola Montès by Max Ophüls
from 1955.) Most important in German production until 1935 was the production of French MLVs.446 The French versions of the popular UFA films,
as well as the German-French co-productions of multiple language versions,447 are important films for understanding the French-German relation in
the early 1930s.
MLVs were produced in many countries, but the major European MLVproduction took place in France, Germany and the United Kingdom. The
dominating companies were Paramount Paris in the Joinville studios, UFA in
the Babelsberg studios in Berlin, and BIP and Gaumont British in the Elstree
studios in London. Many minor companies, however, also produced MLVs
in the big studios, which were constructed for version production.448 In Hollywood, MGM, Universal, Warner Bros and RKO, shouldered most of the
MLV-production and it did not last as long as in Europe. At the end of 1931,
most American production companies had abandoned version making with
the exception of Universal which continued until 1933.449
It has often been argued that the UFA-production in contrast to Paramount in the Joinville studios in Paris stood for quality instead of quantity.
This is because some Paramount films were shot in 12 versions, while many
UFA-films were big-budget productions and rarely produced in more than
two. The Paramount films shot in Joinville were mostly foreign versions of
American originals shot in the Paramount studios in Hollywood. The UFA
films were to a larger extent perceived as two originals, while the Paramount
versions were perceived as copies of an American original. The bad reputation of the poor quality of the Paramount films, is, however, exaggerated. As
demonstrated by Charles O’Brien, between 1929 and 1931, Paramount Paris
quickly turned into a French national company with French staff and technicians. After an initial phase, some of the films were based on original French
scripts. A few of the most popular French films from this period were produced by Paramount, the best example is perhaps Marcel Pagnol’s Marius.450

Framing Language Versions
The MLVs are a heterogeneous phenomenon as they intersect other kinds of
version making and can be traced to silent film and other media versions.
MLV production functions as a continuation of different versions of silent
film, as a variation of other translated modes in the same period, and as precursor of later version making, such as film remakes or TV-programmes in
different national versions.451
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Vincendeau was one of the first scholars to question the historically isolated position of the MLV. By describing the MLV in 1988 as a “[…] point
of contact between the aesthetic and […] industrial dimensions of cinema”,452 Vincendeau places focus on this particular production mode as significant in order to understand the overall conditions for cinematic culture. A
few years later, Ďurovičová emphasised the hybrid character of the MLV,
describing the MLVs as “following a hybrid logic” between film and theatre.453 The intermedial relation between film and theatre or the hybrid character of the MLV as a point of departure for interest in this phenomena during the last decades can be linked to film theoretical approaches questioning
the idea of the film as a stable “text” disconnected from reception and production contexts which has undermined the notion of film as an isolated
“original” work of art. MLVs explicitly reveal this absence of original, and
are inevitably positioned as versions. It is this position that makes the MLV
significant for understanding and re-conceptualising the film “text”.
The practice of placing two cameras side by side in order to simultaneously produce two negatives of the same film (one for the European and one
for the American market), as well as various editions of silent films, with
different editing, content or plot (for example, different versions of Abel
Gance’s Napoleon, Dreyer’s Jeanne D’Arc, Fritz Lang’s Metropolis and
Chaplin’s City Lights) introduces the phenomenon of version making in the
early sound era. 454 Closer to MLVs are, as pointed out by Joseph Garncarz,
the short singing films of the “silent” era which were often made in different
language versions, such as Henny and Franz Porten’s “Tonbilder” from the
1900s and 1910s.455 The link to the German “Tonbilder” shows the important relation between language versions and musical performances. The
MLVs were often musicals and the songs became hits in their own right and
the production of records in different language versions continued decades
after the MLV production had ceased. For example, during her Hollywood
career, Marlene Dietrich continued to make records in both German and
French even if her multilingual filmmaking ceased with Der blaue
Engel/The Blue Angel. The intermedial relations between the music and film
industries are, consequently, crucial for understanding the MLVphenomenon.456
In terms of both production and reception, the boundaries are blurred between MLVs and other kinds of versions from the same period. There are no
clear-cut distinctions between language versions and other forms of translation, in particular dubbing, nor between language versions and other forms
of cultural adaptations such as the remake. Pierre Sorlin approaches the difficulties of defining the MLV in terms of production by taking the example
of the Italian, English and French versions/remakes of Wilhelm Thiele’s Die
Privatsekretärin:457
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Wilhelm Thiele, having directed Die Privatsekretärin, was later entrusted
with making the French version shot in Berlin with German technicians,
while the English and Italian versions were directed by two other filmmakers
working in their own countries. Shall we say that the French and German
versions are twins, while the English and Italian ones are mere cousins?458

The fact that Renate Müller acted in the German, French and English version, but not in the Italian, complicates the matter even further; from a star
perspective, there are three “twins” and one “cousin”. Moreover, the Berlin
location (of the German version) is in the French version transferred to Paris,
which might give associations to Clair’s imaginary Paris, while the story in
the English version takes place in Vienna, which positions the English version in a “German” tradition (even if Vienna is an international city in this
period, both on- and off-screen).459 A British review of this “British film”
described it as a “German musical spectacle” which “follows in the vivacious footsteps of Congress Dances”.460 Is then the English version more of
a twin, while the French is more of a cousin? Or, are they all cousins, since
all four films, as modern remakes, were adaptations of the same script by
four different production companies? In short, versions might differ in sets,
camera movement, montage, sound montage, music, director, actors and
technicians, they might have different endings, length and plots, while others
might share the same set, the same director and even the same actors. Some
versions would only replace a few actors and show exactly the same stylistic
features. Some would be re-shot entirely (even the scenes without dialogue);
in others, however, the same image material is used for most parts, but with
post-synchronised dialogue.
The heterogeneous aesthetics and production mode of the MLV is clearly
notable in the relation between MLV and dubbing. As Leonardo Quaresima
argues, “[d]ubbing should not be interpreted as an alternative practice to the
multiple language versions, as a production mode based on fundamentally
different principles, rivalling with the MLVs before supplanting them. On
the contrary: dubbing is an internal variant of solutions for the multiple language versions.” 461 As mentioned, French- and English-speaking versions of
the early Fritz Lang talkies, M and Das Testament des Dr. Mabuse, and Genina’s Prix de beauté, are instances of the predominantly mixed forms of
dubbing, post-synchronisation and version making. Some material is re-shot,
some re-used between the versions, some scenes are post-synchronised with
lip-synch and some dubbed without lip-synch. Rather than being a homogenous translation mode, the versions expose different modes of translation
mixed in order to correspond to different narrative situations.
The malleable signification of the word-dubbing discussed in the previous
chapter can also shed light on the problem of defining versions. The term
“dubbing”, initially referred to as a practice of replacement of sound samples
(voice or other), has taken on a second definition of replacing voices spoken
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in the same language (as in the example of Anny Ondra in Hitchcock’s
Blackmail), and subsequently, in a final phase in 1931, the term dubbing
takes a signification closer to today’s use of the term as the replacement of
one spoken language with another. The sliding definitions of the MLV versus dubbing can be seen as an extension of the notion of dubbing as replacement. Just as subtitling and dubbing, part-talkies and sound and silent
versions, the MLV partakes in the discourse of exchangeability and replacement of body and media. As Ginette Vincendeau points out, if dubbed films
sever the body-and-voice unit by vocal doubling, the MLV provides an “extreme” solution by “doubling” the whole “body of the actor”.462
The replacement of the “body of the actor” is only one of the significant
features of the MLV. The re-shooting of scenes reveals a higher degree of
cultural adaptation than other translation forms. Change of plot, setting, director etc. places the MLV between language translation and transposition of
other levels. Most MLVs are based on theatre plays, operettas or musical
comedies. They are thus framed by an intertextual context with speech and
singing represented in other media, by which the script or the songs stand in
an allographic relation to the films. At the same time, however, the MLV
does reveal the uniqueness, and thus an authographic dimension of the voice,
in contrast to other techniques such as dubbing. Paradoxically, just as the
MLVs are films with more replaced features than dubbed film (replacing not
only voice and language, but the whole body, sometimes the set, parts of the
story, etc.), the MLV also exposes a resistance against replacement in the
process of creating “new originals”.

MLV as Representation of Transnational Identity
Homogenisation or Differentiation?
The MLV reveal the utopia of the Tower of Babel and as well as linguistic
heteroglossia on a concrete level. The huge studios in Paris, Berlin or London, built for MLV production, brought together actors, directors and technicians from all over Europe and Hollywood. They were enclosed spaces in
which languages and cultures were mixed and developed in order to overcome the language barriers of sound film. These studios can be seen as both
linguistic “heterotopes” and as a new incarnation of the myth of the Tower
of Babel. In an article in Pour Vous, it is explained that this new filmic
Tower of Babel would function as a language school:
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Here we see how the film starts to talk like the constructers of the Tower of
Babel after the confusion of languages. A man asks about the health of someone else in pure American slang: the other one answers in French, taking a
third fellow as a witness who only speaks Spanish. […] Berlitz school is going multiple. Soon we will all speak six or seven languages. 463

This quotation sheds light on the double position of the MLV as a mode of
translation, and as a production practice able to preserve and even reinforce
multilingual cultural diversity.
When it comes to the issues of national and regional identity in relation to
internationalism, the MLV represents a paradox: the phenomenon is both
about variation or differentiation and homogeneity and similarities. In the
early 1930s, the Russian writer, Ilya Ehrenbourg, presented a series of articles in La revue du cinéma from the inside the Paramount studios. The result
was one of the most influential portraits of MLV making. Ehrenbourg
clearly foregrounds the latter conception of MLV, as a factory-like production mode for the global market. Traditional artistic quality of translation is
in Ehrenbourg’s reading replaced by the collapse of cultural difference and
the rise of a homogenous culture of mass consumption. Language, culture
and art are here “translated” into a common currency, dollars:

The name of a dog – in eleven lanuages. In twelve: the Americans are the
masters here. They speak their language. Everybody understands it: they have
dollars. Shakespeare is unemployed. They translate the dialogue with poetic
depth: ‘Mary vous m’avez remis dans le droit chemin.’464

His reading is steeped in Marxist criticism of Americanisation and globalisation of the “Fordist” industrial hegemony discussed in this period.465 The
MLV-production in Joinville is, in turn, described in terms of American
industrial culture. Ehrenbourg continues:

We are producing films in a chain. Ford – cars. Gilette – razors. Paramount –
dreams. The cinema produces the new century. Its soul, speed. Watching
quickly. Producing quickly. The poets and their horses have disappeared. In
their place, 40 horsepower and Paramount films. 466

The equating of Americanism with industry and cultural homogenisation in
the wake of globalisation and modernisation spills over into writing on the
MLV. As deconstructions of the “original” or by providing a production
mode by which the “author” is exchangeable, the MLV was often associated
with Americanisation. (Simultaneously, however, as demonstrated in the
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previous chapter, MLV as “authentic” versions in contrast to dubbing was
sometimes used as an argument for promoting MLV as “European”, while
dubbing was considered “American”.) From this perspective, the MLV is,
consequently, an example of when homogenisation of the film medium is a
result of a mode of variation. The MLV exemplifies what Ruttmann in Melodie der Welt or Duvivier in Allo Berlin (as discussed in chapter two) depict:
cultural homogenisation by variation. The tension between difference and
similarities in figure or variation renders the MLV into an explicit image of
cultural globalisation in which cultural difference is reduced to pure stereotype.
The comparison and observation of small differences between the versions has been described by Ďurovičová as “fetishism of details”.467 Close
textual reading generates interpretations attaching dissimilarity paramount
signification in terms of cultural differentiation. Ďurovičová refers to the
situation of a film historian aiming to make sense of the versions, but the
“fetishism of details” is also noticeable in popular discourses on the MLV
from the time in which they were made. In the film magazine, Pour Vous, a
writer compares the dresses of the Italian, German and French actresses: “In
the same atmosphere, sitting on the same cushions, expressing the same feelings, the German, the Italian and the French actress is each very different
from the other two. […] The French is dressed in lightweight material. […]
The Italian on the other hand wears a dress of a tragedienne! [The German]
dress is neither too light, nor too heavy, just what is needed […].”468 This is
a representative example how popular articles attribute minor differences
symbolic meaning in terms of national identity. To re-use Ďurovičová’s term
from another perspective, the focus on details can be contextualised according to Marcel Mauss’ notion of national symbols as “fetishes” in the age of
modernity and cultural homogenisation.469 MLVs are films depicting both
the culturally homogenous (since the versions are the same film in different
languages) and the small differences as symbols, which inflect the homogenised picture.
Ascheid (referring to Vincendeau) elaborates on this paradox: the MLVphenomenon can be described as a “cultural and economic negotiation of
film as an international commodity that is nevertheless marked by cultural
specificity”. This is, moreover, captured in the “tension between the film text
as a linguistically and aesthetically coded object that nonetheless aims to
function transnationally and crossculturally […]”.470 Compared to voicedubbing, subtitling, and even remake, the MLV becomes the emblem for
representing cultural identity in the era of modern reproduction.
In many fan magazines, there are numerous reports about the making of
different versions, focusing on the particular shooting procedure by which
one version, or one scene from each version, is shot after the other. In star
booklets or star portraits in magazines, journalists wrote about how the actor
prepared for acting in foreign languages, and in what ways the acting style
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might change from one version to another. Some of the most prominent examples of German MLVs such as Die 3-Groschenoper/L’opéra de
quat’sous, Die Drei von der Tankstelle/Le chemin du paradis and Der Kongreß tanzt/Le congrès s’amuse were screened in both versions in Paris and
Berlin.471 In Sweden, both the English and German version of Anna Christie,
(Clarence Brown/Jacques Feyder, 1930/1931) starring Greta Garbo, were
screened as a special attraction. The double screenings involved an obvious
element of comparison attributing differences artistic or cultural significance. Articles comparing stars as “doubles”, showing them together side by
side, double screenings and reportages from MLV shootings undermine the
common idea that audiences in the period of the MLV-production did not
have any knowledge of other versions than the ones produced in their language.472 On the contrary, MLV production is one of the rare examples in
film history (together with the contemporary DVD-culture which provides
choices of subtitling or dubbing in different languages) when audiences were
well informed of different translations of the “same” film.

MLVs as Allegories of Imaginary Geographies
The awareness of differences between versions is further emphasised since
cultural differentiation/homogenisation in many MLVs was turned into a
theme or a motif. Die singende Stadt (Carmine Gallone 1930), starring the
well-known tenor and MLV star Jan Kiepura, for instance, begins with three
parallel scenes featuring an Italian boy performing a trick to three tourist
families, one from England, one from Germany, and one from France. The
boy speaks all three languages and invents a story of his English/German/French origin. All the three families corresponds to specific
national stereotypes, the fat German, the elegant Frenchman, and the polite
Englishman all answer in their language with the same lines. Here, the cultural variation of the MLV is ironically positioned in the fiction as part of a
discourse of national stereotypes and tourism. This kind of staging of cultural imaginaries is, of course, not unique to the MLV, but it is significant
that these kinds of meta-reflexive gags appear frequently in MLV and is
often featured as language alternation. In one of the first German MLVs, Die
Nacht gehört uns (Carl Froelich and Henry Roussel, 1929), the French actor
Jim Gerald, who had a part in the French version of the film (La nuit est à
nous, Roger Lion, 1929), is given a secondary role as a French car expert
“doubling” a German one in a scene when the two tries to make conversion
in their different languages.473 The comical effect, of course, emerges from
the fact that they say exactly the same lines without understanding each
other. The variation stages several overlapping discourses indicative of the
production of the MLV: the context of tourism, the cultural image as fake,
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imaginary or make-believe, and a context of globalisation which reduces
images of cultures to commodities.474 In Paul Fejos’ UFA-produced MLV,
Sonnenstrahl/Gardez le sourire (1933), the cohabitation of these discourses
is even more striking. The film is about a poor couple in Vienna (Gustaf
Froehlich and Annabella) who dream about a better life of material wealth.
In one crucial scene, the couple visits a travel agency filled with posters,
mannequins, and small arrangements with decorations from different countries. In a musical performance, the couple imagine travelling between the
different destinations and interact with the explicitly fake decorations. The
game of make-believe, in which the different locations are integrated into the
same commercial space, sets an imaginary stage for dreams and fiction. The
mass- produced cultural identities are linked here to a larger discourse of
film making as a “dream factory” with MLVs as cases in point.
The MLV as a production mode was predominantly linked to certain genres, in particular, the musical comedy, the operetta and the opera film, all
relying heavily on imaginary spaces. The prime examples of MLV-musicals,
Die 3-Groschenoper, Die Drei von der Tankstelle, and Der Kongreß tanzt,
were all staged in dream-like or theatrically artificial versions of London,
Berlin and Vienna. A critic of the French version of Die Drei von der Tankstelle states significantly that “Le chemin du paradis is neither German, nor
French, it is operetta.”475 The genre of operetta is compared here with an
actual geographic location; the stories, irrespective of setting, take place on
the imaginary land of the operetta stage.
The imaginary or artificial locations in many MLVs suggest that geographical spaces, like languages, are interchangeable. Vienna is replaced by
Berlin or Paris in Die Privatsekretärin/La Dactylo/Sunshine Susie just as
German is replaced by English or French. Concerning the construction of
geographies or identities in MLVs, “language” should be understood in a
conventional sense, as well as in an enlarged sense applied to the cinematic
representation of locations. The MLV is a mode of translation, i.e. of translating words, confronted with, or in interaction with, a visual cinematic “language”. Location is thus paralleled with language as interchangeable features.
Even in the MLVs with a more “realist” tone, the location as “image” and
“language” depicting transcultural representation is often stressed, for example, in Siodmak’s Voruntersuchung/Autour d’une enquête (1931) shot on
location in Berlin with many scenes in Berlin streets. In the French version,
it is evident that the film is selling an image of “Germanness”. The set design can be linked to motifs and images from Weimar film as it was known
in France: the movements in the street to the “Straßenfilm” and the vertiginous staircases from a range of expressionist films. Significantly, a large
number of text signs in the filmic diegesis (notes, letters, cards etc.) are
throughout the film shown first in German and subsequently dissolved into
French. This rather common device of representing written language (in
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films which were not versions) illustrates the exchangeability of language, as
well as showing how one language is located in a specific region.
Another way of dealing with “translation” of location is to create a kind
of no-man’s-land somewhere between national boundaries or in an enclosed
non-defined space. The first European MLV, the Elstree film Atlantic/Atlantik (E.A. Dupont, 1929), about the sinking of the Titanic, is an illustrative example. Atlantic was based on a popular stage play by Ernest Raymond and was first produced in English and German versions, and one year
later, in French (Atlantis, 1930). The closed cabin space or the open views of
the ocean on deck represent a neutral location between geographic areas.
Even if the film portrays a culturally and ethnically defined group (British
upper-class passengers), the location neutralises the culturally specific and
turns the film into a representation of something “universal”. The same kind
of non-specific location is found Dupont’s subsequent Elstree film Cape
Forlorn/Menschen im Käfig/Le cap perdu (1929), set in a lighthouse close to
New Zealand. Here, the no-man’s-land is thematically linked to a story about
changing identities and the difficulties of erasing the past and starting again.
Other MLV films such as SOS Eisberg or other mountain films, Anna
Christie or The Big House (George W. Hill, 1930) set in the mountains, on a
boat and in prison, can be placed in this category. The most extreme example
is F.P.1 antwortet nicht/IF1 ne répond plus (Karl Hartl, 1932), produced by
UFA in French and German versions (Conrad Veidt starring in the French
version and Hans Albers in the German), in which the acting takes place on a
huge floating platform in the Atlantic.
The MLV’s different means of dealing with geographic representations
are not about creating anonymous spaces understood as insignificant backgrounds – neither the representations of the regional as a stereotype or an
imaginary dream land, nor the images of a “non-space” between or cut off
from specific defined locations. On the contrary, the “glocal” MLV-space
stresses the specific, the local, as well as the general and “universal”. Spaces
like the lighthouse in Cape Verlorn, the ship in Anna Christie or Atlantic, or
the platform in F.P.1 antwortet nicht are all crucial to the story; the representation of a no-man’s lands foregrounds the spatial dimension. The intermedial convergences between MLV and theatre (which will be further developed in the next chapter) is emphasised by the enclosed no-man’s-land of the
MLV, closer to modern stages than film sets.
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MLV-stardom
Intersections of Versions and Star Images
The MLV is a radical solution to the translation problem in the sense that the
actor is either replaced or has to act in several languages. This practice of
replacement might seem to stand in opposition to the established star system
of the time, featuring big names as selling points. The paradoxical position
of the film star, however, as both unique and possible to copy, intersects the
MLV-phenomenon with the star system.
In the early 1930s, stars were constantly criticised of copying each other,
to “wear haircuts à la Greta Garbo or copy Adolphe Menjou’s moustache”.476 Simultaneously, however, they were considered to be unique, irreplaceable and exceptional. This paradoxical position of mass-reproduced
originals was appropriated by the MLV-phenomenon both reinforcing and
challenging the very idea of stardom. Apart from the notion of stars as copies of other stars, the double identity of the star as both a screen and an offscreen “persona” (inscribed in an original/copy discourse) can be seen in
relation to the problematic of versions.477
In his classical study of stardom, Edgar Morin depicts the paradoxical
tension between uniqueness and duplication embodied in the star phenomenon, a tension by which the double, the image or reproduction, takes the
position of the “real”, and therefore poses as original. The star is “the phantom of his phantom”, “imitating his double by miming his life on screen”..478
Morin sheds light on the discursive relation between the real person and the
screen image, a relation that in later structuralist theory would be understood
as two textual discourses interacting in the process of establishing a “star
persona”. To quote Richard Dyer, “[s]tars are, like characters in stories, representations of people”, stars are considered as constructions produced in a
discourse in which “the roles and/or the performances of a star in a film were
taken as revealing the personality of the star”.479 We are dealing with two
dimensions of media representation which are both establishing and deconstructing the boundaries between copy and original, between the real and the
“image”. The star is both preconditioned and threatened by the massreproduced copy – she/he is a “persona” between the divinity above the
masses and the prefabricated “type”, an image ready to be distributed in an
infinite number of copies.
In the period of the coming of sound, the star system is revaluated by major changes in the film industry, which further reinforces overall issues of the
multiple versus the unique. Version making and media “duplications” of the
rising stars of musical genres, reproduced in film, radio and gramophone,
highlight the stardom as a process of mass industrial duplication.
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MLV Star Types
There was not one model for the casting of the MLV actors. One can, however, state a few “types”480 of MLV stars, linked to specific production companies, genres or star images.
The polyglot star
The polyglot star speaks several languages and acts in several versions. The
“polyglotism” as a representation of internationalism is always used as a
major feature of the star persona. In the fan magazines, the polyglot star is
often linked to either a jet-set international lifestyle or some exotic foreign
origin. Lilian Harvey is the most significant example, but there are many
others: Jan Kiepura, Käthe von Nagy, Greta Garbo, Marlene Dietrich, Martha Eggerth, etc.
The phonetically speaking star
The phonetically speaking star learns his/her lines phonetically in the foreign
languages, but does not understand a word of what he or she is saying
(something that is clearly evident from his/her acting). This method was
most successful in absurd comedies with actors like Laurel and Hardy and
Buster Keaton. The parody of The Big House, Pardon Us (James Parrott,
1931), for example, was produced in Italian, Spanish, German and French
with Laurel and Hardy speaking all languages.481 In these cases, the strong
accent, the automatic speech and rather strange stressing of syllables creates
a happy discrepancy between diction and meaning, which reinforces the
comical absurd dimension and thus links this specific practice to a specific
genre. A well-known later example from another genre is the Spanish star
Imperio Argentina’s acting in the musical film in Andalusische
Nächte/Carmen, la de Triana (Herbert Maisch/Florián Rey, 1938).482 The
musical genre is important for all kinds of polyglot acting. Phonetic speech
is rather similar to different musical traditions in which the singers perform
in foreign languages, guided by the melody in the pronunciation.
Perfectly matched equivalents
This star type is a product primarily of the big-budget two version model
such as the UFA films. The versions featured two actors who were both stars
in their own right, and who had a similar star image, both on- and off-screen.
Willy Fritsch and Henri Garat in the Lilian Harvey films are the most striking example. Through the French fan magazines, UFA managed to build
Harvey and Garat into a French “dream couple” reflecting the status of the
star couple Harvey and Fritsch in Germany. The double stardom generated a
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conception of two versions of equal stature instead of a foreign “copy” of a
domestic original.
Individuals: Stars in Their Own Rights
An alternative way to deal with stardom in big-budget equivalent versions
was to choose two very different actors with equal but dissimilating star
reputations, who each played their part in their own specific manner and
thereby giving the whole film a different touch. The most well-known example is Rudolf Forster and Albert Préjean in the leading part in the German
and French version of Die 3-Groschenoper/L’opéra de quat’sous. Even if
every shot and every camera angle and every line is (more or less) the same,
the charming smiling Préjean in contrast to the robust and silently aggressive
Forster, changes the film completely.483 Another example is the German
version of Marcel Pagnol’s Fanny from 1932 (Der Schwarze Walfisch, Fritz
Wendhausen, 1934), in which César is played by Emil Jannings. Jannings
gives a more stern interpretation of the Marseille bar keeper than Raimu’s
cheerful portrait of the same character, closer to the authoritarian school
teacher in Der blaue Engel.
In secondary roles, the use of significantly different actors is even more
frequent and gives each version a unique “atmosphere”.484 For example, in
the English version of Thiele’s Die Privatsekretärin, Sunshine Susie, Jack
Hulbert’s outstanding performance in a secondary role makes the English
version more lively and cheerful.
Copies
The idea of copying stars and actors is closely related to MLV-production,
and to a certain extent, all MLV-actors can be seen as copies of the actors in
other versions. This is, in particular, the case concerning the Paramount versions shot in the Joinville studios, which were low-budget copies of Hollywood originals. However, the hierarchical relation between copy and original is not as clear-cut as one might think, since the actors were often wellknown in their own countries, and their regional star appeal carried connotations and associations beyond the original film. The perception of the Joinville actors as mere copies is more blatant in distribution regions where the
actors were relatively unknown.485
National troupe actors
The Paramount cast was based on national teams, that is, a group of actors
who were supposed to act in all the versions. They thereby created a continuity between the foreign versions made by Paramount for the domestic market, rather than between the original and the foreign version. As I will consider in the next chapter, Paramount’s Swedish cast were all hired from the
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same theatre in Stockholm, which reinforces the local connection between
the versions and the reception context.
These categories of MLV star-types naturally merge in many cases. Lilian
Harvey and her double or even triple co-stars can, from different perspectives, be conceptualised as copies, as well as in terms of polyglotism and
equivalence. In the films of Lilian Harvey, the explicit thematisation of staging stardom and cinematic duplication can also be seen in relation to MLVacting.

Version Production as Star Image: Lilian Harvey
The “fairy among doll fairies”, a critic enthusiastically quips about Lilian
Harvey.486 This succinct description captures the paradoxes of reproduction
versus uniqueness of the star in the modern society of mass reproduction.
Harvey is both “the one and only”, the most sparkling fairy, but she is also a
doll, a reproduction of the real. This tension is embodied in Harvey’s star
persona on many levels and it is revealed explicitly in her films, as well as in
the fan press about her. The most striking example is her Hollywood debut
of 1933, I am Suzanne (Rowland V. Lee), featuring a marionette doll in the
likeness of Harvey’s character, in which Harvey’s typically Weimarian play
with illusion and reproduction is reinforced on a thematic narrative level.487
As described by Ascheid, Harvey’s image in the internationally successful
UFA musicals as a “living doll” is an image in constant interaction with an
audience’s interest in her “real” persona often described as an “innocent
child”.488 These two aspects are somewhat contradictory: the authentic, natural and ingenuous features associated with the child stand in opposition to
the controlled and artificial acting style of Harvey.489 As Karsten Witte observes, “this siren never sang, she whined out of a built-in voice box”.490
Harvey’s patented childish poses and movements – stamping her feet on the
ground, putting her finger in her mouth, jumping around expressing innocent
joy – are mechanical and strictly choreographed, and highlight the artificial.
As argued by Dyer, the off- and on-screen relation functions as a process
of (de)constructing authenticity which permeates the star phenomenon and is
thus not exclusively linked to version making.491 With the sound film, however, the star persona as “double” seeped into the MLV as multiplication of
bodies and as a mode of translation. In MLVs, the theme of double identity
fuelled new meaning. After Harvey’s first two sound film successes, Der
Liebeswalzer (Wilhelm Thiele, 1930) and Hokuspokus (Gustav Ucicky,
1930) made in German and English versions (in English The Love Waltz and
The Temporary Widow), Harvey began to build her fame on her multiple
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language abilities and eventually became the most popular foreign star in
France.492 In the French versions of Die Drei von der Tankstelle and Der
Kongreß tanzt (Le chemin du paradis and Le congrès s’amuse), Harvey acts
for the first time with the French “jeune premier”, Henri Garat, who later
became Harvey’s regular French partner and functioned as a duplication of
Willy Fritsch in the German versions. Katja Uhlenbrok has demonstrated
how the image of Garat grows in a French reception context into a duplication of Fritsch on both an on- and off-screen level. The “dream couple” Harvey/Fritsch were already in the late silent period a subject of gossip in the
press.493 In spite of the fact that those rumours flourished also in the French
fan press, with the growing stardom of Garat during the 1930s, Fritsch disappears, and Garat takes his place alongside Harvey.494 Fritsch and Garat
thus function as duplicates of each other in the public sphere of the fan press.
It is noticeable that during a short period when Fritsch was still present in a
French context, the press staged Harvey with both her partners (and sometimes also a third English one). Lilian’s two partners became her “playmates”, privately as well as professionally. It is described in fan magazines
how all three of them go on trips together, walk around Paris, visit the Eiffel
tower etc. “Such a friendship is nice to see”, writes Pour Vous, “little Lilian
and her two darlings […] – a French and German version – will anew confront the tiring studio lights.” 495
The duplication of partners around Harvey creates a comical dimension
reflecting the slightly absurd features of the double or triple heroes in the
films. For instance, the language problem between Garat and Fritsch could
generate comical situations:
“Meanwhile I talk to Lilian, he [Willy Fritsch] is making conversation
with Henri Garat. In a funny way for that matter. Henri Garat speaks to him
in an English in which he pops in some German expressions. Willy Fritsch
speaks to him in German and cautiously introduces some English expressions.”496 In this “transitional” period of the Garat/Fritsch stardom (a period
when, for the French audience, well-known Willy Fritsch was successively
replaced by Henri Garat), the love relation in terms of a friendly and innocent ménage-à-trois is never explicitly mentioned, but always implied. The
doppelganger theme in the press is thus part of the construction of a “star
persona” for the different actors, as well as a reflection on MLVs and its
implications on stardom.
This is, moreover, allegorised in the films themselves. In the two major
initial sound film successes, Die Drei von der Tankstelle and Der Kongreß
tanzt, Lilian Harvey is staged as a spoilt but charming girl surrounded by
attentive admirers, reflecting Harvey’s irreplaceable position and her acting
in all three versions, while her partners were all substituted. The comical
symmetry of the “three men from the petrol station” in Die Drei von der
Tankstelle parallels the staging Harvey’s three partners in the press. Choreographed dance sequences with synchronised movements on a set filled with
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mirrors stress the multiplication of bodies indicative of MLV production. In
one of Harvey’s dancing numbers we see her jumping and dancing around
her bedroom, tellingly playing with three miniature dolls which represent her
three admirers. The room is replete with mirrors reflecting both her star-like
omnipresence and the multiplication of the self, Harvey’s greatness and irreplaceable status is embodied in the very duplication of herself in an infinite
number of refracted versions. This is contrasted with the three exchangeable
“puppets” surrounding her. In the decisive romantic scene, Fritsch/Garat
asks Harvey, “Do you think you are irreplaceable?”, an ironic question that
can be read as a comment on his own position as replaceable “double”. In
Der Kongreß tanzt, one finds similar meta-reflexive features. The doppelganger motif is shown in the double role of Willy Fritsch (and Henri Garat in
the French and the English versions) playing both the emperor of Russia and
his look-alike. In 1932 the scheme of male multiplication around Harvey
was an established feature of the Harvey films. In Ein blonder Traum/Happy
Ever After/Un rêve blond (Paul Martin, 1932) Harvey has two partners (in
each version, of course) simply named Willy I and Willy II (Maurice I and
Maurice II in the French and Willie and Willie in the English), ironically
enough played by Willy Fritsch and Willi Forst.497 The figure of “the double
as the other”, to use Elsaesser’s expression, intersects with the MLV as a
practice of “doubling” body, language and national identity.498
In addition to the “double” intersecting with version making, the internationalism as part of Harvey’s “persona” reinforces the notion of stardom
embodied in translation. Harvey’s international appeal, her cosmopolitan
lifestyle and crosscultural background were elaborated by the press just as
much as her childish appearance and innocent behaviour. This image of an
international personality was integral to the MLV films she acted in. Edith
Hamann wrote for Die Filmwoche that “while the sound film for so many
actors meant a limitation of international activity, for her, it meant an extension of her popularity all over the world. Her sound films were not only
screened in German-speaking countries, but the French and English versions
were also shown in France, Italy, the Balkans, England, America, Africa,
India, Australia, Japan and China.”499 With her English origin, her initial
Austrian and later German professional career, and her love for France, she
was described as a “European, continental cocktail” and as a global attraction.500
From this perspective, Harvey was not exceptional. It was frequent in this
period to stress internationalism as one of the most important features of the
star persona, especially in a European context. Elaborating this dimension of
stardom, Malte Hagener and Jan Hans have by discussing the star image of
Jan Kiepura, demonstrated how Kiepura incarnated and promoted a “Europe
from below”.501 Command of several languages was considered essential for
a star to survive in the international film market. Käthe von Nagy, Jan
Kiepura, Martha Eggerth, Marlene Dietrich, Maurice Chevalier and Albert
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Menjou are some of the many actors who crossed borders in the early sound
film era. The transnational stars were all described in the press as both polyglot and glamorous, modern vagabonds. Promotional remarks like “Madame
von Nagy has […] no permanent address”502 or “[Jan Kiepura] has lived for
seven years in hotel rooms”,503 were frequent occurrences in the press. Exile
or “foreignness” was considered an attraction, indicative of modern stardom.
A recurrent topic in articles referring to the subject of polyglot acting
were descriptions of acting in terms of cultural adaptation. A telling example
is when the Hungarian actor, Paul Javor, explains to Die Filmwoche that
“one does not only speak differently in the Hungarian version as in the German, one thinks and creates differently. […] A simple ‘translation’ doesn’t
take you anywhere”. 504 An enlarged concept of translation as a conception
involving bodies, mentalities and cultures dominates the discourses on the
MLV. The large number of Eastern European actors working in the German
film industry where mixed background is constantly foregrounded, mirrors
both a certain idea of Europeanism, besides functioning as means to present
version-making in terms of cultural differentiation.
The understanding of internationalism as described in popular film press
was both about utopias and fantasies and actual transnational practices. The
transition to sound meant the fall of many international stars. The recurring
press reports about travelling, polyglotism and cross-cultural identities was
also a rejection of, and a resistance against, these new conditions for the
majority of actors. Even a national and German-speaking star like Hans
Albers was, in the fan press, described as international and polyglot: “He
does not only act for Germany, he speaks English just as well as he speaks
different German dialects. That turns him into a ‘universal actor’, who, like
Harvey and Fritsch, does not need to be substituted in the English and
French versions; instead he can act in all the three world languages.”505 Lilian Harvey is thus one of the most prominent examples of a larger phenomenon within film culture, in which translation or discourses on translation
intersect with images of Europeanism, of cosmopolitan or national identity.
The cross-cultural image of Harvey is combined with attempts to define
her identity as ethnically specific. For example, the French magazine often
describes her as typically British, with “the finesse of her race” as it states in
an article in Cinémonde.506 In German magazines, on the other hand, she is
described as both a mixed European and a real German star. The pseudonym, Aros, writes in his star booklet that “this actress, who was born in England, today embodies the German feeling, and understands the sense of
German mentality as if she had seen the light for the first time at the Spree or
the Panke”. 507
Harvey’s heterogeneous cultural origin positions her in a variety of descriptions; sometimes contradictory portraits are all integrated into the same
structure of the ethnically defined (whether it is British, German or European
identity that it stressed) with cultural diversity escaping a fixed ethnic iden137

tity. It is significant that Harvey’s transnationalism, combined with a taste
for luxury, jewellery, a villa on the Riviera etc., also made her the most
“Hollywood like” of all the European stars.508 The Hollywood-like is, in
Harvey’s contradictory persona, combined with the descriptions of her as
more “European” than most stars.
As mentioned in chapter two, Dyer describes cultural variations within a
homogenous white ethnic identity as part of the construction of American
national identity.509 The Harvey example shows a European counterpart to
this construction. The “European”, in the case of Harvey, functions as an
overall term embracing the contradictions in the descriptions of her in terms
of “race” or national “feeling” (as in the quotations above) in combination
with the cross-cultural. Harvey’s different ethnic or cultural identities are
revealed explicitly by the many descriptions of her professional life as a
polyglot MLV star. It is often stressed that she had to adapt her way of acting according to different national or cultural identities: “She had to learn
her parts twice or three times, because every version does not only arrange
the scenes differently, but because German, French or English mentality
linguistically and visually are placed under a completely different light.” 510
This stands in contradiction to the striking similarities between the versions
and to Harvey’s mechanical acting style, which reveals a more or less exact
repetition of the movements of the body from one version to another. It is
also opposed to the fantasy-like operetta style which erases cultural differences into one and the same cinematic culture of modernity. The repeatability embodied in Harvey’s acting style combined with discourses in the press
on cultural adaptation as corresponding to different national mentalities parallels the contradictory descriptions of Harvey’s cultural identity.
Mechanically-choreographed repetition is the answer to Harvey’s ability
to act in one version after the other rather than her capacity to adapt herself
to different “mentalities”. As pointed out by Horst Claus and Anne Jäckel,
the Harvey versions are, compared to many other MLVs, unusually similar,
stylistically speaking. The UFA production mode provided, stylistically,
perfectly “synchronised” versions; a scene of the French version was shot
directly after and by the same team as the corresponding scene in the German version, without changing camera or microphone positions.511 Harvey
thus repeated the exact movements, lines, expressions etc. in the French or
English version as in the German. This production mode, in combination
with the specific non-realistic acting style of the operettas facilitated “copying” the movements by the same body. On a discursive level, the replaced
“doubles” function as a variation of Harvey’s repetitions and as a means to
“reproduce herself” from one version to another.
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Foreign Accents and Polyglot Voices
The unification of voice and body in the MLV (in contrast to dubbing and
subtitling) in combination with a discourse of replacement of bodies and
languages captures the dual position of the MLV. When the whole “body of
the actor” is either replaced or multiplied from one version to another, the
disembodiment of the voice is presented by other means than by media separation (as would be the case in dubbing and subtitling). The polyglot star
speaking in foreign languages partakes in a discourse of vocal displacement
at another level: by speaking a foreign language, the “natural” speech is replaced by the foreign as a learned construction, creating a tension between
the natural and physical or the trained or learned. The accent reveals “foreignness” and disconnection between voice and meaning and thereby between speech and the self. The separation between native and foreign in the
act of speaking a foreign language corresponds to the separation between
titles and speech in subtitling or voice and image in dubbing. The foreign
accent emphasises the voice as body, since the accent depicts the vocal
rather than verbal dimension of speech. In his essay about foreign accents in
film, Alain Fleicher describes the foreign accent as “a trace of a foreign language”,512 that is, an index of a specific (or non-specific) cultural origin. This
origin is present in its absence, it is “a kind of phantom language”.513
Ascheid’s description of dubbing actors who are “speaking tongues”, as
characters who “express themselves in foreign languages that we know the
actors cannot speak”, applies also to discourses on polyglot acting.514 Dialogue spoken without grammatical mistakes with an elaborate vocabulary
combined with a strong foreign accent generates an effect of affectless
speech. The process of reading rather than speaking freely is reinforced and
produces a disconnection between voice and words. Speaking with a foreign
accent functions as polyglossia of two languages which are linked to a division of two dimensions of speech representation; speech as words represented in one language (the spoken language), and speech as body represented in another (the language from which the accent derives). Consequently, polyglot acting and foreign accents maintain the “authentic” unification between body and voice; simultaneously, however, these features
generate a split between two spoken languages (as in dubbing) and even
between voice as sounds and voice as words (as in subtitling).
In relation to stardom, Barry King describes accents as either “impersonation” or “personification” of a specific star. The impersonation involves
important changes between played parts; it shows that the change itself can
be a feature of continuity, it can be “the thing” of a specific star to be able to
alter one’s accent.515 In the case of “personification”, the star has the same
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accent in every film. The accent, in this case, characterises the star and becomes the link between the on- and off-screen personas. The accent is an
unchangeable physical feature giving an indication of the actual origin of the
actor irrespective of the cultural background of the part he or she plays. The
“impersonation” concerns the voice as construction of body, the “personification” of the voice as natural body. In the case of impersonation, the accent
is, of course, also a link to the actual, “real” body of the actor. The star’s
ability to learn is shown as an attraction, and the very fact that that the actor
changes his/her voice reveals the relation between the off-screen (the professionalism of the actor) and the on-screen (the fictional character) persona.
As discussed in relation to Dietrich’s performance in The Blue Angel (in
chapter two), in early sound film, these aspects of the voice are interrelated
and often linked to one and the same star. In discourses on polyglot MLVacting, speaking a foreign language erases the origin and at the same time
(by the presence of an accent) reveals this cultural origin as an attraction.
Articles about the learning process of foreign languages were frequent in
both the German and French popular film press. German stars learning
French, French stars speaking English, Americans acting (often without
really learning) French or German were frequently commented upon in the
press.
Camilla Horn’s clumsy French was mocked in the press, and sentences
such as “moi pas comprendre vous…j’ai dit tout mon français..alors?” are
often quoted. 516 Under the title “Brigitte Helm speaks French” a critic in
Pour Vous describes the star’s language acquisition as part of her charming
childish manners: “French, German and English poets. They are all her
friends. Like a devoted little girl, she repeats the same phrase twice, ten,
twenty times until she pronounces it correctly.”517 The same humoristic approach to the many German actors learning French was also directed against
French actors “exiled” in Hollywood. Adolph Menjou was claimed to have
lost his original accent; he “speaks French with his curious thick American
accent”, saying things like “Quand jé voâ une gène femme”.518
The act of speaking foreign languages as “simulation” of speech is particularily stressed by phonetic speech as an MLV acting method, common
primarily in comedies. The alienated foreign speech in Buster Keaton’s or
Laurel and Hardy’s strong accents and mechanical way of pronunciation
reinforced the absurdist style. For example, the French version of a Laurel
and Hardy film was described as “a fantasy land, […] where one speaks
French with the charming accent of an English clown”. Harvey’s German
accent and her “charming” way of speaking French were often mentioned in
the press as one of her most unique and attractive features. Her accent reveals her polyglot acting, and makes the spectator aware of the fact that she
acts in several versions. It also, however, turned the French version into a
unique “text” since the accent provided a feature that was absent in the German original: “Lilian is even more seducing in the French version since she
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speaks a language that she does not know very well yet.” Comments on Harvey’s accent are off-hand inscribed in other topics about her, such as her
childish appearance or her hard-working personality. For example, “when
Lilian speaks our language, one hears the funny little amusing voice of a
nice and devoted little girl”.519 The same article continues with a description
of her accent French acquisition from another perspective, as a calculated
and studied acting performance: “She is also a very intelligent and merited
actress; expressing herself, she gives the impression that she understands our
old complicated French […] when, in fact, she does not understand it at
all.”520 The remarks are significant. The foreign speech as mechanical repetition without understanding the spoken words co-exists with discourses on
the voice as a natural feature, as a part of Lilian Harvey as a “real” and natural child. This generates a dual position regarding the control and power,
linked to the so-called “problem of women’s speech”, a cultural technological discourse undermining the position of power and authority embodied in
the act of speaking.521 Harvey is described as a professional actor in control
of her own speech, even in terms of manipulation of the audience (by pretending to speak a language she does not understand); simultaneously, her
inability to speak perfect French underscores the mechanical dimension of
speaking without control of the content. This captures the merging of sound
technology and foreign language acting: as a sound apparatus, she produces
and controls sounds, not words. Taking into account that the foreign accent
is primarily a female feature, polyglotism as a translation or representation is
a gendered issue. The erotic dimension of the voice revealed by accents is
combined with a displacement of the spoken message embodied in the discourse of female speech as represented in film. The accent reveals an erotic
and physical dimension of the voice, and simultaneously a “mechanical”
aspect. In the case of Harvey, the German accent emphasised the “real child”
embodied in her persona, as well as it reinforced the perception of her
speech as a “built-in voice box”.
Lilian Harvey’s cross-cultural background is further reflected in the descriptions of her accent; her accent is always discussed in terms of cultural
origin. Curiously, it seems to remain unclear whether her accent is German
or English: “Impossible to resist this cute little girl who speaks French with a
slight English accent”,522 one learns from one article, and “Lilian Harvey
speaks with a strong German accent”523 from another. The floating and malleable quality of Harvey’s foreign accent is mirrored in the conception of
“European” identity as a cross-cultural identity embracing a variety of ethnic
“types”; by the accent, the “foreignness” itself is constant, while the ethnic
identity is variable. It is noticeable how many of the early sound film stars
whose accents are categorised according to different languages, which are
united in a common “European” identity. The Hungarian, Käthe von Nagy,
is attributed a “Russian” accent in German and French,524 and German,
Brigitte Helm, is attributed a both a German and “charming Slavic ac141

cent”.525 The attraction of the so-called “Slavic” accent, which was rarely
attributed a particular Slavic language, has a specific position in the construction of “European” speech. Hagener and Hans have described Kiepura’s
Polish accent as clearly detectable but still “neutral” which makes it possible
for Kiepura to play Italian, French or Austrian characters.526 The vague malleable “Slavic” accent becomes the idiom considered able to represent multilingual Europe (Europe “from below”), besides representing the foreign
“other Europe”. Von Nagy tellingly explains to Pour Vous how her Russian
accent came from her Russian language teacher, a comment that illustrate
that authenticity (the accent as trace of past or the body) interact with a discourse of transforming, changing idioms and to position the “mother tongue”
(which the accent normally reveals) as foreign.527
The foreign accent also has a dual position concerning the social dimension of speech. It reveals the cultural geographical origin (or several origins),
but also erases the social dimension of speech, and thus functions as a means
of undermining the social origin of the speaking character/actor. The classcoded dimension of the voice is absent and replaced by the foreign accent,
exposing a vague foreign “far-away” escaping a positioning in a specific
social context. For example, Lorre’s “sophisticated” Austrian accent adds a
social dimension to the murderer in M, which is undermined when Lorre
plays the same charachter in English. Lilian Harvey’s double cultural identities, with German and English accents, reinforce this imaginary vague dimension revealed by the absence of class-coded speech. In relation to the
imaginary style of Harvey’s films, the absence of a social dimension, in
combination with a touch of vague foreignness, the accent also reveals the
unreal and the dreamlike. Consequently, in the case of version making, the
tension between inscription and simulation discussed in previous chapters
can be replaced by a tension between “pure nature” and simulation of nature.
This can also be linked to the frequent focus on the physical dimension of
the voice in many early sound film musicals. In the Jan Kiepura and Martha
Eggerth MLVs, the voices of the two singers are represented, on the one
hand, as trained voices and, on the other, as a natural talent528 or erotic attraction.529 In most musical genres, primarily opera, performances in foreign
languages are common, and discourses on the polyglot star, the ability to act
in foreign languages and with a foreign accent, can be traced to the overall
cultural significance of the singing voice. As described by Mathias Spohr,
“singing technique separates the voice from the singer as private person.” 530
The understanding of MLV polyglot acting as both mechanical, trained and
artificial, as well as natural and real, is similar to this notion of the singing
voice as an erotic “natural” body and separated from the body and transposed to a public sphere.
It is significant that Alain Fleicher compares the foreign accent with the
singing voice in order to conceptualise the dialogue between languages embodied in the accent: “Isn’t the accent, just as music, the melody of a lan142

guage – one does speak of the melodic accents – from a state that would be
the melody of its natural origin […]?”.531 The MLV is a “polyglossia” dialogue between two languages in the sense that every translation sets up dialogue between languages. With the foreign speech “music” of the polyglot
actor, this dialogue is part of a sonic level of the film itself. Translation in
the MLV takes part in a process of replacing bodies, or by replacing languages in the same body. This process is embodied in a discourse of disconnection between body and voice, and stages translation not only as a means
to displace a story in various local contexts, but also to depict this process of
cultural transposition as attraction.
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Film, Theatre and Translation of the Local:
Marius in Sweden

Translating the Modern
Joinville – A Sausage Factory
The notion of multiple language versions as a production of cultural stereotypes from different perspectives addresses Americanisation. As mentioned
in the previous chapter, the writings on Paramount MLV production are part
of a realm of larger cultural criticism: Paramount in Paris embodied American capitalism and cultural “imperialism” as a threat to the alleged diversity
and authenticity of European culture.
The images of different cultures represented by the same postcard-like
images were perceived as a sign of how Americans re-define culture as such,
as well as how they produced a conflated “Americanised” image of European culture. To take an example of Ehrenbourg’s report from the Paramount studios, the writer ventured a lively description of how the Joinville
studios produced a false and stereotypical view of his native country Russia:

Russia. Summer. Lots of snow. The director has to think. Wait a minute. Is it
possible, that there is snow in summer? The manager comes to the rescue: the
manuscript is made in America, what other problems could there be? Without
snow, no Russia. Snow, troika, nostalgia. Think, in Joinville, impossible, we
must hurry. Two hours of filming snow. Several metres. At the entrance, the
Italians are already waiting. They are going to be Russians, in summer, with
snow.532

Until more recent discussions on the MLV-phenomenon, the Ehrenbourg
portrayal has dominated the image of the Joinville MLVs in film history.
Paramount Paris has always been known as the “sausage-factory” in which
films are shaped into one and the same global, or American, culture of mass
consumption. What remains of any cultural identity is either a postcard-like
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cliché or a neutral representation, either, as in the example above, nostalgic
Russians in snow, or objects that “do not know any borders”, chosen with no
other aesthetic judgement than “a bed is a bed everywhere, in Sweden as in
Italy”.533 It is significant that the American representations of European culture are described both as a non-identity as well as with exaggerated images,
i.e. it is both neutral and a stereotype. These two ideas on how Americans
represent Europe are both about falsification, homogenisation and an understanding of Americanisation as a process erasing authentic culture. In Ehrenbourg’s reading, the postcard-like stereotypes and the neutral staging in
combination undermine authenticity.

Marius as Vernacular Modernism
This negative interpretation of film production as if on a conveyor belt without consideration of cultural traditions can be related back to an understanding of cultural globalisation as a process of homogenization. Miriam Hansen’s essay on Hollywood cinema as “vernacular Modernism” offers an alternative model for understanding global processes, plus the export of Hollywood film on a market of products that constantly change in relation to
specific local reception and production contexts. Opposed to David Bordwell’s cognitive narratology and other theories based on the assumption that
the economical expansion of Hollywood cinema can be explained by an
inherent universal structure, Hansen claims that “classical Hollywood cinema succeeded as an international modernist idiom on a mass basis, it did so
not because of its presumably universal narrative form, but because it meant
different things to different people and publics, both at home and abroad.”534
Hansen’s perspective is particularly useful when it comes to the cultural
implications of the transition to sound and the MLV phenomenon. The
MLVs can be read as a response to what happens when filmed clichés of
foreign countries, described by Ehrenbourg, are confronted with the problems of cultural adaptation in terms of language barriers.
A problem with Hansen’s theory might be that it re-establishes the division between Hollywood cinema and the “other” (for example, European)
cinema. Hollywood cinema is not defined as transparent narration, but according to a Benjaminian notion of cinema as shock or attraction, that is a
sensuous experience rather than a process of narrative make-believe. It is,
however, still Hollywood cinema that functions as the norm of cinema. The
“vernacular”, etymologically the “vulgar”, is still the “other”; the “vernacular” is the various readings of American cinema, in terms of cinematic influence on local cinema, as well as in terms of reception of American films.535
Nevertheless, since the “vernacular” is about a possible reading of the modern, it is embodied in both Hollywood and other cinemas. American cinema
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is, moreover, conceptualised as synonymous with the “modern” in a larger
sense, and the idea of translating the “American” can be perceived as an idea
of translating the “modern” (modernity or modernism) or even the “global”.
The concept of the vernacular offers enlightening approaches as to how cultural differentiation interacts with processes of homogenisation in the era of
mass communication and modernity by avoiding falling into the theoretical
pitfalls of cultural essentialism when discussing cultural differences. Moreover, the “global” images of cultural stereotypes are perceived differently in
different reception contexts, meaning that also “universal” attractions, or
global phenomena, such as stardom, have to be “translated”. Star culture
might be considered world wide as audiences from all over the world appreciate both foreign exotic stars and local stars. Whether Garbo represents the
local or the foreign, however, differs from one reception context to another.
The MLVs can productively be discussed in relation to “vernacular modernism” because these films embody the homogenisation of film culture as a
translation mode as they show how cultural differentiation is linked to an
idea of reproducing cultural identities. Many of the MLVs represent cultural
identity as an imaginary world of artificial scenery. The MLVs are, furthermore, part of a context of intermediality which is linked to the processes of
anchoring a film in a specific local context and, therefore, to the process of
translating the “vernacular”. In Ďurovičová’s words, the Joinville MLVs are
“following a hybrid logic, that of a theatrical performance from which all
leeway from both rehearsal and improvisation […] has gradually been removed”.536 The theatre is of major significance here as most MLVs were
based on plays, sometimes internationally successful plays staged by local
theatres all over Europe. Consequently, the theatre context makes these “foreign” films are legible a local context.
By analysing the Swedish Joinville films and, in particular, focusing on
the Swedish version of Marcel Pagnol’s Marius, Längtan till havet (Longing
for the sea, John W. Brunius, 1931), I aim to explore the understanding of
the global culture as “vernacular” and thereby question the received interpretation (Ehrenbourg’s and others) of the Joinville MLVs. By examining images of the “foreign” in a local context of intermediality and reception, I
discuss the MLV internationalisation project as something heterogeneous,
and the MLVs themselves as hybrids between different media and art forms
exploring different cultural identities. It is, in particular, the relation between
theatre and sound film - the Swedish stage version of Marius and the difference between the theatre and film acting of the Swedish Joinville actors
which I foreground and discuss in relation to cultural identity.537
I have chosen Marius as a case study partly out of necessity, since almost
all of the Swedish Paramount films are lost.538 In addition, however, the
“Frenchness” of this “Hollywood” film exposes the complex relation between the local and the global more clearly than in other Joinville films. It is
one of the few Joinville films that were not based on an original previously
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produced in Hollywood. The French “original” version of Marius was shot
at the same time as the foreign versions (there was also a German version
made at the same time). As Charles O’Brien has observed, Paramount Paris
quickly developed from being an American company into, stylistically
speaking, a French one and it participated in the construction of a national
French film style.539 Marius is the most revealing example of this process, as
it is known as a “chef d’oeuvre” of Pagnol and Raimu (rather than of Paramount). Marius is also one of the few films from the early sound era which
is still broadly appreciated and considered to be a popular national classic. In
the case of the Swedish version, we are thus dealing with two local discourses: the local Swedish reception of a film representing something locally
French. The “vernacular” can consequently be traced in both the French and
the Swedish context. The American company is transformed into a French
company making French films, and this particular film is transformed from a
French/American film into a Swedish one.

The Swedish Versions
The “first Swedish talking picture” was a Paramount film, När rosorna slå ut
(When Roses Bloom, Edvin Adolphson, 1930), a Swedish version of the
French original, Un trou dans le mur (René Barberis, 1930). The critics
noted the irony of the fact that the first Swedish talking picture was an
American production of a French play. Even if the result was not an artistic
achievement, the audience applauded the novelty with great enthusiasm, if
only to hear some of their favourite actors speak their native language on the
screen.
This pioneer achievement of the Hollywood major in Sweden says something about the important position of the Paramount films during the early
years of sound. The total number of fourteen films produced by Paramount
during 1930 and 1931 constituted more than one-third of the total production
of Swedish talking pictures of the time, which, in turn, makes Paramount one
of the most important production companies of “Swedish” sound film in the
early sound period. Swedish was, furthermore, one of Paramount’s more
important languages in spite of the relatively small Swedish population. It
was placed before languages with larger populations, such as Polish. With
their own distribution company, Film AB Paramount, Paramount was established in Stockholm before the first versions were made, and since Swedish
was understood and used in some other parts of northern Europe as well,
Stockholm functioned as Paramount’s distribution centre for Scandinavia
and Finland.
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In spite of the important position of Paramount in Sweden, the Swedish
Joinville films are a neglected part of Swedish film history. The few film
historians who do refer to them tend to focus on various explanations for the
failure of the Paramount multiple language project, a failure understood as
either a lack of quality or flawed cultural adaptation. Most descriptions follow the frequent “filmed theatre” judgement that can be gleaned from most
critics of the time, claiming that the films were too static and too dependent
on dialogue. Film historian Leif Furhammar revised this assumption and
pointed out that a film such as Längtan till havet was more stylistically advanced in terms of sound, montage and camera movement than most Swedish films of the 1930s. According to him, the problem with the Joinville
films was not their stylistic quality, but their foreignness: “Apart from the
language and the actors, those films were not adapted to Swedish reality,
Swedish expectations and Swedish entertainment culture.”540
In what ways are the films foreign then? Paradoxically, it is the higher
level of cultural adaptation that makes the MLVs specific in relation to other
foreign films. Even if the Joinville films were “foreign”, they were more
Swedish than other foreign films. It is the inherent combination the national,
local and international features that make the MLVs unique.
Significantly, in several articles, the Paramount films were perceived as
something very national. Paramount’s important position in the Swedish film
market is often mentioned in the press in terms of national pride: “the fact
that the American major has shown an interest in the tongue of honour and
heroes [=Swedish] will only reinforce our self confidence”, 541 a critic wrote
(and added “As if anything like that would be needed!”). Another critic
noted more soberly that “it is good news that Sweden, too, will participate in
this project [the Paramount MLV project] – the Swedish name has such a
good reputation on the international market”.542 Naturally, this can be read as
a sign of its opposite, as an attempt to deny or speak ironically about the fact
that Sweden produced less films in their own language than the American
companies. It indicates, however, an awareness of interaction between the
national and the international market. On a level of reception, the MLVs are
not simply either foreign or domestic, they combine foreign and local elements in a process of displacement of a “we” and “the other” relation; they
negotiate cultural identity as taking place between curiosity of the foreign
and identification with the familiar. The Swedish audience is attracted by the
foreign and exotic in a local package, and the Joinville films are excellent
examples of how the industry tried to fulfil such a demand (even if it was not
always successful).
I do not question the fact that talkies produced by bona-fide Swedish
companies were more popular than most of the Joinville films. Instead, I aim
to discuss how the Paramount films, and in particular Marius, are integrated
into a Swedish entertainment culture, and how the films strike a balance
between the foreign and local. A balance which in some cases was disturbing
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and miscalculated (and thus would explain the failures), but negotiated the
contradictory demands of a modern audience. Some of the Paramount films
such as Längtan till havet, När rosorna slå ut, or Vi två (The Two of Us,
John W. Brunius, 1930), were fairly successful and received positive reviews. Others, however, were audience flops.543 The Joinville films show the
very process of cultural adaptation - or the lack of cultural adaptation - explicitly.
As discussed in the previous chapter, recent research has shown that the
MLVs were not an isolated phenomenon, but took part in a larger discourse
of adaptation and translation of commercial film.544 “It is like watching a
novel being translated”,545 a Swedish critic once wrote after having had the
rare opportunity to see both the French and the Swedish version of the same
title. It is this process of cultural exchange, embodied in the distribution and
reception context that the MLVs overtly reveal.

Production Background
In order to discuss the Paramount films in terms of cultural differentiation as
“vernacular”, it is important to stress that, in spite of the fixed sets and the
short shooting schedules with quickly translated scripts, there were possibilities to adapt the versions according to domestic needs. In addition, the intermedial relations between the Paramount films and Swedish theatre and
record production can generate new meaning to the context of Swedish reception.
The translation process is always a means of cultural differentiation. In
the Joinville studios, the translations were made mechanically by translators
who were not involved in any other part of film production. This required a
script-writer in every national team who would re-work the initial translation
which could be developed to include major changes to the original script
beyond pure translation.
The schedule of shooting night and day shifts in the Joinville studios, with
one version shot during the day, and another during the night opened up for
stylistic variation, even if the overall aim was to co-ordinate films stylistically as much as possible. (The unfortunate Swedish crew often had to work
between seven in the evening until seven in the morning with an hour for
“lunch” at midnight.) Even if eleven or sixteen versions were produced, only
two or three versions were shot at the same time. This meant that not only
the national teams were changed between the versions, but also the photographers, sound technicians etc. This mode of production allowed for stylistic
differences between the versions which were not necessarily centrally controlled. Minor differences in perspective, shot length, actors’ position, number of extras etc. are more frequent in the Joinville films than in the big
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budget UFA productions in which a scene from one version was shot directly after the same scene in the other version using the same camera and
microphone positions.546
The distribution and production structure of Paramount can, according to
Nataša Ďurovičová, be described as a “homeostatic” system, meaning that
Paramount was a vertically integrated company on the international European market.547 In the Stockholm context, the distribution company, Film
Paramount AB, was involved in recruiting Swedish national actors, directors
and script-writers. This meant that the presence of a local distribution company was necessary for planning the schedules of the Swedish team travelling between Stockholm and Paris. The director of the first Swedish Joinville
film, Edvin Adolphson, wrote in his autobiography about the importance of
the Stockholm associate company in order to rework the scripts: “The representative for Paramount in Sweden, Carl York, brought me a contract with
very advantageous terms, among other things to hire a Swedish script-writer
who could pull the dreadfully translated script into shape.”548 Finally, and
most importantly, it is the replacement of the actors between the versions
that makes the MLVs specific in contrast to dubbed or subtitled versions. It
is, consequently, in the casting we find the most important differences between MLVs in general, and maybe in the “cheaper” mass-version Joinville
productions in particular. The Swedish cast was a relatively small group of
well-known film and theatre actors hired by Paramount to act in all the versions and thereby create a continuity between the Paramount MLVs in Sweden. This meant that it was almost impossible to create “star-duplications”,
as we see in some UFA films, for instance between Henri Garat and Willy
Fritsch in the Lilian Harvey films.549 The Swedish actors would often generate meaning beyond the original film and the intentions of Paramount. Ďurovičová offers a good example of this in her analysis of Vi två in which the
choice of an older actor for a child’s part produced an image of a strange and
even perverted American culture.550 Comments in reviews such as “the children are typically American; self confident, resolute and precocious”551 illustrate how the “American” is positioned as “the other”.
Some of the Swedish directors were well known from the Swedish film
and theatre scene, such as John W. Brunius who directed Längtan till havet.
Others, however, such as Gustav Bergman who directed five of the fourteen
Swedish versions, were rather inexperienced and his career was over after
the Paramount MLV experiment. Edvin Adolphson was chosen to direct,
among other films, the pioneer title, När rosorna slå ut, mainly because of
his experience with the first Swedish sound film Säg det i toner (with sound
and music and no dialogue). He was, however, much more appreciated as an
actor than as a director. (It is also with his performance in the leading role of
Marius that he made his most memorable contribution for Paramount.) The
director’s influence on stylistic and aesthetic devices was in most cases
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highly restricted, and his personal contribution is most visible in the differences in acting style.

Marius – Untranslatable but Exportable
The Swedish Marius is a film which appears to be a rather strange combination of Swedish acting style and theatrical speech, Hollywood classical story
telling, and French folkloristic imagery. This heterogeneity can be read as a
means to overcome the different features in Marius that might seem “untranslatable”, namely the intertextual references to national genres, the
French cultural sphere as a frame of reference, and, most importantly, the
Midi accent with which the actors speak in the original French version.
Paramount produced Marius in three languages simultaneously: French,
Swedish and German (Zum goldenen Anker). The production was to a certain extent atypical: there was no “original” produced prior to the “foreign”
versions and the film was partly shot on location. Marius is an example of a
new, more nationally-based production strategy by Paramount in Paris;
Robert Kane, the head of the studio, hoped to seduce the French audience by
using popular French drama. For this purpose, Marius was perfect; the play
was both one of the greatest popular successes of the Parisian stage, and also
had a story exploiting something so specifically French as the charm of Marseille. This makes the problems of translation, linguistic and cultural, more
complicated than for most other Joinville films. The play, Marius, can also
be placed in a specific national genre of the Mediterranean (méridionale)
drama, with features that can be traced through French operetta, music hall,
silent film, and even nineteenth-century pastoral.552 With the talking film, the
Mediterranean drama became more popular than ever, mainly due to the
exploitation of the Midi accent. If, as Bazin claims, Pagnol characters “have
an accent the way others have a black skin […]”553, it means that Marius is
not only local but also untranslatable.
The focus on the accent reveals the previously-discussed discourse of
translation in terms of media and body rather than language equivalence. As
referred to in chapter two, prior to the film version Marius enjoyed great
success as a gramophone and radio drama, besides the theatre version.554 The
combination of speech as words and speech as sound in Marius in relation to
the representation in several media also concerns the translation. Translation
as language equivalence is provided by the word-based character of the film,
while the understanding of speech as “grain of the voice” or physical gesture
would function as an obstacle to exchangeability of languages, i.e. “untranslatability”.
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The local, the untranslatable or the national in Marius has a double edge:
it is both an obstacle and a potential attraction for a foreign audience. Marius
was, in its original French film version, an international success. Even if this
was partly due to Korda’s contribution, the international appeal was part of
the story itself and also as a stage version, Marius was internationally successful. This is due to the fact that Marseille and southern France in Marius
is seen from the outside, as a comic, yet exotic, stereotype. In Marius, it is
obvious that Pagnol’s nostalgic longing for his childhood town plays along
with the Parisian - and universal - projections of southern France as a rural,
family-based society, as a non-modernised “other”. The comical effect of the
drama emerges from the juxtaposition of this exotic “other”, since Marseille
is staged as, in Ginette Vincendeau’s words, “a coherent self evident norm –
to which other cities like Lyon or Paris are comically measured”.555 In a
modernity context, this image can be read both in terms of social power and
as an expression of “tourist-cinema”. As François de la Bretèque has pointed
out, the representation of the south in classical French cinema is a reduced
representation from a Parisian relation of power, similar to a colonial discourse, of a variation of cultures into one and the same “midi culture”.556
This reduction of differentiation opens the text to an audience outside the
French context who would recognise the position of “the other” on another
level of cultural identification. What is recognised as a specific Midi region
to the Parisian audience can be understood as something vaguely Mediterranean or simply French to foreign audiences. In the foreign versions, the exoticism embodied in the original story was thus kept as an important means
of attraction.

Between “Dramaten” and the Talkies
Paramount chose Swedish and German as the languages for the foreign versions of Marius for the specific reason that Pagnol’s play enjoyed great success on the stage before the film versions were made in Stockholm and
Frankfurt. The intermedial link between film and theatre was a starting point
for the potential successes abroad. This kind of connection to a local entertainment context was not exclusive to Marius. For instance, När rosorna slå
ut included a popular Swedish song as the main attraction of the film that did
not occur in other versions. The song’s title is also the film’s title, and was
used to promote it and Edvin Adolphson knew the importance of popular
music to attract an audience to sound film. According to his autobiography,
“the manuscript to the film that I was about to make in Paris was based on a
play with dialogue only. But that did not prevent us from adding a musical
theme and a sentimental song.” 557
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The Swedish theatre version of Marius was produced at the prestigious
Kungliga Dramatiska Teatern (Royal Dramatic Theatre), with the wellknown actors, Lars Hanson and Carl Barcklind in the leading roles. Pagnol’s
previous play, Topazs, had already enjoyed a great success on the same
stage. In theatrical circles, Pagnol was a big name in Sweden at the time, and
as in France, the critics compared the stage version with the film version.
Even one of Pagnol’s highly controversial articles on the talking film and its
relation to theatre was published in the Swedish press.558
Carl Barcklind, in the role of César on stage, was also cast for the Paramount film version which created a continuity between the stage and film
versions which could attract the theatre audience to the film in the same
manner as in the French context. In the Swedish case, however, the rest of
the cast was recruited from the regular troupe of Paramount actors. Since
those actors were famous theatre actors with experience of different genres
and well-known from previous Paramount films, the intertextual links between film and stage is more complex and diverse in the Swedish context
than in the French. Even if the connection between the stage and film version is strong, the film version is not, however, completely identified with
the film version, as was the case in France. Carl Barcklind was an interesting
choice from a sound film perspective as Barcklind started his career as an
operetta actor and had a well-known voice from records and radio. Additionally, he was one of the actors involved in early sound film experiments from
the 1910s.559 Barcklind’s stardom was thus based on theatre acting and operetta as well as being associated with sound technology and sound experiments.
The Swedish stage version was the main intertextual reference since the
French film version was unknown in the Swedish context; the Swedish film
version was perceived as a “copy” not of the French film, but of the Swedish
play. If any French original was seen by Swedish journalists, it was more
likely to have been the famous and more prestigious original Parisian theatre
version. The theatre critics, therefore, compared the Swedish and the French
stage version, while the film critics compared the (Swedish) stage and film
version. The problem of transition is thus not primarily about the translation
from a French play to a Swedish one, but an adaptation problem from theatre
to film (even as those two, as I will return to later, are related). One of the
major complaints of the film is that it was too theatrical, generating remarks
such as the script is originally “written for the theatre’s limited means of
expression”560 or that on the screen, in contrast to on stage, “the constant
talking is tiring after a while”.561
The merging of film and stage is crucial in order to understand the complex relation between the local and the global of the Joinville film. Almost
all of the films were based on popular plays, staged in many countries. From
a general perspective, theatre plays embody a paradox between the locally
specific and the transposable and exchangeable that preconditions the MLV
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phenomenon. Theatre plays are more easily transferable between countries
(just a translated script) than films. However, simultaneously, the theatre is
also more local, bounded to a specific city and a specific stage. This paradox
is embodied in the conception of the theatre as a tension between a live performance and a work of literature, based primarily on words. In semiotic
terms, the MLV functions as an “allographic” art work in the same manner
as a theatre play; the MLV and the theatre share the quality that permits a
text to be materialised in an infinite number of instances without losing its
value of originality. This dimension interferes, both in the theatre and in the
MLV, with its opposite: the “authographic” dimension of inscription by
which the singular, and thus locally grounded stage performance, or the attraction of the original voice of a specific national actor, renders the specific
version/performance into a unique original.
The link to the theatre also sheds light on the conception of language and
translation in relation to the MLV phenomenon. The untranslatable Midi
accent of the French version is, in the Swedish film and theatre versions,
replaced by a “neutral” stage accent devoid of regional features. (The only
character who has a characteristic “strange” way of talking, a dry academic
way, is the “Lyonais”, the man from Lyon, who in the French version speaks
with a neutral, or “pointu” accent. On an accent level, the relation between
“us” and “the other” is thus reversed.)
Following the idea of “untranslatability” as something linked to modern
media representation, the focus on the regional accent in Marius renders the
stage version filmic. According to Bazin, the representation of the word as
voice or accent is purely cinematic and, therefore, the opposite of “filmed
theatre”. Because of the accent, “even if Marius was a success at the Theatre
of Paris before Alexander Korda directed the screen version, it is clear that
this work’s basic form is, and will continue to be, cinematic”.562 In the
Swedish context, the theatre critics noticed the “untranslatable” features of
Marius. For instance, several critics claimed that the Swedish actors spoke
too slowly to represent the liveliness of the French “type”.563 One critic even
asked himself whether it was possible to think of Swedish actors representing the inhabitants of Marseille, whilst another claims that the Swedish
Marius “lacks the sparkling nerve of the southern nature”.564 These remarks
are rather unusual for the theatre where translation does not pose the same
kind of problem as in film, and where the disjunction between diegetic and
spoken language is generally perceived as unproblematic. In this case,
types, body or “speech physiognomy”, to use Béla Balázs’ term, interfere
with the translation.
Concerning the film version, the critics discussed the problem of translation from French to Swedish and the relation between cultural “types” in
terms of adaptation from stage to film. The “theatrical” features were hence
linked to the “Frenchness” of the play. As reported in Dagens Nyheter:
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The lines sound unnatural, even sometimes forced, and it almost seems as if
the Swedish adaptation is limited to a strictly literal translation of the French
manuscript. It is impossible to use stage speech for the movies. It seems false
in some way. The whole dramaturgy of the sound film demands naturalness,
in particular, where speech is concerned.565

This interaction between cultural identity, translation and artistic expression
is even more strongly stressed in other reception contexts other than Sweden/Stockholm. For instance, a Swedish-speaking Finnish critic connects the
“slow speech” as a sign of cultural adaptation to a “Scandinavian” culture (to
which he does not include the Swedish-speaking part of Finland): “The
Swedish actors do not have the hot temperament and lively gestures of the
Marseille inhabitants, […] but this version is made for Scandinavians, and
they probably understand it better as it is.”566
Significantly, the problem of cultural adaptation generates an ethnic reading of the “Swedishness” of the performance in relation to the “Frenchness”
of the story. When some of the critics pointed out that Inga Tidblad as Fanny
did not suit the fictional context as a “Cool Nordic blonde”567 and Lars Hanson in the stage version as being too Nordic as a “type”, the Swedish identity
is exposed as a specific “other” identity: a fair, calm and silent character in
opposition to the “Frenchness” which is supposed to be represented in the
play/film. The juxtaposition between Swedish acting and French content
would “make whiteness strange” in Dyer’s terms,568 since the problems of
adapting Mediterranean southern French ethnicity in Swedish generates a
recognition of Swedish identity as something ethnically specific.
The theatre idiom heard on stages and in many Swedish sound films in
the 1930s is an example of a specific diction which is “neutral” in the sense
that it does not correspond to any region (even if it closer to the StockholmUppsala region than other regions). It is, therefore, an example of the voice
as ethnically “colourless”, to use Dyer’s term.569 The combination between
French ethnicity played by Swedish actors undermined the neutral quality of
stage speech. The critics described the slow speech as, on the one hand, theatrical, and on the other, typically Swedish. The “untranslatability” of the
French speech made the Swedish stage speech appear as an ethnically significant accent.
The MLV deals with the problem of language and translation in a way
that stands between theatre and film. There is both a typically filmic fascination with the materiality of the voice (the interest in the foreign accents of
the polyglot actors, or the attraction of the singing voices of the MLV stars
etc.) and an exchangeability between bodies and languages, which brings the
film closer to the theatrical conception of language. This places the MLV in
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a paradoxical position as a mode of translation, albeit a mode of translation
of bodies rather than language.

Between the Oscars Theatre and an Imaginary “Faraway”
The interrelations between film and theatre also influenced the relation between foreign and local on a more concrete level as the closeness to the
Swedish theatre from which the Paramount actors were known stands in
specific relation to the foreign theme understood as a vague “far-away”.
From a French perspective, if the Midi accent is lost, the whole point is
lost. From a Swedish perspective, however, the theatrical speech reinforces
the serious appeal of the drama and gives a certain universalism to the story.
Apart from the accent, many of the specifically local features of the Mediterranean drama are defused. For instance, the lively gestures, which are fundamental to the characterisation of the south which are found in silent films
as well as on the stage, are almost absent in the Swedish version. Furthermore, there are several crucial sequences, for example narrative excesses
with the talkative César representing the typical southern character which
were removed from the Swedish script. For example, the famous cardplaying scene in the original French version is a long comic scene of cheating which is reduced in, the Swedish version, to a few lines of thicklyspoken dialogue. Pagnol’s specific humour is closely related to those legendary scenes. Raimu, the “greatest actor ever” (according to Orson Welles) is
the central star, and the most “Marseillais” of all the characters in the French
version, while Barcklind plays more of a secondary character in the Swedish
version. In the reviews, he is often mentioned as the third or fourth name,
and his picture is not included on the two-page advertisement with a publicity still from the film.
The focus lies on Marius, his longing for the sea, and his love affair with
Fanny, that is, in the story itself, played on the melodramatic side rather than
the comic. In the end, the main attraction are the scenes between Edvin Adolphson and Inga Tidblad starring as Marius and Fanny, and as far as those
scenes are concerned, the regional, Marseille and southern France come
across as an unspecific “far away”. For the ones who appreciate Pagnol’s
dialogue and Raimu’s acting style, the Swedish version seems to be watered
down. However, to the Swedish audience of the time, the love scenes between Adolphson and Tidblad were probably much more worth while than
the dialogue scenes with Barcklind. It was the dialogue sequences with
César that gave Marius the reputation of “filmed theatre”; the edited Swed-
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ish script can be seen as a response to complaints of the Paramount film as
being in general too heavy with dialogue.
The French actors, Fresnay, Raimu, and Demazis, all played the same
parts on stage and became stars with Marius which continued to build their
stardom in subsequent Pagnol films (primarily the two sequels, Fanny and
César). Tidblad and Adolphson, on the other hand, lent stardom to the
Marius production. During this period, they were a well-known theatrical
couple in Stockholm, and acted together in a variety of plays from Shakespeare comedies to society dramas. Consequently, the focus on the narrative
level rather than on the comical digressions, on the couple rather than the
father, does not only reinforce the universal level of the drama, but also adds
a local appeal with an intertextual link between the Paramount film and the
large number of plays in which Tidblad and Adolphson starred.
This connection between the stage and the Paramount films is also true
for the rest of the cast. The status of the actors in the Swedish version create
a closeness to the audience that transcends the language problem. They were
already an established troupe when they went to Paramount. Most of them
were hired from the same theatre in Stockholm, Oscarsteatern (The Oscar’s
Theatre). After the premiere of När rosorna slå ut, a critic noted that “to be
at Olympia [the name of the movie theatre] yesterday was just like being at
Oscarsteatern. On the stage – that is on the screen and through the loudspeakers – well-known and popular voices of the Oscar ensemble.”570 The
“well-known voices” were an attraction. The audience got pleasure not only
from understanding the spoken dialogue but also in vocal recognition which
gave the effect of “the grain of the voice” in spite of unauthentic theatrical
speech. Later, some critics even thought of the Joinville films as a duplication of the Stockholm stage: “We have Oscarsteatern on Kungsgatan, and on
Sveavägen why is not that enough? Why do we need one at Birger Jarlsgatan
(Olympia), at Berzelii park (China), at Regeringsgatan (Imperial) [the three
addresses where the Paramount films were screened] Why have filmed theatre, when you can have it live?”571
There are thus two intertextual theatre references involved in the process
of adapting this Paramount film to a Sweden/Stockholm context: one to the
stage version of Pagnol’s play in Stockholm, and the other to the Oscar’s
troupe. Whether it was a problem or an attraction, the presence of the Oscars’s troupe created a combination between the familiarity of the Stockholm
stage and the “foreignness” of sets, scripts and locations. Sometimes, the
critics even thought of the films as too local and were even a little disappointed in the lack of foreign influence. If some aspects of the Joinville films
seem to have been perceived as too foreign in a Swedish context, other aspects were, on the contrary, understood as very local. The pseudonym, “Hara
Kiri”, wrote in a review of the highly-criticised film, Den farliga leken
(Dangerous Game, Gustaf Bergman, 1930), that “it seems like the Swedish
talking pictures in Paris live in an isolated frozen colony, immune to the
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charm of the city by the Seine. There are no Frenchmen of the north who
play the ‘dangerous game’ here. Nobody is having fun, not even on screen.
Even the ballroom is a frozen solid ocean, on which snowmen pass slowly in
tuxedo together with sneering ladies. The same joy and glamour as in a
Swedish post office.”572 Thus, the interplay between the foreign and the local
goes both ways.

Marseille as Real Location or No-Man’s-Land
Den farliga leken was also criticised for its anonymous setting, that is, for
the neutral “non-location” that Ehrenbourg criticised, typical of the Joinville
Hollywood “copies”. One critic noted that “the limited set design does not
create a milieu, it is only a background to the dialogue”.573 Paradoxically,
this film is also both too Swedish and culturally unspecific. It is lacking
something that the audience apprehends as a representation of culture. The
anonymous setting might be the most important miscalculation of the Joinville project, as it is based on some idea on the universalism of film language
as something that would work beyond cultural differentiation. It is significant that this critic focused on what is supposed to be invisible, as he says, “a
background to the dialogue”. The neutrality of the settings in some Joinville
films would never be transparent; it would, on the contrary, be understood as
either “filmed theatre” or, as in Ehrenbourg’s interpretation, American capitalism. The anonymous “non-space” as an image of internationalism and
globalisation is, as discussed previously, in other MLVs used rather intelligently: in F.P.1 antwortet nicht the location is a base in the middle of the
ocean, in Cape Forlorn the drama takes place in a light-house, in SOS Eisberg, in vast Greenland etc. In these films, the drama highlights the tension
between the anonymity and the specificity of the location around claustrophobic impressions of being a prisoner in an empty space, which are emphasised as a specific feature.
The problem with trying to represent something culturally unspecific is
even more striking in reception contexts without the intertextual references
in which the combination between two cultural spheres would be more disturbing. In Czechoslovakia, for example, as described by Petr Szczepanik,574
Paramount chose to show the German versions of many Paramount films
instead of the American or in the case of Marius, the French original to
Czech audiences. The double foreignness by the German representation of
America/France was unacceptable to the Czech audience. The actors were
unknown to the local audience, and the fact that one foreign language was
used to represent another foreign language shattered the illusion. Just as the
Frenchness of Längtan till havet would generate a recognition of Swedish
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identity as an ethnic group, the seemingly neutral representation of the German versions generated a discussion on American versus German culture in
the Czech context. Marius/Längtan till havet is particularly interesting in
relation to this problem since the image of the regional carries the film to
such an extent that it is never reduced to a universal location or a no-man’sland, in spite of the attempts to defuse some of genre elements and other
features linked to a representation of the south in a French context. If Längtan till havet appealed to the Swedish audience more than a film such as Den
farliga leken, it was probably because there was a better calculated balance
not only between the locally Swedish and an abstract “far away”, but also
between “Marseille” perceived as a “far-away” and “Marseille” as a real
location. In short, “Marseille” in the Swedish version of Marius is never
anonymous. It was, however, present in a slightly different way than in the
French version.
The absence of specific features of the “southern character” and, in particular, the accent as a device of sonic realism is, to some extent, replaced by
a focus on the representation of Marseille in terms of filmic realism. In contrast to other Joinville MLVs, Marius was partly shot on location in Marseille (a complicated procedure, since all three national teams had to go to
Marseille, which shows that this film was an exceptional production). In the
Swedish version, the lack of long dialogue scenes makes the location scenes
more prominent. There are also a few additional shots on location in the
Swedish version. For example, the long introductory tracking shot which
shows local extras walking in the streets of Marseille is absent in the French
version. (In the French version, there is a short establishing shot of the empty
harbour instead.) Or in a crucial scene between Fanny and Marius talking
about their future in the harbour area, where there is a close-up of the couple
talking in the French version, but in the Swedish version only images of the
harbour are shown. The images serve to illustrate Marius’ “longing for the
sea”, which is exclusively revealed by the acting in the French version, and
not by location.
As previously mentioned, the specific shooting procedure of the Paramount films permitted stylistic differences, and in the case of Marius, it
might be significant that the photographer was not the same in the Swedish
and French version. There are generally more close-ups in the French version, and longer takes in the Swedish. The long outdoor scene could be a
choice of the cinematographer but is also possible that the director, John W.
Brunius, might have made a choice according to cultural (or personal) taste.
(Korda co-directed some crucial scenes in all three versions, but was mainly
in charge of the direction of the French version). What makes these differences significant, regardless of the reasons, is that the outdoor scenes played
an important role for the appreciation of the film in Sweden, and were referred to in the Swedish in terms of cinematic quality. In the comparisions
between film and theatre versions, the film critics strongly emphasised this
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cinematic quality as a feature in favour of the film version. From a review
focusing completely on the few location shots in the film, one gets the impression that this closed stage play is turned into a neo-realistic city portrait:
“when the camera moves along the sidewalks, passing by the sailor cafés and
the market places with fish and vegetables, there are no well-built studios
[…], those are real streets, real bars, and real Marseille inhabitants. […] You
can feel the presence of Marseille, the smell of fish, sea and wet wood, you
can hear the ocean, the steamboats, the fighting sailors.”575
“Marseille” thus has several functions in Längtan till havet: it is an exotic
location in southern France where family values and traditions are different,
it is also an un-specific “far-away”, a setting for a romantic and melodramatic love story between two well-known Swedish actors, and is, finally,
also a real location with inhabitants of mixed colours and cultures, both exotic and modern for the Swedish audience. In the French version, the image
of Marseille is the image of its inhabitants characterised by the actors which
thus gives a perfect fusion between acting and location. In the Swedish version, on the other hand, it is the opposite, as there is a split between the dramatic scenes when the actors are present and the panoramas over the city. It
is as if there were two different films, a closed studio drama and a realistic
city portrait unevenly linking them together. This stylistic heterogeneity can,
in turn, be related to the merge between theatre and film as discussed above;
Längtan till havet is a particular example of when “filmed theatre” is framed
by a cinematic landscape. To a certain extent, this disturbed the critics who,
for the most, would liked to have seen more camera movements and more
location scenes etc. One critic raved over the introduction: “the camera captures Marseille, the harbour, and the Mediterranean in wide sweeps, it dives
down on a main road by the harbour, it stays for a few seconds by the harbour with some character or a situation and then glides on. This is cinema.”
Then, however, with some disappointment, he notes that “just a second after
that, we are at the Bar de la Marine and we see photographed, even well
photographed, theatre”.576
The key to an understanding of the MLV phenomenon and, in particular,
the Joinville films, lies, as I have attempted to show, in an intermedial or
interartial relation, which also highlights the problem of cultural identity.
Instead of a homogenisation of film style according to Hollywood standards,
different genre traditions and media discourses interfere with specific reception contexts thereby creating a heterogeneous text interacting with the modern imaginary of cultural identity. The heterogeneity in the split between
represented and actual language, between the different cultural representations, and the diversity of intertextual links generate an openness in terms of
reception. The MLVs show how cultural imagery constantly interferes with
the aesthetic questions about different media representation emerging with
the coming of sound.
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Conclusions

In this study, I have approached translation in early sound film as a media
issue, and as a means of constructing cultural and ethnic identity. More specifically, I have outlined the relations between translation practices and a
broader discourse on film versions by correlating language versions with
sound/silent and intermedia versions. I have approached film speech as a
combination of sound, writing and moving images, and discussed how an
overall discourse of exchangeability and media materiality intersects with
the “dialogue” between languages in translation. If speech representation in
sound film is a marker of ethnicity by revealing a “grain of the voice”, translated voices reinforce ethnic differentiation within one and the same “text”.
For this approach, I have considered a selection of films in combination with
writing on films in various cultural spheres, fan magazines, film theory,
trade press and daily press. The film examples, as well as the press material,
are predominantly French and German, but also Swedish, British and American. Besides primary sources that I have presented and examined, I have also
used examples from the recent increase in scholarship on related issues, and
placed these in my overall discussion.
My study adopts a broader perspective on the vicissitudes of translation
and sound film media in this period than previous research. This is not because it covers the entire field of translation in Europe or in France and
Germany empirically but because of an emphasis on the relation between
topics previously approached as isolated phenomena: by a number of examples and cases, various kinds of translations in the context of a broader version phenomenon and translation in relation to discussion on speech representation in film. The combination of theoretical approaches, media theory,
culture studies and semiotics serve this overall conceptualisation. Moreover,
in this study popular reception of version making has been emphasised and
how the films thematise and problematise this practice has been highlighted
to a greater extent than in previous research, which reveals a discourse of
translation as popular attraction. This implies that the demand of “absolute”
synchronisation (to which the MLV is a response) in early sound film translation was not, as often argued, a means to avoid or hide translation. Instead,
it was a means to emphasise translation as polyglot acting or vocal authenticity which enters a realm of transnational identity as part of a broader cine162

matic culture. I argue for an enlargement of the concept of translation as a
result of media reproduction of speech, which influences the practices of
translation in the early sound period into a representation of ethnic differentiation or transnationalism. A key to this conclusion is an analysis of the
cultural signification of accents, in particular foreign accents, a feature
which occasionally has been referred to as a detail in film or star analyses,
rarely, however, framed as a theoretical issue. I argue that the accent exposes
a split between languages, between speaker and speech and even between
words and sounds, and simultaneously maintains synchronisation and vocal
authenticity.
The study is divided into six chapters, the first two chapters function, on
different levels, as a background discussion for the analyses of versions in
the subsequent four chapters. The ambition in the first was to trace a discursive juxtaposition between a utopia of a universal language and linguistic
diversity in sound reproduction technology. This media archaeological approach serves to indicate a larger modernity and media discourse of speech
representation and film translation. By combining language and media theory with writings on early sound technology, I have suggested that the discourse of media inscription and media separation can be linked to translation. Since “universalism” is understood here in relation to sound media
(rather than photography and film) the idea of the conversion to sound film
as the fall of the Tower of Babel is in contrast to a silent film “esperanto”
reconsidered with regard to a tradition of sonic universalism.
The second chapter is a continuation of the discussion on juxtaposition
between various notions of universalism, transnationalism and linguistic
diversity, here inscribed in the context of the early sound film. By examining
film theoretical writing, film criticism and a selection of early sound films, I
have shown examples on how the utopias of “universalism” or “a perfect
language” interact with differentiation of languages. I have also described
how these discourses partake in various discussions on “European” issues,
such as sound film as “art”, the growing impact of American films, and a
translinguistic European identity in relation to regional ethnic and cultural
identity.
In the following four chapters, the focus is narrower and my analyses rely
more on primary sources in the form of press material. In these chapters, I
have approached the issue of versions (media versions and translated versions). Chapter three deals with sound and silent versions and part-talkies as
a kind of hybrid film form based on speech representation in different media.
In this chapter, I have shown how a discourse of exchangeability (and thus a
textual dimension of speech representation), by which the same message is
repeated in different media, is combined with a discourse of media inscription and media materiality by which each inscription form is perceived as
irreplaceable. By correlating discussions of articles on part-talkies and
sound, and silent versions with analyses of how the relations between writ163

ing and sound are thematised in early sound films, I have also indicated that
the films can be read as allegories of these hybrid film forms.
In chapter four, I continue the analyses of the relations between sound,
writing and image and version making, but here as an issue of translation. By
accentuating how the discussions on dubbing and titling dovetail with an
initial criticism on the conversion to sound, I suggest that translation in this
period is indissolubly linked to media. In this chapter, I have indicated that
the various forms of translation can be conceptualised according to the same
principles as hybrid film forms, that is, in terms of exchangeability and media materiality, media separation and media unification, textuality and body
simulation. I base my arguments not only on the discussion in the press, but,
more importantly, by stressing the multitude of translation forms and the
mixed forms of film translation in this period. Additionally, the plurality in
translation modes is fundamental for my discussion of the very concept of
translation. I suggested that what traditionally is perceived as translation
forms (subtitling, dubbing, etc.) partake in the same discourse as narrative
adaptations or intermedial transposition.
The last two chapters deal with the phenomenon of MLVs as a hybrid between translation and remake or between film and other media. Here, the
sliding definitions between cultural or media adaptation and translation is
even more conspicuous than in other translation modes. In chapter five, I
have shown how seemingly minor phenomena, such as the foreign accents of
polyglot stars, are important discursive features for intersecting translation
and a conception of ethnicity as both “real body” and artificial construction.
I have based my arguments on examples from fan magazines and cultural
criticism. Additionally, I have analysed how MLVs represent location as
imaginary or as a “no-man’s-land”. Translation is exposed as an element of
attraction both in magazines and in films, as themes or motifs illustrating
cultural identity in the era of modern reproduction.
Chapter six examines the relation between the multiple language film and
theatre taking the Swedish version of Marius as example. In this chapter, I
have shown how the double transposition – adaptation from film to theatre
and from French film to Swedish – also involves a level of ethnicity. Most
notably, the “dialogue” between film and theatre, between French regional
imaginary and Swedish representation, destabilise the otherwise ethnically
“neutral” Swedish as spoken on the stage. By analysing the reception of the
Swedish stage version and the Swedish film version of the French film, and
by comparing the two film versions on a textual level, I outlined a hybrid
form between film and theatre which “projects” both the local and the foreign. Consequently, the overall conclusion is that translation in the early
sound era, or maybe film translation as such, can only be analysed as part of
a larger context of intermedia and version making. Furthermore, since translation is thematised in films - and revealed in the fan press as an element of
attraction, translation, in this particular period, functions as representation of
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cultural and transcultural identity; it exposes cultural implications of translation concealed in later “invisible” translation practices. The emphasis on
translation as attraction in combination with the multimedia dimension involves a representation of ethnicity marked by differentiation.
For my part, this study has incited an interest for further inquiry into the
role of translation in a larger realm of cinematic culture. A larger historical
approach on the whole interwar period, with focus also on translation with
intertitles, would highlight an undiscovered angle of the transnational relations of this crucial era. Another enlargement of the perspective on translation would be to take the industrial practices into account more than has been
achieved in this study. Translation is the means by which film is spread internationally and, consequently, is central for understanding conceptual and
practical operations of filmic internationalism. The ambition of this dissertation was to highlight certain aspects of how translation operates in cinema
culture. Translation is still an “unheard voice” in film studies, and an underestimated dimension in discussions on filmic internationalism, cultural globalisation and regional reception, in particular from an historical perspective.
By approaching the “universal” language of film differently, this study attempts to underline to what extent translation is an issue of film theory, film
history and media culture.
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